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Abstract

Spoken language systems are often deployed with static speech recognizers. Only rarely
are parameters in the underlying language, lexical, or acoustic models updated on-the-
fly. In the few instances where parameters are learned in an online fashion, developers
traditionally resort to unsupervised training techniques, which are known to be inferior to
their supervised counterparts. These realities make the development of spoken language
interfaces a difficult and somewhat ad-hoc engineering task, since models for each new
domain must be built from scratch or adapted from a previous domain.

This thesis explores an alternative approach that makes use of human computation to
provide crowd-supervised training for spoken language systems. We explore human-in-the-
loop algorithms that leverage the collective intelligence of crowds of non-expert individuals
to provide valuable training data at a very low cost for actively deployed spoken language
systems. We also show that in some domains the crowd can be incentivized to provide
training data for free, as a byproduct of interacting with the system itself. Through the
automation of crowdsourcing tasks, we construct and demonstrate organic spoken language
systems that grow and improve without the aid of an expert.

Techniques that rely on collecting data remotely from non-expert users, however, are
subject to the problem of noise. This noise can sometimes be heard in audio collected
from poor microphones or muddled acoustic environments. Alternatively, noise can take
the form of corrupt data from a worker trying to game the system - for example, a paid
worker tasked with transcribing audio may leave transcripts blank in hopes of receiving a
speedy payment. We develop strategies to mitigate the effects of noise in crowd-collected
data and analyze their efficacy.

This research spans a number of different application domains of widely-deployed spo-
ken language interfaces, but maintains the common thread of improving the speech recog-
nizer's underlying models with crowd-supervised training algorithms. We experiment with
three central components of a speech recognizer: the language model, the lexicon, and the
acoustic model. For each component, we demonstrate the utility of a crowd-supervised
training framework. For the language model and lexicon, we explicitly show that this
framework can be used hands-free, in two organic spoken language systems.

Thesis Supervisor: Stephanie Seneff
Title: Senior Research Scientist
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Spoken language systems are increasingly prevalent in our everyday lives. Voice interfaces
are now found, not just on personal computers, but in our smartphones and vehicles as well.

While initially viewed as a requirement for accessibility, speech is now becoming the pre-

ferred interaction modality for many tasks. Siri delights Apple iPhone owners in multiple

languages with the ability to send texts or make a quick web search [67]. Numerous high-

end automobiles incorporate voice-navigation features directly into the dashboard [32, 28].
It is difficult to watch a few hours of television without seeing at least one speech interface,
either within a show or explicitly advertised during the commercials. Some well known

speech companies are currently even building voice interfaces for the television itself [50].

While spoken language systems have now truly escaped the laboratory, these systems,
together with their counterparts in academia, often have one very large flaw. Despite being

deployed to a dynamic environment, the underlying models in a spoken language system

are often given fixed parameter values. How, then, can these interfaces adapt to new types

of input? For example, an Internet voice-search application must keep up-to-date with the
trending news topics, which might include the pronunciations and mispronunciations of

proper names. A recognizer trained with audio collected from desktop computers will find

itself in an entirely different acoustic environment when trained on mobile devices.

Typically, these systems simply wait for help from an expert or rely on unsupervised

adaptation methods. The first approach relies on the expert's determination that the current

models are unsatisfactory, and requires a manual update, perhaps with a transcribed corpus

of training data. The expert may even manually add new pronunciations into the recognizer.

While the unsupervised adaptation approach offers an alternative that can be performed on-

the-fly, such techniques are almost always improved with labeled training data. This thesis

explores an alternative approach that employs resources from crowds of non-experts to

semi-automatically update the various components of an automatic speech recognizer.
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1.1 Motivation

For many years, the speech research community has dreamt of organic spoken language

systems that grow and improve without expert-aid [151]. While these systems are closer

than ever to becoming a reality, it is still common for users to simply learn to live with a sys-

tem's errors. The goal, for many researchers, is to move towards living systems that learn

from their own errors. More generally, systems should be able to adapt to their environment

without expert help.

There are many components in speech systems that might automatically adapt accord-

ing to the environment in which it's deployed. This thesis focuses on the automatic speech

recognizer itself. Speech recognizers can be viewed hierarchically, each layer placing ad-

ditional constraints over a probabilistic search space [47]. When a speech interface targets

a new domain, new constraints must be learned by gathering in-domain data and retraining

the recognizer's underlying stochastic models. We consider three such models in this the-

sis. The component closest to the speech signal itself is the acoustic model, which scores

competing recognition hypotheses on the level of individual sounds. The lexicon, which

maps sequences of these sounds to words in a pronunciation dictionary, can also be viewed

probabilistically. Further constraints are placed on the sequence of words explored dur-

ing recognition by the language model. Each of these components of a recognizer can be

learned and adapted given enough training data.

Collecting sufficient training data has never been a trivial task. Successful collection

efforts in academia have sometimes required cooperation across multiple institutions and

have largely been telephone-based [64]. Audio transmitted over telephone networks, how-

ever, is usually sampled at 8kHz, a rate which effectively cuts out frequencies important

to certain speech sounds, which can degrade recognition performance [123]. Alternative

technologies, either through the phone or over the web, have been slow to develop. This

motivates, as part of this thesis, the development of tools that ease the burden of audio

collection.

Tools for audio collection are worthless, however, without subjects to provide the spo-

ken language and human interaction necessary to improve a voice interface. The advent

of crowdsourcing techniques for speech-related tasks provides a new way to overcome the

problem of data-scarcity [22, 114]. Micropayment workforce platforms, such as Ama-

zon Mechanical Turk (mTurk), provide access to non-expert individuals who can provide

new data or annotate existing data cheaply. Furthermore, when used programmatically,

these services can effectively incorporate human intelligence into complex algorithms, a

paradigm referred to as human computation. This ushers in a fundamentally new way to
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train a spoken language system. Part of this thesis will show that, if one can elicit the right

form of data from the crowd, it is possible to incorporate this collective intelligence into an

entirely hands-free, crowd-supervised training process.

The models underlying a spoken language interface are trained using large amounts

of in-domain data, typically in the form of the audio signal and a transcript of the words

that were spoken. We show, in this work, the feasibility of crowdsourcing the retraining

and adaptation of the three previously mentioned stochastic models of the modem speech

recognizer. For language modeling, we operate on three different types of models, which

can be updated dynamically during a session with one of our spoken language interfaces. In

the case of the lexicon, we introduce the pronunciation mixture model as a framework for

learning new weighted lexical entries using spoken examples from the crowd. Finally, our

acoustic model experiments demonstrate that micropayment platforms are not the only way

of procuring transcribed, in-domain speech data. For each task, we address the problem of

noisy or corrupt crowdsourced data, again using fully automatic procedures.

This goal of this thesis is therefore to connect two previously independent areas of

research: human computation and spoken language systems. In the past, system developers

wishing to improve the models of a speech recognizer were given one of two choices - they

could either manually transcribe data in an offline procedure for supervised training or they

relied on unsupervised training, known to be less effective. In this thesis, we show that

there is a middle-ground of crowd-supervised training techniques that can provide more

robust gains, without requiring the aid of an expert. Moreover, using human computation,
we demonstrate that we can wrap crowd-supervised techniques into organic systems that

improve on-the-fly. The next section outlines the contributions of this thesis chapter by
chapter.

1.2 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2: Background

This chapter presents two areas of literature and one section of background knowledge

related to the work in this thesis. First, we familiarize the reader with the latest research

of crowdsourcing, and in particular the field of human computation. To give the reader

a concrete example of crowdsourcing in practice, we perform a literature review of the

field with the help of workers from Amazon Mechanical Turk, arguably the most popular

platform for micropayment-tasks. The second area of related research that we describe is

that of spoken language systems. We make particular note of the enormous effort involved
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in past speech data collection undertakings. Third, we arm the reader with an understanding

of the probabilistic models within an automatic speech recognizer. Although the lexicon

is not often modeled stochastically, we provide its mathematical underpinnings, together

with those of the language model, and acoustic models. Finally, we conclude this chapter

with a short summary.

Chapter 3: Collecting Speech from the Crowd

This chapter demonstrates the utility of Amazon Mechanical Turk as a platform for speech

data collection. We perform two sets of experiments. The first is designed to elicit read

speech from workers via prompts. This experiment was open to workers all over the world

and required only that they have a web browser and a mTurk account. The entire exper-

iment ran for less than four days, but collected more than 100 hours of audio. Thus, we

were often collecting audio at rates faster than real-time. Some of the audio, however, con-

tained artifacts such as background noise or clipping - other times, speakers were simply

unintelligible. We therefore explore ways of filtering this large corpus automatically for

subsets of clean speech. The second experiment conducted was for a multimodal spoken

dialogue system, which we deployed directly inside the mTurk interface. This time, how-

ever, workers were limited to the United States. We collect over 1,000 dialogue sessions

and evaluate the system using crowd-transcribed utterances. The work in this chapter was

previously published in [106].

Chapter 4: Crowd-supervised Language Modeling

This chapter describes a prototype organic system in which the language models are up-

dated in crowd-supervised fashion. We present a prototype system for a photo annotation

and search domain. This experiment represents our first example of human computation,
in which the role of the human workers is entirely automated by the system itself. As

utterances are collected, they are sent back out to mTurk for transcription. When audio

transcription is complete, the transcripts are recompiled into a language model that is then

transmitted to the speech recognizer for an on-the-fly update. We show that search query

accuracy improves over the lifespan of this living system. Over a two day span, in two sep-

arate experiments, we demonstrate the feasibility of growing an organic language model.

The work in this chapter was previously published in [104].

Chapter 5: Crowd-supervised Lexicon Learning

This chapter treats the lexicon as another probabilistic model in the speech recognizer and
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makes use of this stochasticity to perform crowd-supervised pronunciation learning. We

begin by describing the pronunciation mixture model (PMM), a maximum likelihood es-

timation approach to learning new pronunciations given a set of spoken examples. We

present a suite of experiments on the PhoneBook corpus of isolated-word speech, which

show that the PMM is robust to crowdsourced data. We show that, not only does this

model outperform the state-of-the-art letter-to-sound approaches, it produces pronuncia-

tions that are on par with those of experts. In the remainder of the chapter, we use both the

letter-to-sound (L2S) and the PMM in an organic spoken language system for the cinema

voice-search domain. We automate the collection of both transcripts and spoken examples

to show that a crowd-supervised framework can learn new words on-the-fly to improve

speech recognition accuracy. The pronunciation mixture model was proposed and analyzed

in [5, 6], where Ibrahim Badr performed the experimental analysis on the original Phone-

Book dataset. The PhoneBook experiments were then supplemented with a crowdsourced

corpus, upon which additional experiments were run. The second set of experiments in this

chapter used the Movie Browser dialogue system, described in detail in [93]. The crowd-

supervised lexicon learning experiments described in this chapter have been submitted for

publication [103].

Chapter 6: Crowd-supervised Acoustic Modeling

This chapter moves beyond the mTurk platform and collects self-transcribed audio from

educational games, which we use to adapt the acoustic models. We deployed two speech-

enabled games to Quizlet.com, a popular flashcard website for studying terms and defini-

tions. Over a 22 day period, we collect almost 50 hours of speech. We also show that

around one-third of these data can be transcribed simply by examining the game context

in which it was collected. We use these utterances to perform self-supervised acoustic

model adaptation and show that the system can improve without the help of an external

crowd. This work demonstrates that, in some cases, it may be possible to improve the

speech recognizer by leveraging the crowd available to any spoken language system: its

own user-base. The work on Voice Race was originally published in [105] and the work

with Voice Scatter was published in [53]. Alex Gruenstein assisted with these experiments

and, in particular, managed the acoustic model adaptation.

Chapter 7 Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the work presented in this thesis. We review the experiments

and delineate the contributions of this thesis. We then point to ways of extending this
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research in various directions. For each component of the speech recognizer, we describe

further experiments that might be performed toward making spoken language systems truly

adaptive.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter covers the related literature and background concepts relevant to this thesis. As

previously noted, this thesis is positioned at the intersection of two active areas of research.

First and foremost, our goal is to advance spoken language systems research by making the

construction and continued improvement of such systems easier and more cost-effective.

We accomplish this task by utilizing the collective intelligence of a distributed group of

non-expert individuals. We employ crowdsourcing techniques to automate data collection

efforts that were previously handled manually in the laboratory. A number of experiments

presented here take crowdsourcing a step further by removing the expert not only from

the data collection phase, but from the speech recognizer's retraining phase as well. The

retraining process now becomes computer-driven rather than human-driven, a distinction

that earns it the classification of human computation.

There are three areas of related work and background material covered in this chapter.

The first is crowdsourcing. We codify the various types of crowd-related computer science

research areas and then narrow in on the subfield of human computation, most relevant

to our work. The second section of this chapter gives a short history of spoken language

systems, and describes the data collection efforts required to train them. Finally, we discuss

the probabilistic formulation of an automatic speech recognizer. We concentrate on three

stochastic models of the recognizer, which define its search space given an audio signal.

For each model, we are careful to describe the types of training data necessary to learn its

parameters.

2.1 Collective Intelligence

Researchers in the field of human-computer interaction have recently found fascination

in the ability of large, often anonymous groups of people to perform distributed tasks to-
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Figure 2-1: A taxonomy of collective intelligence paradigms, from [118]

wards solving a larger problem. In this section, we provide an overview of this field, under

the umbrella title of collective intelligence, while focusing in particular on an area called

crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing can take advantage of the ever-increasing connectivity of

individuals to perform collaborative efforts. At times, individuals in the group are not even

aware of the goal at hand or that any collaboration is happening at all. For the most part,

participation in a particular collaborative task is not compulsory, making motivations for

participation another area of study. Finally, with large crowds it can be difficult to manually

oversee the results. For this reason, quality control becomes another concern.

2.1.1 Crowdsourcing vs. Human Computation

There have been a number of attempts to delineate the various subfields of collective in-

telligence [46, 118]. In this thesis we largely follow the taxonomy of [118], which breaks

the field primarily into the overlapping areas of human computation, crowd-sourcing, and

social computing, as shown in Figure 2-1. The latter, having largely to do with the use of

technology to ease the natural communication between humans, is of little relevance to this

work. Of greater importance for this work are the fields of human-computation and crowd-

sourcing, and especially their overlap. In this work, we only employ human computation
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Figure 2-2: ReCAPTCHA digitizes books and secures websites simultaneously. A user at-
tempting to access a ReCAPTCHA-secured site is presented two digitally scanned words
which they must transcribe. One of the words, the "control" word, is known to the al-
gorithm and is used to verify that the user is human. The transcription of the other is
compared across other users given the same word. Their agreement is used to transcribe
this previously unknown word.

in a crowdsourcing setting, so, for our purposes human computation is a proper subset of

crowdsourcing.

Where human computation differs from other types of crowdsourcing, the distinction is

a subtle one. Both tend to refer to a paradigm that combines computational processes with

human input to solve a problem. For the purposes of this work, we presume that human

computation places the additional constraint that the overall process must be directed au-

tomatically rather than human-guided. On the other hand, crowdsourcing merely requires

that the human component must be carried out by more than one human, often a group

of anonymous individuals. The entirety of this thesis will revolve around crowdsourcing

techniques for spoken language systems. A subset of our experiments are directed entirely

by computational processes, and are thus given the label human computation.

One compelling example of crowdsourcing is Wikipedia, which accepts contributions

to its online encyclopedia from anyone with a web browser and a little spare time. Ten

years since its inception, the English version of the site is approaching four million arti-

cles, the contents of which would fill over 1500 physical encyclopedia volumes if printed

to paper [132]. While undoubtedly a success, Wikipedia also exemplifies the quality con-

trol concerns that are common to many domains in the broader field of collective intelli-

gence [80]. In [118], it is argued that Wikipedia is not an example of human computation,
however, because the overall goal of anthologizing information, right down to the choice

of which articles should be included, is directed by humans.

A project which illustrates human computation is ReCAPTCHA [136]. A CAPTCHA
is a Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart. They

are used by websites to prevent malicious computer programs from accessing material
or performing operations meant only for humans. Often CAPTCHAs appear as distorted
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letters that the user of a website must recognize, type, and submit to prove he or she is

human. Figure 2-2 shows an example from the ReCAPTCHA project. Human computation

comes into play by formulating CAPTCHAs for which the aggregate human effort can be

automatically combined to digitize scanned books. This can be done by using a control

word and an unknown word in each CAPTCHA. The control word is used for security

purposes, and checked before the human can proceed. The results for the unknown word

are then compared with results from other humans who were given the same unknown

word. Matching the input in this way uncovers the orthography of a word that may have

been difficult to ascertain using purely computational methods such as optical character

recognition. Recent statistics are difficult to come by now that Google has acquired the

technology, but estimates computed after its first year of use put the number of words

transcribed near half a billion.

Clearly there is a significant difference in flavor between the type of crowdsourcing used

to generate Wikipedia and the type used to digitize books via reCAPTCHAs. In the case

of reCAPTCHA, book digitization is a byproduct of a human's actions that were geared

towards a somewhat unrelated goal. With Wikepedia articles, the end goal of the user is

to create or improve upon an article. More generally, the compilation of the encyclopedia

is human-guided in the case of Wikipedia, whereas the process of book digitization can be

guided entirely automatically, using humans as one modular component in a larger digiti-

zation algorithm. It is this characteristic, the automation of the higher-level process, that

puts reCAPTCHA squarely in the category of human computation.

To clarify this point, we look at another famous example in the field of collective intel-

ligence: the ESP Game [137]. The ESP Game is a two-player online Game With a Purpose

(GWAP). In addition to being fun, GWAPs produce or label data. In the ESP Game, each

player is shown the same picture and they each independently label this picture with words

based on its contents. When the labels from the two players match, they each earn points.

The goal of the game is simply to earn points by matching as many labels as possible within

a specified period of time. A byproduct of each game is that the image is tagged with a set

of labels that represent its contents. The game labeled almost 300,000 images in the first

five months of its deployment. As is, this process of labeling a set of images is a form of

human computation, since it can be driven entirely algorithmically. Another layer of con-

fusion of the terms can be added, however, by taking the output of this process and using it

as training data for machine learning algorithms.

Since retraining spoken language systems using crowdsourcing techniques is of central

concern to this thesis, we explicitly define our terms with respect to this additional layer of

computation. In particular, it becomes important to establish whether the retraining phase
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itself is driven by the human or the machine. In this work, we retain the term human

computation when the training data are collected, collated, and the machine learning algo-

rithms are retrained entirely automatically. We use the generic term crowdsourcing when a

human, usually an expert, steps into the loop at the retraining phase. Ultimately, removing

the expert, and closing that loop is the goal of this work.

2.1.2 Micropayment Workforces

The crowdsourcing examples we have described thus far have had domain-specific incen-

tives for completing the work at hand. A more general, but inherently more costly approach

is to pay distributed workers to complete tasks. Micropayment workforce platforms such

as CrowdFlower and Amazon Mechanical Turk (mTurk) offer to act as intermediaries be-

tween requesters and these anonymous crowds of workers. In this section, we will describe

the characteristics of these markets and the types of tasks that can be performed on them.

Amazon Mechanical Turk is arguably the most mature crowdsourcing platform for ar-

bitrary micro-tasks. Each unit of work on mTurk is referred to as a Human Intelligence

Task (HIT). HITs can be posted to the crowd through Amazon's simple web interface.

To provide an illustration of its capabilities, the literature review given in this section has

been compiled using mTurk. The HIT for this literature review requested that workers use

any means at their disposal to find academic articles about crowdsourcing. It was suggested

that they make use of Google Scholar as well as search through references of papers already

found. It should be noted that these workers do not have access to the same resources that

an expert in the field might have, such as the ability to scale the pay-walls that frequently

surround academic papers or ask colleagues for recommendations. For the gathering phase

of a literature review, however, they merely need to be able to identify topics, which can be

done with little expertise.

We deployed two tasks to mTurk on different days with different settings. The first cost

50 per paper and was open to anyone in more than 100 countries worldwide. The second

was restricted to the United States and paid 20 per paper found. We collected 125 papers

for each task. Before we ran the mTurk tasks, we performed our own independent literature

review and had written the basic narrative of this section. The papers ultimately included

were chosen to supplement this narrative. A comparison of the papers we found and those

collected in our experiment can be seen in the remainder of this section. We have placed

an indicator on each citation denoting whether it was found by the expensive task [x]e, the

cheaper task [x]c of the independent literature review [x]'.

Although the nomenclature is far from settled in these relatively young fields, for the
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purposes of this thesis, we will consider this literature review task to be an example of

crowdsourcing, but not necessarily one of human computation. As previously described

we make this distinction when the process is overseen by a human rather than directed by

the machine. Moreover, this task has a few properties that are not typical of an Amazon

Mechanical Turk task. It is often assumed that mTurk workers must work independently

- or if not independently, at least not simultaneously. In [7 7 ]C, however, it is shown that

allowing workers to explicitly collaborate on a poem translation task produces fruitful re-

sults. For our literature review task, we use a similar approach, requiring workers to add

each paper to a growing list using an online collaborative text editor'. A worker must check

for duplicates before adding a paper to the list, copying it to the HIT, and submitting.

A chat area beside the document allows workers to communicate with each other.

Even the requester can log in and shepherd workers to perform the task a particular way,
a strategy that has been shown to produce better work and provide a useful alternative

to the output agreement or iterative paradigms typically employed to control quality in

mTurk tasks [39]C. We employed this technique only once in our first HIT, to tell workers

that abstracts of papers behind a pay-wall were acceptable. The subsequent HIT included

this explicitly in the instructions.

Although we opened our cheaper task up to many different countries around the world,
most of our workers came from either the US and India. This is consistent with a survey

of worker demographics which found that the mTurk crowd was dominated by workers

from the US, but that the trend is shifting towards workers from India [122]ei. It was

also noted that 10% of Indian workers relied on Amazon Mechanical Turk to make ends

meet, whereas only 5% of American workers did so. This, and other reasons, have led

some researchers to highlight the ethical questions surrounding the use of mTurk workers

as independent contractors, a classification that allows the market to circumvent minimum

wage laws (see [131]c'e, [124]C and [10l1]'). Indeed, the motivations of workers, who often

work for just a few dollars an hour, was investigated again in [7 5 ]',. Interestingly, further

work has been done in this area to ascertain whether a social desirability bias exists in the

workers' reporting of their own motivations [3 ]*. It was found, for instance, that Indian

workers under-reported "fun" as a motivator for task participation, while US workers over-

reported the role of money.

Motivations aside, Amazon Mechanical Turk has been used for incredibly interesting

and diverse purposes. In the medical domain, labs have experimented with using mTurk to

identify cancer cells (see [25]'' and [108]c). VizWiz is a smartphone app that allows

blind users to upload a photo and a spoken query to a crowd of mTurk workers who

1http://collabedit.com/
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then assist by identifying objects or writing in the image [14]e'i. PlateMate has a simi-

lar modality, whereby anyone can upload a picture of a plate of food, and, through a series

of mTurk tasks, the content of the plate is ascertained with respect to calories, fat, carbohy-

drates, and protein [10 9 ]ei. Soylent, "a word processor with a crowd inside," crowdsources

common word processing tasks such as summarizing and proof-reading [12 ]'. In fact, work

on Soylent was part of the inspiration for performing this literature review via crowdsourc-

ing.

For some mTurk tasks latency is a primary concern. Obviously latency can be high for

systems which incorporate humans into the loop, and, while for some domains high latency

is merely an inconvenience, in others it is unacceptable. VizWiz, for example, requires a

quick response if an image description is going to be useful to the blind individual who

submitted it. Research into real-time crowdsourcing is still in its infancy, but techniques
do exist to speed up reaction times from the crowd [1 I]f. Queueing theory has even been

used to optimize the cost/performance tradeoffs of keeping a crowd constantly at the ready

for real-time tasks [13]c,'.

Independent of the question of latency, there has been considerable research regard-

ing control architectures for mTurk tasks. In many domains, it can be advantageous to

feed the output of one task in as the input of another. The visual management of crowd-

sourcing workflows has been explored in CrowdWeaver [7 9 ]'e*. TurKit allows JavaScript

programs to manipulate HITs and cache the human computation during each pass through

the code [92]'. CrowdForge [81]'' follows the map-reduce paradigm to split and com-

bine tasks. Other work has focused on treating the crowd as a database of human knowl-

edge which can be accessed through declarative languages ( [43]c'e,, [98]', and [113]edi)
Although the preceding examples are each quite different, they all ease the scripting of

human computation tasks through various forms of crowd-control. There has even been

work that takes this paradigm a step further and crowdsources the creation of the workflow

itself [83]e.

Quality is another dimension important to requesters. Three main approaches to au-

tomatically controlling for quality are described here, and may be implemented using the

tools described above. The first is the use of a small amount of gold standard data to iden-

tify and weed out workers who are gaming the system. This approach has been successfully

used in a number of early cases, e.g. [78 ]c'ei and [ 13 3 ]ei. Since obtaining expert-annotated,

gold-standard data is expensive, other researchers have explored the utility of generating

known answers programmatically in some domains [11 1]. The second approach is to

deploy multiple assignments for a HIT in parallel and analyze worker agreement in the

results. Much of the work in this area goes beyond simple matching and attempts to auto-
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matically identify high quality workers through agreement statistics (see [144]' and [68]'.)

The final quality control mechanism is an iterative approach. Using this method workers

incrementally improve on the output of previous workers [34]*.

A number of studies have examined the effects that positive and negative monetary

incentives have on quality (see [10 2 ]',', and [5 7 ]C'e',.) The general consensus has been

that increasing the payment for a task will increase the speed at which it is done, but not

necessarily the quality of the output. The same might be said of our literature review

HITs. The more expensive task took four hours to complete and just eight different peo-

ple contributed. The cheaper task was performed by 20 different workers over the course

of three days. Skimming each of the 125 papers in each review, we determined that the

cheaper task contained 75 papers that could have reasonably been included while the more

expensive task contained 87. 18 papers were recovered by both mTurk tasks. Both tasks

recovered interesting papers that were not found in our independent review, suggesting that

mTurk can be a useful way to expand a literature search.

2.1.3 Crowd-sourcing for Speech and Language

Crowdsourcing is particularly well suited to the tasks of generating and processing natu-

ral language. Again, GWAPs are one means of procuring such data. In [138], von Ahn

et al. describe a game called Verbosity which generates common-sense facts. Similar to

the ESP Game, Verbosity connects two players, who must collaborate on a word game. A

side-effect of the game is that data is created that is useful to the natural language under-

standing community. Where this type of data generation is difficult, researchers have again

resorted to mTurk and other micropayment workforces. Here we review some of the recent

work done in this area, reserving the topic of crowdsourcing for speech collection for the

subsequent section.

Initial interest in the use of Amazon Mechanical Turk in the NLP community began

with the work of Snow et al. [133]. They perform experiments on five natural language

processing tasks: affect recognition, word similarity, recognizing textual entailment, event

temporal ordering, and word sense disambiguation. They also show that quality control can

be handled using worker agreement and using a few gold-standard labels. For categorical

data they show that the output can be greatly improved with a bias correction algorithm

based on the work of Dawid and Skene [36].

A number of review papers nicely summarize many of the subsequent achievements

in the field [22, 114]. A few examples of mTurk's use in NLP are for statistical machine

translation [21], named entity recognition [89], and evaluating topic modeling [26]. More
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recent research is beginning to combine mTurk tasks with active learning algorithms, which

intelligently and automatically determine how to collect new data on-the-fly [88, 2]. In [2],
an end-to-end human-in-the-loop machine translation system is built, which combines non-

expert workers with an automatic machine translation system.

Speech transcription is another task ripe for crowdsourcing. Indeed, some work on web-

based transcription methods dates back as far as 1997 [40], but required the transcriber to

install a special audio player for the task. Transcription on mTurk began in industry with

CastingWords, a service that leverages the crowd to transcribe large amounts of audio.

Speech tasks took a little longer to arrive on the academic crowdsourcing scene, perhaps

due to the additional technological considerations of manipulating audio on the web. Our

work, detailed in Chapter 6, initially looked at labeling and transcribing short utterances.

Given their brevity, directly comparing transcriptions from multiple workers was an easy
form of quality control. Marge et al. explored the use of ROVER to combine longer

outputs into a single transcript [99]. Novotney et al. then showed that mTurk can be used

to transcribe vast amounts of training data [110].

Beyond transcription, a number of speech-related tasks have been deployed to mTurk.

In [100], Marge et al. use non-expert workers to annotate speech from meetings for the pur-

poses of extractive summarization. Evaluation of speech synthesis has also been analyzed

using mTurk [146, 18]. Others have taken a similar approach to judging whether a real

voice comes from a non-native speaker or not [84]. These examples all require the worker

to play audio in the browser. Another interesting set of tasks can be performed when we

reverse the paradigm and begin collecting audio through the browser. We describe these in

the next section.

2.2 Crowdsourcing Speech Collection

If one defines the term broadly enough, the speech research community has been crowd-

sourcing the collection of speech for many years and in many different contexts. This

section describes speech collection efforts for a diverse set of applications. Explicit corpus

collections have been performed for a myriad of speech-related tasks: speaker verification,
language identification, large-vocabulary speech recognition, etc. In other cases, such as

with widely deployed spoken dialog systems, the collection of audio is simply a byproduct

of using the system.

We describe what we believe to be a representative sample of this work to give the

reader a feel for the collection techniques typically used for speech. For each collection

effort, we also describe the technology used to make data collection possible and give a
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broad overview of the protocol used during collection. Speech collection can either occur

on-site or remotely. The remote methods of data collection applicable to crowd-sourcing

include collection over a standard telephone, through the web, or via smartphones.

2.2.1 Speech Corpora

We begin with speech corpus collection, which is a task of central importance in speech

research. These corpora provide a standard for comparison with related research in addi-

tion to their utility for training various speech-related algorithms. Their very collection,

however, is a feat in and of itself. A catalog containing many influential speech corpora is

available through the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC).

For certain purposes it is desirable to collect audio in the lab using multiple micro-

phones under ideal conditions. The TIMIT corpus of read speech sponsored by DARPA

was one such effort [42]. A collaboration between SRI, Texas Instruments (TI), and MIT,

TIMIT was designed to contain phonetically varied read speech. Speech was collected

from 630 English speakers using two microphones, one close-talking and the other a free-

field microphone. Recording was carried out at Texas Instruments and, after some post-

processing, 16kHz audio was shipped to MIT for phonetic transcription [152]. To this day,

TIMIT remains the most popular corpus carried by the LDC.

In subsequent decades, the general trend in speech data collection efforts has been to-

wards collecting data remotely, rather than requiring the speakers to be on site. This method

comes with advantages and disadvantages. First, it can be more difficult, for instance, to

ensure channel uniformity and a clean acoustic environment across all of the speakers.

Second, remote data collection brings new technological challenges, since the recording

software must be set up to handle simultaneous speakers. With such an infrastructure in

place, however, it is easier for the collectors to connect with a larger number of participants

and ensure greater diversity thereof.

Texas Instruments launched a wave of automated corpus collection with its Voice

Across America project (VAA) [145]. In order to interface with the telephone network,
the protocol required customized hardware and software to connect a PC to a TI line.

Typical of telephone speech, the audio is transmitted and recorded with an 8-bit p-law en-

coding scheme. Speech from a normal telephone call could then be recorded to disk. The

initial corpus collected contained 3700 speakers producing 50,000 utterances by reading

prompted sentences given to them in a unique mailed letter. This collection technique was

quickly brought to a larger scale.

The original SWITCHBOARD corpus followed in the footsteps of VAA with a similar,
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Figure 2-3: These are sample prompts from the American and Japanese contribution to the
PolyPhone project. Countries were tasked with funding the collection of their own speech
corpus. Many employed market-research firms to identify potential participants and mailed
them prompts to be read aloud over the phone.

entirely automated collection protocol [48]. Since this corpus was meant to contain sponta-

neous speech, however, when a subject called in, a database of participants was queried and

an outgoing call was made in an attempt to find a conversational partner. A topic of conver-

sation was suggested, and the participants were given the power to signal when recording

should begin. 2,430 conversations were collected, which, on average, lasted around six

minutes each, resulting in over 240 hours of audio. The participants self-rated the natural-

ness of their conversations on a Likert scale where (1) was very natural and (5) indicated

conversation that felt forced. The average rating was 1.48, indicating that the collection

methodology was successful in capturing natural, spontaneous speech.

In the mid-90s, countries from across the world were submitting their contributions to

a set of corpora collected under the PolyPhone project [9, 82, 142]. These projects also

used PCs outfitted to collect audio over standard phone lines. In the Macrophone project

in the U.S., prompt sheets such as the one in Figure 2-3, were mailed to participants. Over

the course of a six week period, the project was able to collect around 200,000 utterances

from 5,000 speakers. In Japan, a corresponding project later collected 8,866 speakers and

validated 122,570 utterances, discarding those that contained noise or hesitations.

Once the research community overcame the technological hurdle of how to automate

the collection of large speech corpora, there remained the question of how to recruit par-
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ticipants affordably. Many collection efforts, such as for the NYNEX PhoneBook, found

success using outside market-research firms to gather participants. The PhoneBook cor-

pus now contains over 1,300 speakers reading around 75 isolated words each [117]. The

LDC's CALLHOME corpus [23], applied an innovative technique to the recruitment prob-

lem. For this collection, participants were given the ability to make free long-distance

phone calls in exchange for having their voices recorded. When the Fisher corpus was col-

lected [35], a more typical internet marketing strategy was employed. In this case, however,
after participants were registered, the system actively called them to request participation.

This system-initiated protocol has been continued more recently in the Mixer corpora for

speaker recognition [31].

It is clear from these example corpora, that the speech community has been crowd-

sourcing for quite some time. One novelty, however, is that we have begun to automate the

verification process in addition to the collection itself. A group from Nokia, for example,
describe the CrowdTranslator, for which corpora in a target language are collected using

prompts over mobile phones for low resource languages [90]. Verification was performed

by comparing answers to redundant prompts given to workers within individual sessions.

2.2.2 Spoken language systems

While in some cases corpus collection is performed as an independent step from the speech

systems built in the target domain, with many spoken language systems there is a chicken-

and-egg problem in which data are needed to construct a system, but the system is also

needed to provide proper context for data collection. With such applications, a bootstrap-

ping method is often applied to iteratively edge closer to natural, in-domain data.

The Air Travel Information System (ATIS) domain exemplifies this paradigm well.

Initially, a wizard-of-oz style collection procedure was used, whereby subjects brought into

the lab were led to believe that they were speaking with a computer, when in fact a human

transcriber was handling their flight-related queries. [61]. Sessions were collected at a slow

pace of one per day for a period of about eight weeks, yielding 41 sessions containing 1041

utterances. Later, the collection effort was distributed to multiple sites, including AT&T,
BBN, CMU, MIT, and SRI [64]. By 1994, most sites were automating their collection

procedure using the spoken dialog systems built for the domain [33].

Around the same time, in Europe, similar efforts were in place [115]. There was also

interest in another travel domain. A system developed in Germany allowed members of

the public to call in to get train time-table information [4]. Described in this work are a

number of pitfalls associated with making such systems widely available. First, there was
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a struggle to receive enough calls for development purposes before releasing to the general

public. Second, technical difficulties with the telephone interface only allowed a single

caller through at a time. Finally, the calls themselves varied enormously in almost every

aspect. Some users would ask non-sensical questions of the system, background noise

was a common phenomenon, and the variation in natural language, even for a response as

simple as an affirmation, came in a variety of forms (e.g. "yes", "great", "sure", "perfect",
"okay", etc).

In subsequent years, an increasing number of institutions began to tackle the task of

making spoken language systems widely accessible. The DARPA Communicator project

renewed interest in the air travel domain [140]. With nine groups participating, this time a

common architecture for dialogue system development was used and a telephone interface

was deployed for short-term data collection [129]. Examples of longer-term deployments

can be seen in AT&T's How may I help you customer care dialog system [49], MIT's Jupiter

weather information system [153], and CMU's Let's Go Bus information system [120].

The complexity involved in releasing a spoken language system into the wild is difficult

to overstate. Maintaining a constantly running suite of software that incorporates cutting-

edge research is a tricky balance. Still, the benefits to deploying systems early, and iterating

on development are clear. Figure 2-4 shows the performance of the Jupiter weather infor-

mation system over a number of development cycles and release dates. Adjusting the axis,
it is clear that the word error rate decreases logarithmically with increasing amounts of

data, reinforcing the old adage: "There's no data like more data."

2.2.3 User-configured recording environments

In the last decade, researchers have begun to explore a new possibility for speech collec-

tion via light-weight client-configurable recording tools. Whether through the web or on

a mobile device, these user-driven solutions come with a new set of advantages and dis-

advantages. Whereas the phone provides a somewhat consistent channel over which the

voice is transmitted, collecting speech directly from a user's device requires individuals to

record from the equipment they have at their disposal, whether it is a built-in microphone

or a cheap head-set microphone. Misconfigured microphones can also be a source of vari-

ability. An inexperienced user may not be able to recognize clipping in the audio, let alone

find the controls to turn down the recording volume.

Still, the advantages of recording audio in this fashion are many. First and foremost,
the tools necessary to perform collection are easier to deploy and load-balance than those

required for phone-based collection. An early example of web-based speech data collection
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Figure 2-4: The plot above depicts two years of development early in the life of the Jupiter

weather information dialogue system. As more training data were collected, new recog-

nizers were released, causing a steady improvement in performance. Note the non-linear

x-axis corresponding to the release dates of updated systems.

comes from Germany, where a team gathered read speech from adolescents across the coun-

try using a downloadable audio recording tool called SpeechRecorder [41]. SPICE [125]

and the WAMI Toolkit [52] were two early examples that also used Java to record au-

dio directly from a web-interface and upload it to a server behind-the-scenes. WAMI was

even able to simulate streaming via the chunking protocol already available in HTTP 1.1.

More advanced streaming, with data compression, can be performed through a Flash Media

Server.

Other platforms rely on mobile applications (apps) to collect audio. Lane et al., for

example, developed a suite of tools specifically for data collection through crowd-sourcing

venues such as Amazon Mechanical Turk [86]. AT&T developed a platform for speech

mashups for mobile devices, [38]. The development kit contained a native client for the

iPhone and a plug-in for Safari that allowed speech applications to connect to a speech

recognizer running remotely.

By attaching a remote speech recognizer to the client, users can interact with full-

fledged spoken dialog systems from their personal computers or mobile devices. In 2007,

CityBrowser was made publicly available using the WAMI Toolkit and email lists were

used to recruit subjects for a user study [54]. An iPhone app was later developed for the

WAMI Toolkit, and Flight Browser, the latest incarnation of the ATIS and Communicator

projects, was given a mobile interface.

While mobile interfaces can be attractive, they can require a considerable amount of
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developer time and energy. This is compounded by the fact that the popular mobile phone

operating systems of today are entirely incompatible with one another, making it difficult

to minimize the effort of reaching a large audience through smartphones. The approach we

have adopted at MIT is to build a generic webkit-based app capable of streaming speech to

a server for iOS and Android. We then implement prototypes in JavaScript and HTML and

run them on a desktop browser, or in one of these speech-enabled mobile browsers. This

gives us the luxury of a write-once-and-run-anywhere deployment protocol.

The use of web technologies in crowd-sourcing for speech is not a new phenomenon.

In the mid 90s, a team from MIT combined their telephone-based collection protocol with

a web prompting interface to collect read speech [66]. This phone-web hybrid strategy has

continued today in other groups with full-fledged spoken dialogue systems. In [72, 45],
workers were given a number to call and a task to follow via the Amazon Mechanical Turk

web interface.

The rise of Web 2.0 technologies allows for more dynamic interaction, however, when

the speech recording software is embedded directly within the web page. YourSpeech

from the Microsoft Language Development Center offers both a Quiz game and a text-

to-speech (TTS) generator to incentivize users to participate. The TTS generator prompts

users for speech and produces a concatenative speech synthesizer once enough data are

received [44]. In [106], our flight information system was evaluated and over 1,000 dia-

logue sessions were collected by deploying a unified graphical user interface to Amazon

Mechanical Turk, combining speech input with visual feedback. Another group subse-

quently used mTurk to evaluate a somewhat simpler interface for language learning [121].

For an overview of some of the speech acquisition tasks performed through modern-day

crowdsourcing, see [114].

2.3 Automatic Speech Recognition

The trend in spoken language systems, particularly within the recognizer itself, has been

towards ensuring that its components are stochastic, and thus can be trained using large

datasets. Having described the literature showing that crowdsourcing may be a good source

of data, we focus this section on the models that we are trying to improve and the types

of data required to improve them. This thesis concentrates on three such models all found

within a speech recognizer itself: the language, lexical, and acoustic models. This section

describes the overall architecture of a speech recognizer, how these models fit into this

framework, and their basic training or adaptation procedures.
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2.3.1 The Fundamentals

The fundamental goal of an automatic speech recognizer is to determine the most likely

string of words contained in an utterance that has been mapped to a sequence of acoustic

observations. A probabilistic formulation might look like this:

W = arg max P(W|A) = arg max P(A, W)
w w

where W represents a sequence of words, and A represents a series of acoustic observa-

tions. We might decompose our representation further into a sequence of sub-word units

U, making the independence assumption that the acoustics are independent of the words

given this sequence:

P(A, W) = P(A|U)P(U|W)P(W)
U

We have now recovered the three central components of a speech recognizer. P(A|U) is

often referred to as the acoustic model. P(UlW) represents a lexicon, which maps words

to their pronunciations in units such as phones or phonemes. Finally, P(W) is referred to

as the language model and captures statistics over word sequences.

This thesis makes use of the SUMMIT speech recognizer [47]. One defining charac-

teristic of this recognizer is that it is segment-based rather than frame based. The typical

model topology used in speech recognition is a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which

operates on feature vectors in fixed intervals [119]. SUMMIT, however, performs a prepro-

cessing step that searches for significant changes in the features and lays down landmarks

over which the search is eventually performed. To account for this in our equations we

say that A is actually a series of observations 0 over a particular segmentation S of the

utterance. To keep operations on the recognizer tractable we make the assumption that,
for a given sequence of words, the total likelihood of the underlying unobserved sequences

is roughly equivalent to their maximum likelihood. This type of approximation is often

called a Viterbi approximation, after the inventor of the dynamic programming algorithm

often used by recognizers to find the most likely sequence of words during decoding.

*= argmx P(O|S,U)P(S|U)P(U|W)P(W)
S,U

~ arg max P(O|S, U)P(S|U)P(U|W)P(W)
SU,w

P(S U) is the model topology. It may be used to model the duration of sub-word units, per-
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haps through transition probabilities between states. This mathematical framework allows

us to represent both HMM-recognizers and segment-based recognizers simultaneously. In-

deed, above the acoustic model, we represent all of our distributions using the same generic

framework: finite state transducers (FSTs) [63].

Roughly speaking, a weighted FST is a graph with an initial state, a final state, and

where each edge contains an input, an output, and a weight. Precise definitions and al-

gorithms that operate on FSTs can be found in [107]. It will suffice to note that an FST

can represent a distribution P(X|Y) by containing a path with inputs for each sequence

Y = {y1 ... ym} and outputs for a sequence X = {I ... xm} such that the product of the

weights along the path is P(X|Y). Note that in practice, we often put negative log prob-

abilities on the arcs, for numerical stability, making a summation the operation of choice

to aggregate probabilities. An FST can also represent a distribution P(Z) by ensuring that

the output and input on each edge are identical. Operations on probability distributions

translate directly to operations on FSTs. One of the most useful operations is composition,

denoted by o. We might represent the product P(U|W)P(W) with the composition of a

lexicon and a grammar, L o G.
In the remainder of this section we look at the individual components of the speech

recognizer. For each component we describe common ways in which it is modeled and

describe the basics of how it is trained.

2.3.2 The Language Model

A language model represents the a priori probability of a sequence of words. P(W) can be

parameterized in a number of ways. The most common approaches are arguably through a

context-free grammar (CFG) or an N-gram.

A CFG is a formal grammar that contains a set of production rules which define the

sequences of terminals that are contained in the language. The terminals of a grammar for

recognition are the words that can be recognized. To be context-free, the left-hand-side of

every production rule must only contain a single non-terminal. In this sense, a non-terminal

is just a name for a rule. Non-terminals can appear on the right-hand-side of a production

rule, but to define a string in the language, all such non-terminals must be expanded out

into terminals. The Java Speech Grammar Format 2 (JSGF) is a specification for a CFG,
with some syntactic sugar to enable us to write the CFG compactly.

#JSGF V1.0;

public <top> = <greet>*;

2http://java.sun.com/products/java-media/speech/forDevelopers/JSGF/
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<greet> = Hello (<who> | <what>);

<who> = Newman;

<what> = World;

The CFG shown above is unweighted, but could easily be supplemented with probabilities

for each rule. The * means that the non-terminal can be repeated zero or more times.

The I signifies a logicial or, indicating either <who> or <what> may be used. This extra

syntax does not change the expressive power of a CFG. It should be noted that a CFG is

actually more expressive than an FST, but we often approximate them as FSTs for use in a

recognizer [116].

CFGs are most often written by hand and left unweighted. Although statistics over rules

can be learned, N-grams provide an alternative approach which can also be represented in

FST-form. An N-gram can be expressed mathematically as follows:

K K

P(W) = P(Wi,., WK) =J7J P(wi 1w, ... J7JI P(wi1Wi-(N+l) ... i1
i=1

The N-gram makes the assumption that a word is dependent only on the N previous words.

At the word level, trigrams are a popular size of N-grams, but certain recognizers have

been known to use 4-grams. The statistics can be learned directly from a corpus of text.

Preferably, the text would match the recognition domain as closely as possible. Since spo-

ken language can be agrammatical and contain disfluencies, the ideal data are transcribed

speech in the target domain.

Certain distinct words in a language share similar contexts, and can be grouped together

into classes. Suppose, for example, that a recognizer was built for spoken language access

to a restaurant review database. Two queries that might be given to the system are "Is

the french food at Cuchi Cuchi good?" and the phrase "Is the chinese food at Royal East

good?" Without classes, the statistics over which words might precede good are fairly

fragmented. With classes, however, both queries might reduce to Is the CUISINE food

at RESTAURANT good? A standard N-gram can be built over transcripts of this form,

and the individual classes can internally be a uniformly weighted list of entries or may

have statistics weighting each entry in the list. In many cases, classes are determined

automatically based on the statistics of the corpus [17].

Support for classes in SUMMIT is even more general, in that the recognizer allows for

the inclusion of dynamic classes that can be changed at run-time. The restaurant application

described above, for example, would be able to load new restaurants into the recognizer on-

the-fly. Beyond simple weighted word-lists, arbitrary FSTs can be spliced into the search
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(1) nihraxstd I taorneydfow

(2) nihaxrs t erneydxow
(3) nihraxstcl taorneydcldow

Table 2.1: Pronunciations for the phrase "nearest tornado", exemplifying the difference
between phonemes and phones.

space. In Chapter 5, we make use of this feature to dynamically update the recognizer for

a cinema voice search domain.

2.3.3 The Lexicon

The lexicon, P(UlW), is a mapping from words to pronunciations. The units that make

up the sequence U are those over which the acoustic model is built. In the simplest case,
these might be basic speech units called phones. More often, though, we place context-

dependencies on these sub-word units so that our acoustic models may be built over di-

phones or triphones.

Since the conversion from a sequence of phones to a sequence if diphones is determin-

istic, the recognizer need only store a mapping from words to phone sequences. Sometimes

an additional layer of indirection is added to account for phonological variation [59]. In

SUMMIT, phonological rewrite rules are implemented to provide a mapping from semanti-

cally contrastive units called phonemes to the acoustically contrastive units called phones,
which are more numerous. Take, for example, the words nearest tornado, in Table 2.2.

The phoneme representation is shown in line (1) and two different phone sequences

follow in lines (2) and (3). Notice the difference in consonant closures and even vowel

substitutions. When spoken fluently, as in line (2), the t in nearest is not pronounced.

When a slight pause is introduced between the two words, as in line (3), both t-closures

might be present.

The phonological rules can also be represented as an FST. Wrapping the various levels

of representation into one recognition framework using FST composition can be done as

follows:

R=CoPoLoG

The pronunciations in a lexicon can be weighted with probabilities, but it is common for

researchers to leave lexicons unweighted. When a lexicon is weighted, we have

K

P(U|W) = P(B|W) = P(blwi )
i=1
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w = c 0 u p 1 e
b = k ah p ax I

= k ah p ax 1
i = c/k o/ah u/6 p/p c/ax 1/1 e/c
2 = c/k o/c u/ah p/p c/ax 1/1 e/c

Table 2.2: Two example alignments for the word couple and its phonemic pronunciation.

where bi is a sequence of phonetic units representing the pronunciation of word, wi.

As mentioned in the language model section above, our recognizer can load new words

on-the-fly. This means that we must be able to add pronunciations to the lexicon for pre-

viously unseen words. This is typically accomplished with a letter-to-sound (L2S) model.

Modeling the mapping between letters (graphemes) and phonetic units has been the subject

of much research [27, 16, 74, 128, 97, 8, 87, 70]. Some of this work is rule-based, [74],
while others learn sub-word units automatically, [16, 126], and still others perform hybrid

of the two [128].

This thesis makes use of the recent research of Bisani and Ney to learn a mapping from

graphemes to phones or phonemes [16]. The basic sub-word unit in this framework is thus

called a graphone or graphoneme, or more generally, a joint multigram. Each graphone, g,
consists of zero or more graphemes mapped to zero or more phonetic units. Mapping the

empty string, c, to another c is disallowed. In this work, we restrict our attention to singular

graphone(eme)s, for which there is at most one letter mapping to at most one phonetic unit.

A particular spelling and pronunciation can therefore be represented as a sequence of joint

multigrams, g. It is important to note that a particular spelling and pronunciation may be

segmented in more than one way. Table 2.2, for example, provides two sequences for a

single pronuciation for the word couple.

For a given sequence of graphemes, w, the goal now is to model a joint probability with

a pronunciation, b, as follows:

P(w, b) = P(g) ~ max P(g) (2.1)
gES(w,b) gES(w,b)

Here again, we are making the Viterbi approximation by making the assumption that the

most likely sequence is about equal to the sum over all sequences that segment a particular

word/pronunciation pair.

The task now becomes a problem of modeling P(g). Fortunately, we already have the

tools, since we can create a language model over joint multigram units which has this very

form. The details of the training procedure for this model are found in [16]. Given an exist-
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ing lexicon containing mappings w -+ b, they use Expectation Maximization (EM), [37],
to simultaneously discover graphones and their N-gram weights using Expectation Maxi-
mization. This language model can also be put into FST form, with letters on the input and

phonetic units on the output.

Aside from the joint multigram training procedure, which requires a large lexicon of
expertly generated pronunciations, we have not described how one might go about auto-

matically improving a lexicon. In particular, we would like to find a way for non-experts to
contribute to the training or adaptation procedure. We achieve this in Chapter 5, where we
show how to generate better pronunciations using spoken examples, which can come from
a crowd of non-experts.

2.3.4 The Acoustic Model

Most treatments of acoustic modeling describe this task as finding a parameterization of
P(A|W) [65, 71]. Sine the layers between the language model and acoustic model are
typically deterministic, or at least unweighted, they are not a source of uncertainty that

needs to be explicitly modeled. Even a lexicon with multiple pronunciations for one word
is typically left unweighted in modem recognizers. In this work, however, we prefer to

consider the lexicon as yet another place to model uncertainty, and therefore let the acoustic
model represent P(AIU). That is, the acoustic model represents the probability of a set of

acoustic observations given a sequence of phonetic units.

As previously described, once a model topology is chosen, the task reduces to modeling

the probability of a sequence of observations O= oi . . or given the segmentation S and

units U, which may be context-dependent phonetic units. Here the details differ slightly

between a segment-based recognizer and an HMM-based recognizer, especially when one
builds a model over individual segments rather than simply their landmarks. We refer the
reader to [47] for an explanation of the extra normalization requirements of the segment
models, and describe a set of acoustic models over the boundaries. The boundary models

are essentially diphones with some additional labels representing the possibility of a bound-

ary landing in the middle of a phone. We assume, given a segmentation and a sequence of

phones, that the observations are independent of one another.

T

P(oi . .. Or|IU, S) =P(oi lusi)

Now we need to model the probability of a single observation vector given a particular

acoustic unit (e.g. a diphone). This can be done with a mixture of Gaussian distributions.
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Each Gaussian mixture model (GMM) can be parameterized for a particular unit, Uk, by a

set of means, {p }, covariance matrices, {E }, and weights ,{aj}, where -a 1. The

following equations outline the basic formulation of a single acoustic model for a unit Uk.

N

P(oi Uk) = ZaP(obp I, E"
j=1

A normal distribution describes each component of the mixture model. Thus, for com-

ponent j, we have:

1 1P(oily ,~ E k) = exp (o k) T (k)-1(oi - pk

(27r)I | 2

The feature space of a speech recognizer can be derived from the signal in a number of

ways. The most common approaches are via Mel-frequency or perceptual linear predictive

(PLP) cepstral coeffcients [62]. Averages and derivatives of these basic building blocks can

form a high-dimensional feature vector. Principal component analysis is then performed to

reduce the dimensionality and whiten the feature space. Information regarding the details

of core acoustic modeling concepts - GMMs, MFCCs and more - can be found in the latest

edition of Spoken Language Processing, [71].

In the fully supervised case, an acoustic model would ideally have gold-standard seg-

mentations and phonetic labels for a large corpus of utterances. This is extremely expensive

to obtain, so researchers most often rely on data that are transcribed at the word-level. The

phonetic labels and the segmentation are then estimated for a large corpus by forcing an

alignment of words to the acoustic signal using an initial set of models, perhaps trained on

a much smaller set of hand-aligned utterances. When beginning with a new domain, e.g.

training acoustic models for mobile phones, one can start with an out-of-domain model to

generate alignments. These alignments can then be used to train an in-domain model.

Sometimes there is not enough data in a new domain to train a full set of new acoustic

models. Since we would still like to leverage this new data, there has been a lot of research

regarding the adaption of a set of previously trained acoustic models to a new domain

while avoiding data sparsity issues. One approach is called maximum a posteriori (MAP)

adaptation [94]. In MAP adaptation the parameters themselves, 4 k - { 1k, ka , , are

assumed to be a random variable drawn from a prior distribution P(4I). Given a new data

set of observations and alignments, we compute the MAP adaptation parameters with:

(MAP = argmaxP(4 X) = argmaxP(Xj )P(D)
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It's common to approximate MAP adaptation with model interpolation, whereby the pa-

rameters from both models are used, and the probabilities from each are interpolated using

an empirically determined weight. One advantage of this approximation is that it does not

require the choosing of a prior.

2.4 Summary

This chapter has provided background material and related work in three areas relevant to

this thesis. We have summarized some of the relevant literature regarding crowdsourcing,

and we have described an important subclass of crowdsourcing called human computation

that removes the expert from the higher level process and uses members of the crowd much

like method calls in an ordinary program. We then give a short history of speech data

collection, and note that such undertakings, especially for spoken language systems, have

required extraordinary effort. Finally, we have given a brief overview of speech recognition.

In particular, we have described three stochastic models, the language model, the lexicon,
and the acoustic model. These models will become the focus of Chapters 4, 5, and 6
respectively.
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Chapter 3

Collecting Speech from the Crowd

Before delving into the crowd-supervised training of the components of a speech recog-

nizer, we devote this chapter to the crowdsourced collection and transcription of speech

data. These tasks are typically expensive and time-consuming in and of themselves. In

particular, we explore the use of Amazon Mechanical Turk to significantly reduce the cost

and increase the speed of speech data collection. More generally, we argue that Voice over

IP (VoIP) and cloud computing are poised to greatly reduce impediments to research on

spoken language interfaces in many domains.

As shown in the previous chapter, acquiring in-domain training data for spoken lan-

guage systems is central to their development. Unfortunately, this gives rise to a classic

chicken-and-egg problem. A working system is required to collect in-domain data; how-

ever, this very data is needed to train the underlying models before the system can be

implemented effectively. Over the years, we have learned to bootstrap our acoustic and

language models from existing systems. This is typically a slow process that can take years

of data collection and iterative refinement, a point well-illustrated by Figure 2-4, which de-

picts a log-linear relationship between the amount of data collected and the improvements

in terms of word error rate.

Data collection has always been a major issue for researchers developing conversational

spoken dialogue systems. The ATIS project, described in the previous chapter, collected

approximately 25,000 utterances in the -travel domain in around two years, with contri-

butions coming from multiple sites [64]. In 2000 and 2001, with the help of additional

participants, multi-site data collection resumed in the travel domain under the Communica-

tor project. This led to the collection of just over 100,000 utterances spoken to automatic or

semi-automatic flight-reservations systems [139]. A similar amount of data was collected

by MIT through Jupiter [153], a publicly deployed weather information system. In general,

however, not every domain can receive the sort of attention that wide-spread deployment or
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multisite data collection affords. Since the collection of large amounts of data for arbitrary

domains is prohibitively expensive, researchers often resort to conducting small user stud-

ies with high management overhead. This prevents data-driven techniques from reaching

their full potential.

The premise of this chapter is that crowdsourcing can address some of these needs.

Researchers in the natural language processing community have already begun to har-

ness mTurk for data collection [73]. The speech community, however, has been

somewhat slower to capitalize on this new paradigm. While speech researchers have

used mTurk largely for transcription [110, 99], we believe it is natural to turn our atten-

tion to the collection of in-domain data for spoken language systems. From a technical

standpoint, this endeavor is somewhat more complex. Amazon Mechanical Turk does not

provide an interface for web-based audio collection; furthermore, while incorporating au-

dio playback into a website is relatively straightforward, few tools exist for recording audio

from web pages. Appendix A describes the state-of-the-art technology capable of audio

collection over the web.

For this work, we have used our open-source Web Accessible Multimodal Interfaces

(WAMI) Toolkit, which provides a Javascript API for speech-enabling a web-site [52].

A similar technology from AT&T is also in development [38]. The WAMI toolkit was

originally tested by soliciting remote subjects to solve scenarios within the CityBrowser

multimodal dialogue system [51], and rewarding them substantially with gift certificates.

While this method was successful, we feel that Amazon Mechanical Turk potentially offers

a much more economic solution and a much broader user base. With this tool, it is now

feasible to integrate these speech recognition services with Web 2.0 interfaces deployed

directly to Amazon Mechanical Turk. Appendix D provides a tutorial that walks the reader

through the deployment of a simple speech collection task to mTurk using these open-

source tools.

This chapter details two experiments that make use of our open source WAMI Toolkit

to collect corpora in two different domains which cumulatively constitute over 113 hours

of speech. The first corpus contains 100,000 utterances of read speech, and was collected

by asking workers to record street addresses in the United States. For the second task, we

collected conversations with Flight Browser, a multimodal spoken dialogue system. The

Flight Browser corpus contains 10,651 utterances composing 1,113 individual dialogue

sessions from 101 distinct users. The aggregate time spent collecting the data for both

corpora was just under two weeks. For the prompted speech collection task, our servers

were logging audio from workers at rates faster than real-time. We describe the process of

collection and transcription of these corpora while providing an analysis of the advantages
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and limitations of this data collection method.

3.1 Read Speech

This section explores the use of Amazon Mechanical Turk to collect read speech containing

spoken addresses. The Spoken Language Systems group has, for some time, been interested

in systems where points-of-interest are spoken by the user, often using an address [55].
Over the years, we have collected data in this domain by bringing people into the lab

or through ad-hoc web interfaces, but have never undertaken a marketing campaign to

ensure heavy usage. Given the millions of possible addresses that a user might speak, it
is discouraging that we had collected so little data. In this pilot experiment, we distribute

a speech-enabled web interface using Amazon Mechanical Turk, and elicit a total of 103
hours of speech from 298 users. This simple task demonstrates the feasibility of large scale

speech data collection through mTurk.

3.1.1 Collection Procedure

Recall that units of work on Amazon Mechanical Turk are called Human Intelligence Tasks

or HITs. A requester can build HITs and deploy them to mTurk using a web interface,
command-line tools' or another of the many APIs made available to the public. While each
task is assigned a price, which an individual worker might receive as payment, requesters

reserve the right to deny payment for work that is unsatisfactory.

The addresses in our reading task are taken from the TIGER 2000 database provided

by the U.S. Census Bureau. Each address is a triplet: (road, city, state). There are over

six million such triples in the TIGER database. To ensure coverage of the 273,305 unique

words contained in these addresses, we chose a single address to correspond to each word.

100,000 such triples formed our pilot experiment; mTurk workers were paid one U.S. cent

to read each prompt. Figure 3-1 shows an example HIT. After the worker has recorded an

address, they are required to listen to a playback of that utterance before moving on, to help

mitigate problems with microphones or the acoustic environment.

Since we are employing anonymous, non-expert workers, there is little incentive to
produce high quality utterances, and a worker may even try to game the system. We pro-
pose two distinct ways to validate worker data. The first is to have humans validate the
data manually. Given the success of mTurk for transcription tasks in previous work, we
could theoretically pay other workers to listen to the cloud-collected speech and determine
whether the expected words were indeed spoken. At this stage, redundancy through vot-
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Requester: SLS Account Reward: $0.05 per HIT HITs Avaiiable: 0 Duration: 10 minutes
Qualifications Required: None

Hold to talk

settings --

Repor a problem.

Ta~sk 1 of 5

Please read the words below while holding down the Hold to talk' button above.

toddarveiewpoat, pemlvania

Figure 3-1: A sample Human Intelligence Task (HIT) for collecting spoken addresses
through Amazon Mechanical Turk.
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Figure 3-2: Data collection rate as a function of the worker's local time of day. Note that
different time zones even out the actual collection rate.

ing could be used to verify the speech verification. A less expensive approach, which we

explore in this section, is to integrate a speech recognizer into the data-collection process

itself.

Since the VoIP interface we employ is used by our dialogue systems, we have the ability

to incorporate the recognizer in real time. Thus, we can block workers who do not satisfy

our expectations immediately. For the pilot experiment, however, we decided not to block

any workers. Running the recognizer in a second pass allows us-to examine the raw data

collected through mTurk and experiment with different methods of blocking unsuitable

work, which might be deployed in future database collection efforts.

3.1.2 Corpus Overview

Our reading tasks were posted to mTurk on a Wednesday afternoon. Within 77 hours, 298

workers had collectively read all 100,000 prompts, yielding a total of 103 hours of audio.

Figure 3-2 depicts the average number of utterances collected per hour plotted according

to the worker's local time of day. Workers tended to talk with our system during their

afternoon; however, the varying time zones tend to smooth out the collection rate with

respect to the load on our servers.

The majority of our data, 68.6%, was collected from workers within the United States.

India, the second largest contributor to our corpus, represented 19.6% of our data. While

some non-native speakers produced high quality utterances, others had nearly unintelligible

accents. This, as well as the fact that the acoustic environment varied greatly from speaker

to speaker, make the MIT Address corpus particularly challenging for speech recognition.

To determine the properties of our corpus without listening to all 103 hours of speech,

two researchers independently sampled and annotated 10 utterances from each worker.
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Figure 3-3: Individual workers plotted according to the recognizer estimated quality of
their work, and the number of utterances they contributed to our corpus. Note that some
Amazon accounts were used by multiple individuals. Those that were detected as having
both male and female speakers were labeled "both" in this plot.

Speakers were marked as male or female and native or non-native. Anomalies in each
utterance, such as unintelligible accents, mispronounced words, cut-off speech, and back-
ground noise, were marked as present or absent. We then extrapolate statistics for the
overall corpus based on the number of utterances contributed by a given worker. From this,
we have estimated that 74% of our data is cleanly read speech.

This result raises the question of how to effectively manage the quality of speech col-
lected from the cloud. Here we explore an automatic method which incorporates our speech
recognizer into the validation process. In particular, we run the recognizer that we have
built for the address domain over each utterance collected. We then assign a quality esti-
mate, q, to each worker by computing the fraction of recognition hypotheses that contain
the U.S. state expected given the prompt. Figure 3-3 shows the recognizer-estimated qual-
ity of each worker, plotted against the number of utterances that worker contributed. Notice
that a single worker may actually be two or more different people using the same Amazon
account.

mTurk provides requesters with the ability to block workers who do not perform ade-
quate work. Using our automatic method of quality estimation, we simulate the effects of
blocking users according to the quality threshold q. It is clear from Figure 3-4 that, while
the data collection rate might have slowed, requiring a high q effectively filters out workers
who contribute anomalous utterances. Figure 3-5 depicts how the corpus properties change
when we set q = .95. While not unexpected, it is nice to see that egregiously irregular
utterances are effectively filtered out.
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Figure 3-4: The quantity and quality of recognizer-filtered sub-corpora of spoken address
data. By filtering out users whose estimated quality does not meet a certain threshold, we
can simulate the effect of using the recognizer to automatically block workers.
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Figure 3-5: Breakdown of anomalies present in the corpus as a whole and the sub-corpus
where workers have a high quality estimate, q >= .95. The recognizer-filtered sub-corpus
still retains 65% of the original speech data. Though not explicitly shown here, we found
that non-native speakers were still able to contribute to this sub-corpus: 5% of the filtered
data with no anomalies came from non-native speakers.
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While we do not experiment with using this data for retraining a recognizer in this

chapter, one might be concerned that applying a recognition-based filter would have ad-

verse effects when using this data to adapt an acoustic model. After all, if the recognizer

already provides a correct partial transcript, retraining on this utterance might be unneces-

sarily reinforcing its existing models in certain portions of the acoustic space. In Chapter 6,
we provide some experiments in a different domain that shows this is not necessarily the

case.

3.2 Multimodal Dialogue Interactions

Our experience with the address corpus inspired us to deploy a fully functional multimodal

spoken dialogue system to mTurk. The Spoken Language Systems group has long been

interested in multimodal interfaces in a variety of domains [127, 153]. Since the very same

toolkit used in the prompted speech experiments acts as the web front-end to most of our

spoken dialogue systems, it is relatively straightforward to collect a corpus for our Flight-

Browser dialogue system. WAMI embeds an audio recorder into a web page to stream

speech to MIT's servers for processing. Recognition results are then sent either to an-

other server-side module for processing, or straight back to the client via Asynchronous

Javascript and XML (AJAX).

In this section, we explore a range of price points for web tasks deployed to mTurk that

ask the worker to book a flight according to a given scenario. The scenarios themselves

were also generated by mTurk workers. Finally, once the data had been collected, we

manually posted it back on mTurk for transcription and use the transcripts to evaluate the

word error rate of the system. Had we automated these last few steps, we might have called

this a human computation algorithm for spoken language system assessment. As is, we

refer to this as crowdsourced spoken language system evaluation.

3.2.1 System Design

Flight Browser was derived from the telephone-based Mercury system, originally devel-

oped under the DARPA Communicator project [127]. Mercury's design was based on a

mixed-initiative model for dialogue interaction. When flights are found, the system de-

scribes verbally the set of database tuples returned in a conversational manner. It prompts

for relevant missing information at each point in the dialogue, but there are no constraints

on what the user can say next. Thus, the full space of the natural language understanding

system is available at all times.
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Figure 3-6: Flight Browser interface loaded in the iPhone's WAMI browser. The same in-
terface can be accessed from a desktop using any modem web browser. Flight Browser re-
sponds to spoken queries with a list of flights, the "drop-down" details of which can be
accessed by clicking on the triangles to the right.

Using the WAMI Toolkit, we adapted Mercury to a multimodal web-interface we call

Flight Browser. The dialogue interaction was modified, mainly by reducing the system's

output verbosity, to reflect the newly available visual itinerary and flight list display. A live

database of flights is used for the system. About 600 major cities are supported worldwide,
with a bias towards U.S. cities. The interface was designed to fit the size constraints of a

mobile phone, and multimodal support, such as clicking to sort or book flights, was added.

Figure 3-6 shows Flight Browser in a WAMI app built specifically for the iPhone.

3.2.2 Scenario Creation

When designing a user study, many spoken dialogue system researchers struggle with the

question of how to elicit interesting data from users without biasing the language that they

use to produce it. Some have tried to present scenarios in tabular form, while others prefer

to introduce extra language, hoping that the user will only pick up on the important details

of a scenario rather than the language in which it is framed. Continuing the theme of

crowd-sourcing research tasks, we take an alternative approach.

To generate scenarios, we created a mTurk task which asked workers what they would

expect from a flight reservation system. They were explicitly told that we were trying
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Table 3.1: Example scenarios collected for Flight Browser data collection. Quality and
creativity ranged greatly. Overall, however, we found this to be a useful way of avoiding
integrating our own biases into the data collection tasks.

to build a conversational system that could handle certain queries about flights, and we

provided them with a few example scenarios that our system can handle. Their job was

then to construct a set of new scenarios, each starting with the word "You..." and continuing

to describe "your" desired itinerary. We paid $0.03 per scenario, and within a few hours 72

distinct workers had given us 273 scenarios, examples of which are shown in Table 3.2.2.

Not all of these 273 scenarios were suitable for a user study. Some workers did not

fully follow the directions. Other crowd-sourced scenarios had dates that were in the past

by the time we deployed our system. For the most part, however, the scenarios generated

were far more creative and varied than anything we could have come up with ourselves in

such a short amount of time. Although it was clear that some tasks would cause our system

trouble, we did not explicitly exclude such scenarios from our study. For example, our

system does not have Disneyland in its vocabulary, let alone a mapping from the landmark

to the nearest airport. Ultimately, we chose 100 scenarios to form the basis of the data

collection procedure described in the next section.

We view the scenario collection procedure described above as a step towards construct-

ing user studies that are relatively unbiased with respect to system language and capa-

bilities. One could envision formalizing a framework for soliciting relevant scenarios for

evaluating spoken dialogue systems from non-expert workers.
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1. You need to find the cheapest flight from Maryland to
Tampa, Florida. Find a cheap flight out of your choice
of Philadelphia, Dulles or Baltimore airports.

2. You won a prize to visit Disneyland but have to provide
your own airfare. You are going the week of Valentine's
Day and you need 2 tickets from Seattle. You only have
$500 to spend on tickets.

3. Destination: London, England
Departs: January 15th, 2010 anytime in the morning
Returns: March 1st, 2010 anytime after 3:00pm
Price: Anything under $1500 To make things
interesting I want as many layovers as possible!

4. You would like to take a vacation in Puerto Rico for two
weeks. The departure and arrival dates must be on a Satur-
day.

5. You are a cartoonish crime boss in New York City, but
Batman has caught on to you and you need to skip town
for a while. You decide to head for Memphis, a city not
normally known for costumed villainy. Set up a one-way
flight with no layovers first thing tomorrow morning; cost
is no object.



3.2.3 Data Collection

Although the interface shown in Figure 3-6 is optimized for a mobile device, the WAMI

Toolkit allows us to access it from modem desktop browsers as well. The following para-

graphs describe how we were able to collect over 1,000 dialogue sessions averaging less

than $0.20 apiece in under 10 days of deployment on Amazon Mechanical Turk.

HIT Design

The design of a HIT is of paramount importance with respect to the quality of the data
we collected using Amazon Mechanical Turk. Novice workers, unused to interacting with

a spoken language interface, present a challenge to system development in general, and

the mTurk-workers are no exception. Fortunately, mTurk can be used as an opportunity to

iteratively improve the interface, using worker interactions to guide design decisions.

To optimize the design of our system and the HIT, we deployed short-lived mTurk tasks

and followed them up with improvements based on the interactions collected. Since the

entire interaction is logged on our servers, we also have the ability to replay each session

from start to finish, and can watch and listen to the sequence of dialogue turns taking place

in a browser. By replaying sessions from an early version of our interface, we discovered

that many workers were not aware that they could click on a flight to view the details.

This inspired the addition of the arrows on the left hand side, to indicate the potential for

drop-down details.

Although initially we had hoped to minimize the instructions on screen, we found that,
without guidance, a number of mTurk-workers just read the scenario aloud. Even after

providing them with a short example of something they could say, a few workers were still

confused, so we added an explicit note instructing them to avoid repeating the scenario

verbatim. After a few iterations of redeploying and retuning the dialogue and scenario user

interfaces, we eventually converged on the HIT design shown in Figure 3-7.

In order to complete a HIT successfully, a worker was required to book at least one

flight (although we did not check that it matched the scenario); otherwise they were asked

to "give up." Whether the task was completed or not, the worker had the option of providing

written feedback about their experience on each scenario before submitting.

Extended Deployment

With the design stage complete, we decided to leave our HIT on mTurk for an extended

period of time to collect a large amount of data. Beginning on a Tuesday, we deployed

Flight Browser to mTurk and paid workers $0.20 for each scenario. We restricted the
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Interact with an experimnta flght reservtion dilue system from MIT
Requestnr SLS Acco at Rerward $0.10 per HIT HITs Available: 11 Duration: 15 minutes
QJuettfcatione Require&: Location Is IUS

exwir-*e 11 need afloh tm- to 'old to talk

settings

ooky 0 Y IM to e MIT air ave plannng System. How can Re Record ng

weekencl..You wsMnnony from Kane.musansmma mammam
Cky to Providenos ,ileaving orty on
Mnday wn etum ing someum*on
Fiday so you do not miss ay work

NOTE: Do NOT read the sonadio vertWm

Figure 3-7: A screenshot of the Flight Browser interface loaded into the mTurk HIT as it
would appear to a worker. A scenario on the left indicates the nature of the worker's task.
The itinerary is constructed in the center as spoken queries are made with the "Hold to talk"
button on the right.

deployment to workers who had Amazon accounts in the United States. Each worker was

limited to submitting sessions corresponding to the 100 scenarios described previously. In

just under four days from our initial deployment, we had collected 876 dialogues from

63 distinct users, totaling 9,372 audio files. An example dialogue collected is shown in

Figure 3-8.

Curious about how price affected the rate of collection, we deployed the same task for

$0.10 around a month later. This task was started on a Thursday and left running for 6
days. Though clearly there was less interest in the HIT, we were still able to collect 2,595

utterances over 237 dialogues from 43 distinct workers. It should be noted that we made no

special effort to exclude workers from the earlier task from participating in the $0.10 HIT

a month later.

Figure 3-9 shows histograms for each price point of sessions collected from individual

workers, as well as the number of tasks they marked "finished" and "give up". As shown

in the plots, five workers participated in the $0.10 task despite being paid twice as much

the month before. It is interesting to note that they were still willing to participate despite

earning half as much. In fact, three of the top four contributors to the second round of data

collection were repeat visitors. This is consistent with our general observation that many

workers from the U.S. do these tasks for fun, and that the small sums of money involved
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S: [...] How can I help you?

U: i need a flight from kansas city to providence rhode island rhode island

S: [...] What date will you be traveling?

U: monday morning

S: [...] One moment please.

S: [...] There are at least 27 flights departing between 5:30 a.m. and 12:39 a.m.

U: i will take the five thirty

S: [...] What date will you be returning on?

U: [noise] friday afternoon

S: [...] One moment please.

S: [...] There are at least 20 flights departing between 12:23 p.m. and 6:45 p.m.

U: i will take the twelve twenty three

S: Can you provide a departure or arrival time? There are at least 6 Delta flights from Providence to
Kansas City on Friday February fifth.

U: arrive at five oh four

S: [...] How about a flight arriving at 5:04 p.m. connecting in Detroit? Would that work? [...]

U: yes

S: Delta flight 6695 connecting to Delta flight 7377 in Detroit has been added to your itinerary. [...] Is
there something else I can do for you?

U: no

S: Have a nice day.

Figure 3-8: A sample mTurk-collected interaction. While the recognition results are given
in full, parts of the system responses have been omitted for brevity. Also not shown are the
updates to the visual display which show the user query results.
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Figure 3-9: A breakdown of the data collection efforts by worker. For each price point,
the workers are sorted in ascending order of the number of dialogues they contributed to
the corpus. Numbers 1-5 identify the five workers who participated in both data collection
efforts.

are viewed as an added bonus.

In both deployments a non-trivial number of audio files were recognized as noise or

silence. This phenomenon has been observed previously when utterances come from more

realistic sources [1]. Listening to these in context, it became apparent that some users

required time to familiarize themselves with the recording software. We decided to ignore

the 1,316 files associated with empty recognition results, leaving 10,651 utterances for

analysis. Table 3.2 summarizes statistics from both deployments.
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$0.20 HIT $0.10 HIT
# Sessions 876 237
# Distinct Workers 63 43
# Utterances 8,232 2,419
Avg. # Utts. / Session 9.5 10.2
% Sessions Gave Up 14.7 17.3

Table 3.2: Corpus Statistics for $0.10 and $0.20 mTurk HITs. For the former, this works out
to 2.1g per utterance; for the latter, it is less than 10 per utterance. Note that when workers
are paid more, they typically have a higher tolerance for difficult sessions, as indicated by
the % of sessions given up at each price point.

3.2.4 Data Transcription

To transcribe our newly collected data, we once again turn to the Amazon Mechanical Turk
cloud service. Previous work has explored the use of mTurk for transcription to generate
highly accurate orthographies. We explore this area further, and show how seeding the
transcription interface with recognizer hypotheses enables an automatic detection method
for "bad" transcripts.

Figure 3-10 depicts a flowchart of our transcription procedure. We deployed our entire
corpus to mTurk in a $0.05 HIT, which asked workers to listen to utterances and correct
recognizer hypotheses. Each HIT contains a bundle of 10 utterances for transcription. Once
a set of candidate transcripts is complete, we automatically filter transcripts that are likely
to be erroneous before moving on to a voting stage where transcripts are combined given
the candidates they have accumulated so far. The process was iterated until 99.6% of our
data were accepted by our voting scheme.

We use two filters to remove poor transcript candidates from the pool before voting.
First, since the average number of words per HIT is around 45, the likelihood that none

of them need to be corrected is relatively low. This allows us to detect lazy workers by
comparing the submitted transcripts with the original hypotheses. We found that 76% of

our non-expert transcribers edited at least one word in over 90% of their hits. We assumed

that the remaining workers were producing unreliable transcripts, and therefore discarded

their transcripts from further consideration. Second, we assume that a transcript needs to be

edited if more than two workers have made changes. In this case, we filter out transcripts

which match the hypothesis, even if they came from otherwise diligent workers.

The question of how to obtain accurate transcripts from non-expert workers has been

addressed by [99], who employ the ROVER voting scheme to combine transcripts. Indeed,
a number of transcript combination techniques could be explored. In this work, we take
a simple majority vote on good transcripts, which have passed the filtering stage. Before
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Figure 3-10: Flowchart detailing the transcription procedure. For a given utterance, one
transcript is collected at a time. Based on the editing habits of each worker, bad transcripts
are filtered out. Provided enough good transcripts remain, punctuation and capitalization is
removed and voting then proceeds. If there is not yet a majority vote, another transcript is
collected. If five good transcripts are collected without a majority vote, we begin to accept
a plurality.

# Good Transcripts Required (G)
% Corpus Transcribed (T)
G 2 3 5 6 7+
T 84.4 95.2 96.3 98.4 99.6

Table 3.3: Flight Browser transcription statistics. Shown here is the % that we were able
to transcribe with a simple majority voting procedure given a certain number of "good"
transcripts.

voting, punctuation and capitalization are removed. If a majority vote cannot be found,
another transcript is requested. If still no majority vote can be found among five good
transcripts, we begin to accept a plurality vote. We found that 95.2% of our data only
needed 3 good transcriptions to pass a simple majority vote. Table 3.3 indicates the amount
of data we were able to transcribe for a given number of good transcripts.

The total cost of the transcription HIT was $207.62 or roughly 20 per utterance. Fifty
three audio files did not have an accepted transcript even after collecting 15 transcripts. We
listened to this audio and discovered anomalies such as foreign language speech, singing,
or garbled noise that caused mTurk workers to start guessing at the transcription.

In order to assess the quality of our mTurk-transcribed utterances, we had two expert
transcribers perform the same HIT for 1,000 utterances randomly selected from the corpus.
We compared the orthographies of our two experts and found sentence-level exact agree-
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Figure 3-11: These charts indicate whether the mTurk transcripts were consistent, semi-
consistent, or inconsistent with two expert transcribers. The semi-consistent case arises
when the experts disagreed, and the mTurk transcript matched one of their transcripts.

ment to be 93.1%. The mTurk-transcripts had 93.2% agreement with the first expert and

93.1% agreement with the second, indicating that our mTurk-derived transcripts were of

very high quality.

Figure 3-11 shows a detailed breakdown of agreement, depicting the consistency of the

mTurk transcripts with those of our experts. For example, of all the data edited by at least

one expert, only 6% of the mTurk-transcripts were inconsistent with an expert-agreed-upon

transcript. Where the experts disagree, mTurk-labels often match one of the two, indicating

that the inconsistencies in mTurk transcripts are often reasonable. For example, "I want a

flight to" and "I want to fly to" was a common disagreement.

Lastly, we also asked workers to annotate each utterance with the speaker's gender.

Again, taking a simple vote allows us to determine that a majority of our corpus (69.6%)

consists of male speech.

3.2.5 Data Analysis

Using the mTurk-transcribed utterances, we can deduce that the word error rate of the

mTurk-collected speech was 18.1%. We note, however, that, due to the fact that the dia-

logue system task was not compulsory, this error rate may be artificially low, since workers

who found Flight Browser frustrating were free to abandon the job. Figure 3-12 shows the

WER for each worker plotted against the number of sessions they contributed. It's clear

that workers who experienced high error rates rarely contributed more than a few sessions,
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Figure 3-12: The number of Flight Browser sessions contributed by each worker is plotted
against the WER experienced by that worker. Note that the 10 workers were less willing
to persist in the face of recognition errors.

likely due to frustration. To provide a fairer estimate of system performance across users,
we take the average WER over all the speakers in our corpus and revise our estimate of
WER to 24.4%.

Figure 3-12 also highlights an interesting phenomenon with respect to system usability.
It appears, that workers were willing to interact with the system so long as their WER was
less than 30%, while workers who experienced higher WERs were not likely to contribute
more than a few sessions. We imagine this threshold may also be a function of price, but
do not explore the matter further here.

Upon replaying a number of sessions, we were quite happy with the types of interac-
tions collected. Some dialogue sessions exposed weaknesses in our system that we intend
to correct in future development. The workers were given the opportunity to provide feed-
back, and many gave us valuable comments, compliments and criticisms, a few of which
are shown in Table 3.4.

To analyze the linguistic properties of the corpus quantitatively, we decided to compare
the recognition hypotheses contained in the worker interactions with those of our internal
database. From March of 2009 to March of 2010, Flight Browser has been under active
development by 5 members of our lab. Every utterance spoken to Flight Browser during
this time window has been logged in a database. User studies have been conducted in
the laboratory and demos have been presented to interested parties. The largest segment
of this audio, however, comes from developers, who speak to the system for development
and debugging. In total, 9,023 utterances were recorded, and these comprise our internal
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1. There was no real way to go back when it misunderstood the day I wanted
to return. It should have a go back function or command.

2. Fine with cities but really needs to get dates down better.
3. The system just cannot understand me saying "Tulsa".

4. Was very happy to be able to say two weeks later and not have to give a
return date. System was not able to search for lowest fare during a two
week window.

5. I think the HIT would be better if we had a more specific date to use instead
of making them up. Thank you, your HITs are very interesting.

Table 3.4: Feedback on the Flight Browser mTurk HIT.

Table 3.5: Comparison between internal corpus and one collected from mTurk. Note that
in light of the fact that the utterances in the mTurk collected set are both fewer in number
and shorter, the comparable number of N-grams would suggest that this data is to some
degree more complex.

database. We summarize a number of statistics common to the internal and the 200 mTurk-

collected corpora in Table 3.5.

While the average recognizer hypothesis is longer and the number of words is greater

in our internal data, the overall language in the cloud-collected corpus appears to be more

complex. This is striking because our data collection was domain-limited to 100 scenarios,
while the developers were unrestricted in what they could say. These results suggest that,
because system experts know how to speak with the system, they can communicate in

longer phrases; however, they do not formulate new queries as creatively or with as much

variety as mTurk workers.

3.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have demonstrated the utility of the Amazon Mechanical Turk ser-

vice in a number of speech data collection tasks. We have explored the practicality of

deploying a simple read-aloud task to mTurk, and demonstrated that it is possible to collect

large amounts of in-domain speech data very quickly and relatively cheaply. By extending
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# Unique Words 740 758
# Unique Bigrams 4,157 4,171
# Unique Trigrams 6,870 7,165
Avg. Utt. Length 4.8 4.4



this approach to spontaneous speech solicitation within a multimodal dialogue system, we

have provided spoken language systems researchers with a method of collecting in-domain

speech data.

Central to this work has been designing tasks for non-expert workers that are easily ver-

ifiable. We have shown how the recognizer can be used as a tool to loosely constrain both

transcription and collection tasks, allowing us to filter out low quality data. When taken to

the limit, much of the drudge work associated with spoken-dialogue system research can

be easily outsourced to the crowd in the cloud. In the remainder of this thesis, we will

use this technique to iterate between the tasks of scenario generation, data collection, tran-

scription, and even retraining, to automatically improve system performance with minimal

expert guidance.
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Chapter 4

Crowd-supervised Language Modeling

Typically, data collection, transcription, language model generation, and deployment are
separate phases of creating a spoken language interface. An unfortunate consequence of

this is that the recognizer usually remains a static element of systems often deployed in

dynamic environments. By providing an API for human intelligence, Amazon Mechanical

Turk changes the way system developers can construct spoken language systems. In this

chapter, we describe an architecture that automates and connects these four phases, effec-
tively allowing the developer to grow a spoken language interface through human compu-

tation. In particular, we show that a human-in-the-loop programming paradigm, in which

workers transcribe utterances behind the scenes, can alleviate the need for expert guid-

ance in language model construction. We demonstrate the utility of these organic language

models in a voice-search interface for photographs.

Recall from the previous chapter that spoken language interface development is sub-

ject to the classic chicken and egg problem: training data are needed to build a system;

however, to collect in-domain training data, one first needs the system. To combat this

reality for language models, researchers are forced to play a delicate game of seeding the

speech recognizer using data collected from a text-only version of the system or gener-

ated programmatically using templates [19], perhaps with the aid of some out-of-domain

data [30]. This chapter will show that crowdsourcing platforms such as mTurk are poised

to fundamentally change the development process of such systems by either eliminating or

automating these awkward initial steps of building spoken language interfaces.

To the casual user mTurk is a convenient mechanism for distributing tasks via the web

to an anonymous crowd of non-expert workers. The work in the previous chapter was

conducted using the command-line-interface, which makes it even easier to manage large

numbers of assignments. The true power of Amazon Mechanical Turk, however, can only
be harnessed by manipulating tasks programmatically through an API. Only then is it pos-
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sible to construct and combine tasks on-the-fly, allowing developers to create true human-

in-the-loop algorithms. In Chapter 2, we described how researchers have begun to use this

API to create sophisticated workflows for a set of mTurk tasks to construct complex human

computation processes, such as performing "impossible" database queries where humans

answer otherwise incomputable sub-problems of the task [43].

In this chapter, we use a Java API to perform the iterative work necessary to produce

transcripts of short utterances. As previously noted, TurKit is a toolkit well-suited to iter-

ative tasks. For example, in [92], Little et al. describe using TurKit to iteratively improve

upon the interpretation of sloppy hand-writing. In Chapter 5, we explore the use of TurKit

to iteratively improve speech transcripts in a similar fashion; however, in this chapter we

rely on a Java API for mTurk directly.

While we report on latency, we leave its optimization to future work. Complex tasks

can be completed relatively quickly on mTurk. Soylent [12], for which Bernstein et. al.

describe crowd-sourcing fairly involved word-processing tasks, was shown to have wait

times of less than 20 minutes. Spoken language systems can be deployed to mTurk for

days, and we show in this chapter that gains can still be analyzed even if the improvements

to the models lag behind by an hour or two. Chapter 2 described more research regarding

optimizing latency and the possibility of interacting with real-time crowds.

The architecture described in this chapter employs human-in-the-loop programming to

facilitate spoken language interface creation using automatically collected and transcribed

utterances. In particular, we focus on the task of automatically growing a language model

on-the-fly using in-domain speech data without expert guidance. In this chapter, we con-

sider the relatively unconstrained domain of photo annotation and search. We show that

photo query recall improves dramatically over the lifetime of a deployed system which

builds its vocabulary and language model from scratch by automatically coordinating a

crowd of mTurk workers to provide training data. This small set of experiments demon-

strates the feasibility of crowd-supervised language modeling.

4.1 WAMI's Javascript API

We noted in Chapter 2 that moving from speech annotation to elicitation is a daunting

endeavor due to technological hurdles. Incorporating a speech component into a task is

problematic due to the additional server-side complexity. Tools such as those described

in [52] and [86], both of which have been used to collect read speech, alleviate some of

the impediments to speech elicitation. Taking this to the next degree, we use the open

source WAMI Toolkit to build fully interactive multimodal interfaces deployable to Ama-
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Figure 4-1: WAMI deployed to Amazon EC2. By replaying actual WAMI sessions at
greater and greater frequency, we simulated a linearly increasing load. This plot highlights
WAMI's auto-scaling capabilities. Despite the increasing load, latency is kept to a con-
stant by starting new virtual instances on Amazon's cloud architecture. After 100 minutes,
the load has reached 400 simultaneous simulated sessions. The average latency, e.g. the
amount of time it takes to receive a recognition result, is still well under one second.

zon Mechanical Turk. In this section we discuss, in more detail, some of the capabilities

of the WAMI Toolkit and explain how we have extended it to incorporate features which

allow us to create and study organic spoken language systems.

WAMI is a complex bundle of server-side and client-side machinery based on an

Apache Tomcat, PostgreSQL stack. WAMI's core functionality is to provide all the nec-

essary plumbing to get audio from the client side, typically a web browser, to a recognizer

running server-side. The recognition results must then find their way back to the client. We

also add logging code to capture events and audio from user interactions. WAMI scales

gracefully with an arbitrary number of users, and care was taken in each component to

ensure efficiency and thread-safety.

We have even taken steps to stress-test WAMI under a significant load while it was

deployed on an auto-scaling Amazon EC2 cloud. In Figure 4-1, we run a simulation of an

increasing number of WAMI sessions over a period of 100 minutes. Load is added linearly

over the duration of the experiment. We make use of Amazon's auto-scaling features to

add new machines when the load on a particular machine reaches a certain threshold. At

this stage, a new machine fires up and takes over some of the responsibility. Each peak

in Figure 4-1 is indicative of a WAMI instance starting up and being added to the load
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<script sr c="http://wami.csail.mit.edu/wami-2.0.js" />

<script>
var myWamiApp new Wami.App( ...

var grammar

grammar . .. "
language "en-us";

type : "jsgf";

};

myWamiApp. setGrammar (grammar);

</script>

Figure 4-2: The WAMI Javascript API. This sample code hints at the relative ease with
which one can incorporate speech recognition into a web page using the WAMI API.

balancer. By the end of this experiment, 406 simultaneous users, simulated from previously

logged sessions, were interacting with this WAMI cluster. The latency of the recognition

results remained largely under one second.

Setting aside the configuration of a load-balanced WAMI cluster, implementing even

the relatively basic features of WAMI requires a myriad of technologies, presenting a large

barrier-to-entry for anyone wishing to incorporate speech features into a website. For this

reason we have not only open-sourced the WAMI project, but we also host a third-party-

accessible version of WAMI' which exposes the easy-to-use Javascript API shown in Fig-

ure 4-2. The Javascript API allows web developers with no knowledge of speech science

to incorporate basic recognition into their sites with just a few lines of client-side code. In

Chapter 6, we describe Quizlet.com, a flashcard website which has used WAMI to speech-

enable two educational games.

At a minimum, a third party developer using WAMI needs to specify a language, a

grammar, and the type of language model that the grammar represents. The publicly

deployed API supports two main types of grammars: jsgf and corpus. The jsgf
language model is specified using the Java Speech Grammar Format described in Sec-

tion 2.3.2. One advantage of these grammars is that embedded semantic tags can be parsed

and decoded from the recognizer results. Still, a feature commonly requested was the abil-

ity to loosen the language constraints of our recognition service.

A corpus argument is also an accepted type in the grammar object passed through

to the recognizer. The text associated with the grammar is then assumed to be a set of

sentences in the domain. These sentences are then compiled into a trigram language model

on-the-fly, which is then used in the recognizer for that session. Since it is not advisable

'http://wami.csail.mit.edu
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Utterance I Play p

in thaiand gas stations are full service even for motorbikesi

O Click if you're confident that no more errors are in this transcript.

Figure 4-3: In the iterative transcription task above, batches of five utterances are combined
into a 50 HIT. The first worker fills in a blank transcript which subsequent workers correct.
A final worker approves the transcript if there are no more changes to be made.

to pass large amounts of data from the client, a cached type of grammar has also been

implemented. In particular, we allow a third party developer to upload a corpus once, and

provide them with an ID by which to reference it in their Javascript.

For our internal use, we have extend the trigram compilation framework to add another

language model type, organic language models, which is grown on-the-fly. Such a lan-

guage model can be defined from multiple transcription sources, which are abstracted away

into a table in the logging database. Currently, a background thread in WAMI is configured

to check for updates to each language model defined in the database every ten minutes. If

new transcripts are found they are seamlessly sent to the recognizer for LM recompilation.

One could envision an adaptive language model whose complexity (e.g., N-gram size) is

altered based on the amount of data or even test set performance. In this chapter, however,

attention is restricted to the simple case where a set of transcribed utterances is compiled

into a continually updating trigram language model.

While the framework is agnostic to the way in which the transcripts find their way

into the database, Amazon Mechanical Turk is an obvious choice. Figure 4-3 shows part

of a transcription HIT which can be deployed to mTurk. Relying on a single worker is

inadvisable when a certain level of accuracy is required of the transcripts. For this reason

we have used mTurk's Java API to implement an iterative HIT. The first worker is given

a blank area in which to type the transcript. A subsequent worker will then determine

if there are any changes to be made. The final worker checks a box indicating that the

transcript is error-free. This continues to a maximum of five workers per utterance. More

often than not, this process stops early when a worker verifies a transcript without making

edits. Although, this procedure is simpler and arguably more error-prone than the filter-

based procedure proposed in Chapter 3, here we use the data for training rather than testing

purposes. When used for training a speech recognizer, it has been shown that money is

better spent collecting more transcripts rather than perfecting those already collected [110].
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Click to talk

HI set uctios

Say a short sentence (5 to 10
words) describing this picture. Remember
this picture for later, you may want to
search for It in a subsequent IT.

You can use the ">> button to jump
forward 5 photos, but you can't go
backwards so be careful using it. Please
don't annotate the same photo twice. If
you see a photo you've already annotated,

just click the "skip photo" link.
Please make sure your audio is high

quality and Intelligible or you may get
blocked from this IT.

Back to Albums

Repay Last Recording

Submit HIT

Figure 4-4: Photo annotation HIT. The instructions to the left detail the annotation portion
of this HIT. After 10 photos annotated in with speech, however, a photo-search HIT would
appear with slightly different instructions. The search HIT required the user to search
through the previous 10 photos using voice queries.

4.2 Photo Search: A Case Study

We decided on photo-annotation and search as the domain in which to perform our prelim-
inary experiments on our generic framework for organic language models. In addition to
spoken annotation, we allow the user to draw with the mouse. Gesture collection, however,
is not an area of focus in this thesis.

The photo user interface described in the following subsections was written entirely in
Javascript and required no domain-specific server-side code. On the back-end, the SUM-
MIT landmark-based recognizer is configured with a large hand-crafted lexicon and acous-
tic models trained on telephone speech. For words not in the lexicon, a letter-to-sound
module generates pronunciations on-the-fly.

4.2.1 Photo Annotation

We devised a web interface where an individual can log into Picasa, Flickr, or Facebook
to access their personal photos. For those with privacy concerns, we also created a version
that uses random public images from Flickr. In either case, voice annotations are streamed
to a recognizer configured from the client side to use the organic language model.

Since our photo annotation system is new, it has no cultivated user base, but we can
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exploit mTurk to create a motivated user base through monetary award. To this end, we de-
vised the photo-annotation HIT depicted in Figure 4-4, which encourages users to annotate

photos for 100 a piece. This is relatively generous as mTurk tasks go, but our reasoning

was that a certain privacy barrier must be broken when people talk about their own photos.
A similar task where workers could annotate public photos was also deployed for 5g.

An organic language model, initially containing only a single word, "nothing", was
grown over the life-time of the HIT by transcribing the collected speech behind-the-scenes
via a separate but simultaneous iterative transcription HIT. As the language model matures,
the hypotheses eventually become useful for photo search.

4.2.2 Photo Search

To measure the utility of recognition results from photo annotations, we designed a voice
search component to our photo user interface. Since positing a novel speech-based photo-
retrieval algorithm is beyond the scope of this initial prototype, we took a simple approach
to the search problem. Instead of using the same recognizer configuration, a special con-
text free grammar for photo search was constructed and compiled on-the-fly using code
similar to the sample found in Figure 4-2. The recognition hypotheses from a set of voice
annotations are stored to generate a bag of words for each photo considered in the search:
<photo-i> = (word-1 | word-2 | ... I word-N) * A few carrier phrases, such as
search for and find the, were added to the grammar leading into these word-loops.
Finally, semantic tags, e.g. [photo=i], were embedded into each word-loop, to allow us
to easily determine which photo answered the hypothesized query.

We inserted our search interface into the aforementioned annotation HIT in the follow-
ing manner. After every set of ten photos, instructions were presented which asked the
users to think back over the photos that they had just annotated and create a voice search.
A user might, for instance, say "search for the photograph of my motorbike in thailand"
in hopes that the computer would display the photo shown in Figure 4-4. Upon displaying
the hypothesized image, the computer asks the user to confirm whether the correct photo
was displayed. We required the user to make three search queries before continuing with
the annotation of more photos. Thus, provided the worker does not abandon the task early,
each set of ten photo annotations is accompanied by three search queries.

4.2.3 Experimental Results

The two versions of our photo annotation HIT, running with either public or personal pho-
tos, were each deployed to Amazon Mechanical Turk for two days. Using a few mTurk con-
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Number of... workers utts. searches
personal 27 995 105

public 35 1099 117

Table 4.1: Statistics for the two deployed photo annotation HITs. Note that according to
the task design, three searches should be performed every 10 annotation HITs. Given that
the ration is closer to one search every 10 annotations, it is clear that many of the workers
left the task early.

figuration settings, we restricted the task to US workers and required them to have an ac-

ceptance rating of over 75% for their previous assignments. Still, since each user has their

own microphone, speaking style, and subject matter, we decided to constrain the contribu-

tions of an individual worker over time, limiting each person to at most six searches in one

hour. Once a worker went over his or her limit, a warning appeared telling the user to come

back after a couple hours if they wanted to do more. Lastly, we encouraged users to keep

utterances relatively short, and explicitly warned them if the recognizer detected over 25

words.

Once we had finished testing our user-interface, we deployed our final HITs and set the

organic language model in motion. Table 4.1 displays some statistics regarding the two

runs, each of which lasted 48 hours. It is interesting to see, for instance, that the additional

50 was enough to encourage workers to log into their personal photo accounts to complete

the HIT. It is also clear that not everyone who starts working on the HIT makes it far enough

to complete a search task.

The search error rate can be approximately determined by the workers' feedback on

the correctness of the photo returned from the periodic search queries. While workers are

not guaranteed to tell the truth, given that we restricted ourselves to the most trustworthy

workers, and that they have no knowledge of our experimental interests, this assumption

seems reasonable.

The average utterance length for the public photo annotation was 7.2 words, whereas

for personal photos it was 6.6. The average delay between an utterance being logged in our

system and a transcription being assigned to it via Amazon Mechanical Turk was 87 min-

utes. The high latency is due to a number of factors. Transcription HITs are bundled into

groups of five, and so the first necessarily awaits the fifth before deployment. Furthermore,
the background processes poll at fixed ten-minute intervals. This, along with the iterative

nature of the HIT, requires a single utterance to go through a series of steps before being

fully processed. Fortunately, the delay is still short enough to support studying system

dynamics.

To determine the performance effects of the language model growth, the search error
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Figure 4-5: On the left, the probability of a search error occurring as a function of time
is plotted for the two photo annotation tasks. This plot was created by taking the worker
feedback over time and performing by Parzen-Rosenblatt density estimation. On the right,
the number of unique trigrams in the organic language model is shown as it grows.

indicated by the worker is treated as a binary response variable dependent on time. Logistic

regression, [56], was used to determine that the slope of the estimated probability of a

search error over time is negative for both the public and personal photo tasks, with p < .01.

We can also visualize the trend using kernel density estimation, as shown in Figure 4-

5(a). The estimated probability of a search error as a function of time is given by Parzen-

Rosenblatt density estimation. Figure 4-5(b) shows the growth of the language model in

terms of the number of unique trigrams. Despite similar growth, the search error rate trends

downward, and is lower for personal photos. We believe that the personal photos were

easier to remember, and the search queries were better matched to the annotations. Both

plots exhibit considerable fluctuation, which we believe is due to variation across different

users.

It is clear from the plots that the organic language models are operating as expected,
improving the system behind the scenes with no expert input. The difference was dramatic

enough that one worker emailed us with the comment: "I just wanted to say that I have

noticed that your system seems to be getting better at recalling specific pictures."

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have shown the feasibility of deploying an organic spoken language

system to Amazon Mechanical Turk. We have explored growing trigram models using

mTurk for a spoken language interface, and shown that improvements can be achieved

without expert guidance. The next chapter, while focusing largely on the lexicon, will

confirm the utility of this approach by describing an experiment in which a class-based
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N-gram is retrained using turk-transcribed data.

The technology we have used in this chapter is, with the exception of the speech

recognizer itself, open source. External open source recognizers, such as Sphinx form

CMU [141], can be incorporated into WAMI with relative ease. Combining these tools,

anyone can create a WAMI-enabled web page with just a few lines of JavaScript code.

Those who wish to host their own web-based speech recognition APIs can download the

latest version of the WAMI toolkit. We have also recently upgraded our audio recorder

to use Flash. In some cases, merely capturing audio meets all the requirements of the

task at hand. We therefore now host this project separately, as explained more fully in the

appendices.
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Chapter 5

Crowd-supervised Lexicon Learning

We now turn our attention to the lexicon. Often, it seems, the uncertainty modeled in
the modern day speech recognizer is relegated to either the language model or, perhaps

especially, to the acoustic model. Although in most recognizers it is straightforward to give

pronunciations probabilities, lexicons are not usually stochastic. In this chapter, we will

show that it might be time to reconsider this common-wisdom. We describe experiments on
a pronunciation mixture model (PMM) that hint at the utility of incorporating pronunciation

weights into the lexicon. Once we frame the lexicon probabilistically, we open it to the
possibility of crowd-supervised training. We explore this route by first showing that we

can achieve expert-level pronunciations by collecting inexpensive spoken examples from

the crowd. We then wrap this new technique into the human computation paradigm to
create another organic spoken language interface.

The system in our human computation experiments is called Movie Browser. The cin-

ema voice-search domain that Movie Browser covers is replete with difficult names and

words that are potentially out-of-vocabulary. Although the PMM, as formulated in the next
section, requires both a spelling and spoken examples, both are easily obtained through

crowdsourcing. With crowdsourced transcripts, we can also perform language model re-

training. Tying these crowdsupervised training techniques together into a single system,
this chapter nicely highlights many of the contributions made in this thesis so far.

5.1 The Pronunciation Mixture Model

In Section 2.3.3, we outline the state-of-the-art research on the topic of grapheme to
phoneme conversion. In those examples, however, we did not cover work that makes use

of supplementary acoustic examples. Since the goal of this section will be to introduce a

framework that uses spoken examples, we discuss this research here [96, 29, 7, 91, 135].
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In [7], a decision tree was used to find the pronunciation b* given a word or grapheme

sequence w and a spoken example A. Another approach, described in [135], is to use a

phonetic decoder to generate a list of possible pronunciations, then assign weights to each

using a Minimum-Classification-Error criterion.

Arguably the work most similar to our own, however, is that of Li et al. [91]. They adapt

graphone models using acoustic data and apply the learned pronunciations to a voice dialing

task. Starting with a training set (Ai, wi) of acoustic examples A and their transcripts w,
this work maximizes the log-likelihood of their data:

M M

log P(Ai, w;0) = log P(AiIw)P(w, b; 0)
i=1 i=1 bEB

Note that b represents both a single pronunciation and a sequence of phonetic units, b

bi, b2 ... bibi. In theory, the summation is over all possible pronunciations denoted by the

set B. The log-likelihood is maximized using Expectation Maximization (EM) to adjust 0,

which, in this case, represents the graphone N-gram parameters. In addition to exploring

the maximum likelihood approach, they experiment with discriminative training and show

that it produces better results. Our work uses a more general framework which, while

similar to their maximum likelihood approach, is not inherently graphone specific.

We motivate our pronunciation generation framework with an example. Suppose that

we had two spoken utterances, A1 and A 2 , from which to learn a pronunciation of the

word wo. One approach might be to find the single most likely pronunciation, b*, given

both examples A1 and A 2 . This might be reasonable for many words, but suppose the word

was "either", which has two common pronunciations. It probably does not make sense to

have both utterances vying for a single "canonical" pronunciation, b*, if A 1 pronounces

the word iy dh er and A 2 pronounces it ay dh er. Instead, in our model, both utterances are

effectively allowed to distribute soft votes to a mixture of possible pronunciations.

In [5], we tackle the simplified task of learning word pronunciations from isolated-word

speech. We describe some of the experiments from this work later in this section, with a

particular focus on the results from a set of crowdsourced experiments. In [6], we extend

the model to handle continuous speech. Since the isolated-word case is a simplification of

the continuous speech model, in the remainder of this section, we provide the mathematical

underpinnings for only the continuous case.

Learning pronunciations from continuous speech is a more difficult endeavor than the

isolated word case due to coarticulation across word boundaries; however, the potential

payoff is large since continuous speech is both easy to collect and fits well within the

domains of many ASR tasks. The formulation itself is also somewhat more involved in the
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continuous case. Recall from Section 2.3.3 that the general ASR problem is a search for

the most likely string of words W* = w*, -.- , w* given an utterance A.

W =arg max P(W|A) =arg max P(W, BIA)

Here we have explicitly modeled word boundaries. B is a sequence of word pronunciations:
B = bi#b 2# ... #bk in the set of all possible word-delimited sequence B#. We can
decompose the equation above as follows:

W =arg max 1 P(AlW, B)P(B|W)P(W)
WBELg

where P(W) is the language model, P(B|W) can be computed using a stochastic lex-

icon and P(A|W, B) reduces to using the acoustic model to compute P(A|B). Since

the speech recognizer employs the standard Viterbi approximations during decoding, our

fundamental equation of speech recognition becomes:

W arg max P(A IB)P(B|W)P(W) (5.1)
W,B

The goal now is to learn the appropriate weights for P(B|W). Our training data is

comprised of M utterances and their transcripts {Ai, Wi } where Wi = w,- , w1 but

the word boundary locations are unknown. We parameterize the log-likelihood as follows:

M M

log P(Ai, Wi; 0) s log E P(Ai, B, Wi; 0)
i=1 i=1 BEB#

We now make an independence assumption that is typical of most lexicons. In particu-

lar, we assume that the words are modeled independently. While it is clear that pronuncia-

tions of adjacent words in continuous speech affect one another, a properly trained acoustic

model will often recover from these types of coarticulation phenomena:

ki

P(Ai, B, Wi;1 ) = P(Ai|B) f P(w), bj; 0)
j= 1

We parameterize the log-likelihood of our data with 0.',b,= P(w), bj; 0):

M M k(

log P(Ai, Wi; 0) log P(AilB) fJ0,bj (5.2)
i=1 i=1 BC# j=1
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The parameters, 0, are initialized to our graphoneme N-gram model scores. Note that

this is the only graphone-specific step in the PMM framework. This initialization could

easily be replaced by an alternative framework for defining distributions over graphemes

and phonemes. Once the parameters are initialized, multiple EM iterations can be run.

E-step:

M

Mo[w, P] = P(BI A, Wj; 0)M[p, w, Wi, B]
i=1 BEB#

M-step:

9* Mo[w, p]

WP Zw',peVxB3 Mo[w, p']

where M[p, w, W, B] is the number of times word w appears in W, aligned with the

pronunciation p. That is, M[p, w, W, B] = { : by = p and w= w}|.

In practice, we generate FSTs for each word by restricting the graphone language model

to a particular word's grapheme sequence. Concatenating these FSTs together with word-

boundary delimiters according to the sequence of words in a particular transcript yields

our initial representation of P(B|W) in Equation 5.1. It is here that we implicitly make

the restriction that a sequence of pronunciations B must have the same number of word

boundaries as there are in W to have a non-zero probability. In subsequent iterations, the

term P(BIW; 0) can then be computed as:

k

P(B|W; 0) = (5.3)
j=1 pB Wj,P

Notice that each term in the product above is a normalized weight for a pronunciation.

In this way, the weights learned by the PMM can be used directly in a stochastic lexicon

for decoding. We now describe some of our initial experiments using this framework.

5.2 Phonebook Experiments

The continuous speech PMM above can be applied to isolated word speech as well. In

this section, we experiment with the NYNEX PhoneBook corpus [117], described in sec-

tion 2.2.1. The corpus contains phonetically-rich, isolated-word speech, collected entirely

over the telephone. A database consisting of 93,667 utterances, totaling 23 hours of speech,
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is comprised of 1,358 individual native English speakers saying up to 75 words each. Each

word was spoken on average by about 12 speakers, making this an ideal corpus for experi-

menting with our pronunciation mixture model.

For our baseline experiments, we selected utterances from our corpus that corresponded

to 2,000 words chosen randomly from the set of words that were spoken by at least 13
distinct speakers. For each word, we held out two utterances, one from a male speaker and

the other from a female speaker, to construct a 4,000 utterance test set. This left 22,000

utterances from which to learn pronunciations using the PMM.

We use SUMMIT to experiment with the pronunciation mixture model. The observa-

tion space is computed using MFCC averages over varying durations around the hypothe-

sized landmarks described in Section 2.3.4. In particular, a 14-dimensional MFCC-based

feature set is computed for eight telescoping windows around a landmark and stacked to

form the 112-dimensional feature vector. Principal components analysis then whitens the

feature space and reduces the dimensions to the first 50 principal components. The acous-

tic models are diagonal Gaussian mixtures with up to 75 components trained on telephone

speech.

The expert lexicon, which we use for both our baseline experiments and to train the

graphone model, is based on the publicly available PronLex [76] dictionary. It has been

expanded to contain around 150,000 lexical entries, including most of the words in the

PhoneBook corpus. We therefore simulate an out-of-vocabulary scenario by removing the

2,000 experimental words from this lexicon. We then use an edit distance criterion to prune

similarly spelled words. Following the work of [143], we train a 5-gram graphone language

model.

We begin by describing two baseline experiments. First we build a lexicon for the 2000

test-words according to Equation 2.1. That is, we generate pronunciations using only the

graphone L2S model and no acoustic information. We then use this lexicon to decode our

4,000 test utterances, and find a WER of 16.7%. Next, we use the expert-lexicon to decode

the test-set, yielding a WER of 12.4%. These two experiments serve as our baselines

against which we can evaluate the PMM.

The pronunciation mixture model experiments were conducted with the aid of a small

development set of 1,500 previously discarded PhoneBook utterances. By generating lexi-

cons after each EM iteration and testing on this development set, we determined that stop-

ping after two iterations of EM was optimal. For evaluation, we created two PMM-based

lexicons using varying amounts of data. The first lexicon is unweighted, and was created

by choosing the top-weighted pronunciation for each word from a PMM-generated list and

then discarding its weight. The second lexicon was stochastic and was created by incorpo-
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Figure 5-1: Word Error Rate (WER) on the PhoneBook corpus as a function of the number
of example utterances used to adapt the underlying lexicon. We show results for using the
PMM, the Graphoneme model and the Expert Dictionary

rating multiple pronunciations with their normalized PMM weights. Figure 5-1 shows the

WERs for each of these types of lexicons. We have varied the number of utterances that

each word is trained on to show how the PMM behaves with different amounts of data.

The first comparison we make places the pronunciation mixture model on a level play-

ing field with the expert lexicon. The unweighted PMM, which contains a single pronunci-

ation per word, is a close match to the expert lexicon, which averaged 1.08 entries per word

and is also unweighted. Figure 5-1 shows that by the third utterance, the unweighted lex-

icon containing just the top PMM pronunciations is already competitive with the experts.

As more utterances are added the performance improves even further.

A clear advantage of a stochastic lexicon, on the other hand, is the ability to learn

pronunciation variation. Thus, rather than clinging to the notion of a canonical pronuncia-

tion for a given word, for our second comparison, we examine the stochastic PMM, which

included the top 100 pronunciations along with their weights, learned according to Equa-

tion 5.3. Since most of the weight ends up concentrated toward the top five pronunciations,
including a large number of possibly erroneous variants does not hurt performance. As

seen in Figure 5-1, The stochastic lexicon achieves a WER of 10.7% by the 11th training

utterance: an absolute improvement of 1.7% over the experts. McNemar's test shows this

difference to be significant with p = .016.

The final experiment, of particular relevance to this chapter, regards the generation of
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pronunciations from crowdsourced speech. It is our belief that in many domains, and for

many languages, acquiring acoustic data from non-experts will be cheaper than asking an

expert to provide a pronunciation. In Chapter 3, we were able to collect over 100 hours of

read speech, in less than four days. Here, we use the same technique to collect another 10
example utterances for each of the 2,000 words in our experiment at a cost of $0.01 per

utterance.

While using the PhoneBook data for training simulated ideal conditions wherein the

training data matched the test data and the acoustic model used, we now show that un-

matched speech collected cheaply from Amazon Mechanical Turk can be used to generate

high-quality pronunciations in a fully automatic fashion. Since these distributed workers

make use of their own equipment and record in whatever acoustic environment they hap-

pen to be in, there are many sources of variation in the data. It is not uncommon, when

collecting audio from this service, to hear a television in the background or clipping from

an ill-adjusted microphone.

Whereas in Chapter 3 we took care to filter the collected speech to obtain high-quality

sub-corpora, we took no such precautions when collecting these example utterances. Thus,
in addition to other sources of mismatch between the data and our acoustic model, these

noisy data pose a challenge to even a recognizer built on expert pronunciations. Running

a recognizer configured with the expert lexicon over these 20,000 utterances yields a WER

of 50.1%. Some of the responsibility for this high error rate lies with the mismatched

acoustic models, since we are no longer working with telephone speech. Still, as shown

in Chapter 3, these data are also likely to contain a high degree of noise. In fact, since we

make no guarantees that the worker even read the prompt, the true error rate is unknown.

It might seem, then, that using these data to generate pronunciations is a waste of effort.

Recall, however, that the PMM is effectively a soft-voting scheme. As such, a single noisy

utterance might not have adverse effects if its contribution can be outweighed by other

examples. We perform a simple experiment to test this hypothesis. Using all 10 utterances

for each word from the mTurk-collected data, we run our pronunciation mixture model to

build a single crowdsourced stochastic lexicon. This lexicon, when used to decode the test

set, exhibits a WER of 12.0%. As Figure 5-1 indicates, this crowd-sourced lexicon is on

par with the experts.

In this section, we have shown how the PMM can be used to improve upon today's

state-of-the-art L2S models using acoustic examples. We have also shown that the model

is robust to noise. These results pave a trail for data-driven lexicon learning. In the next

section, we integrate both the basic graphone L2S framework and the PMM technique into

a running spoken language system. We show how the L2S can generate pronunciations for
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unknown words on-the-fly, and how the PMM can refine these pronunciations with help

from the crowd. This, together with the language model learning approaches described

in the previous chapter, combine into an organic spoken language system that grows and

adapts multiple components while simultaneously servicing an active userbase.

5.3 Organic Lexicon Learning with Movie Browser

In this section, we explore the use of human computation to improve the lexicon of a spoken

language system using the algorithms introduced above. We conduct our experiments in

a cinema voice-search domain using the Movie Browser spoken language system. The

system itself allows users to make speech queries to search the Internet Movie Database

(IMDB). Our training framework, however, is domain independent. Unlike the work in

the previous chapter, here, we enlist the help of TurKit [92], to link together transcription,
semantic tagging, and speech collection tasks in a fully automatic fashion.

Using this assembly line of human intelligence tasks (HITs), we perform retraining op-

erations, such as rebuilding the class-based language model that underpins the recognizer's

search space. The main focus of this work, however, is on the lexicon. As new movies

come out and new actors become popular, it is easy to imagine that the lexical domain of

the Movie Browser might shift. Due to the inherent difficulty with the pronunciation (and,
consequently, recognition) of named entities, we may wish to improve upon the state-of-

the-art letter-to-sound models using a PMM.

In the remainder of this section, we describe the Movie Browser system, and detail the

manner in which we update its lexicon and language model using a fully-automated crowd-

supervised framework. We perform experiments and show improvements of a metric based

on movie search result relevance. We also examine WER improvements, and in doing so,
we confirm that the pronunciation mixture model is robust to the noisy contributions of

distributed workers in this continuous speech setting.

5.3.1 The Movie Browser System

The Movie Browser system, shown in Figure 5-2, provides the test-bed for our training

framework. The system is intended to handle natural spoken queries such as "What are

some James Bond movies starring Sean Connery?" The Movie Browser makes use of con-

ditional random fields to parse the output of the speech recognizer into the set of semantic

categories used during searches. The search index, handled by the Apache Lucene project,
is initialized to contain over 12,000 movie titles from the IMDB database. More details
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Figure 5-2: Movie Browser is a spoken language interface for querying the IMDB database.
The interface can accept natural language queries through speech or text. Since Movie
Browser is a multi-modal web site, we can deploy it directly into mTurk. Workers can give
us immediate feedback as to whether a query's response was correct through the check-
boxes to the right of each movie.

about the text-based version of the Movie Browser are described in [93].

Here we concentrate on the automatic speech recognition component of this system.

Decoding is handled by SUMMIT, which is set up in a fashion similar to the Phone-

Book experiments described above. The language model of the recognizer uses a class

n-gram, such as the one described in 2.3.2, to robustly model carrier phrases. Thus, the

query above would appear to the LM as "What are some CHARACTER movies starring

ACTOR?" Separate FSTs are built and dynamically inserted for each class. The ten manu-

ally chosen classes are: Actor, Genre, Director, Year, Rating (e.g., PG13), Character, Plot

element, Title, Song, and Evaluation (e.g., "well-rated").

To limit its size, our recognizer does not include the full list of over 200,000 actors,

directors, and movie titles in our database. Instead, we initialize the classes with lists of

popular actors, directors, titles, etc, that were scraped from the web. The lists contained

almost 3,000 movie titles and over 1,000 popular actors. They were, however, a few years

old, and thus somewhat stale with respect to the domain. We hoped the recognizer would
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Figure 5-3: An iterative transcription HIT. Utterances are batched together; however, they
are processed individually when determining whether each utterance requires another iter-
ation before considering it transcribed. Before a particular transcript is considered final, a
worker must not make edits and must also click on the verification checkbox.

learn missing lexical items on-the-fly via crowdsourcing. To initialize our lexicon, we used
pronunciations from our expert dictionary if they existed and relied on a graphone-based
L2S model if they did not.

5.3.2 Crowd-supervised Training Library

In this section, we introduce a library of crowdsourcing tasks designed for processing spo-
ken language data and describe how we connect these tasks together in order to fully auto-
mate the retraining of certain components of a spoken language system. The larger vision
of this work is to substantially reduce, if not entirely eliminate, the need for the expert
intervention and ad-hoc boot-strapping techniques typically employed in spoken language
system development. To this end, we have been developing and fine-tuning a set of Hu-
man Intelligence Tasks deployable to mTurk. Three of these HITs, transcription, segment
tagging, and prompted speech collection, are described here.

A transcription HIT has been shown to be a valuable tool for obtaining orthographies of
audio. Recall that combining multiple noisy transcriptions with techniques such as ROVER
is known to significantly improve transcription quality [99]. Our transcription HIT, shown
in Figure 5-3, deals with noisy data in a somewhat simpler manner. Each audio clip must
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Figure 5-4: A semantic tagging HIT. In the Movie Browser domain, phrases can be labeled
with a category. This category can be used, along with the input sentence, to train a lan-
guage model's class N-gram or the semantic interpreter's conditional random field. Note
that sample phrases for each category are given on the left. The additional categories in
this list were not part of the study described here.

be shown to two workers, and the job of the second worker is to improve upon or verify the

transcript of the first worker. While perhaps not fully addressing the problem of noise, this

procedure is sufficient for the training needs of this work and can be easily extended with

more iterations of improvement or approval.

Semantic labeling, whereby phrases in a sentence are tagged with a category label, is

another common NLP task for which mTurk has proven useful [95]. Our semantic labeling

HIT, shown in Figure 5-4, uses a click-and-drag selection mechanism to allow workers to

semantically tag multiple words with a single label. In our case, the labels consist of the ten

classes found in our recognizer. Although it is not difficult to imagine combining multiple

outputs to reduce noise, for this HIT we took a domain-dependent approach described later.

The final domain-independent HIT is the prompted audio collection task depicted in

Figure 5-5. Here, a worker simply reads aloud the prompt on the page. While it is difficult

to control the properties of the speech collected, we have found that forcing workers to lis-

ten to their own speech helps to address microphone problems. As described in Chapter 3,
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Figure 5-5: A prompted speech collection HIT. This HIT is similar to the one described in
Chapter 3. It has been updated to use Flash, but the mechanics remain the same.

restricting the country to which a HIT is deployed provides rough controls over accented-
speech. Furthermore, in this work, we collect eight examples of each prompt for use in a
pronunciation mixture model, and as shown in the previous section this redundancy helps
to ensure that a few noisy examples do not cause too many problems.

5.3.3 An Organic Training Framework

With our library complete, we now describe a domain-dependent HIT designed to collect
data for the very system we are training. Figure 5-2 depicts the Movie Browser system in
a HIT. This particular instantiation of the HIT provides the worker with a scenario which
they must attempt to accomplish. Workers may be asked, for instance, to use the Movie
Browser to find movies with ACTOR: Keanu Reeves and GENRE: Action. Once the user
speaks a query, the movie search results are displayed along with feedback checkboxes
which workers must use to indicate whether a result was satisfactory. Specifically, a worker
checks a box next to each movie that is relevant to the query they made. Upon submission,
we collect the last utterance spoken and the list of movies marked relevant.

With the system HIT in place, we have all the pieces necessary to implement the crowd-
supervised training of our system. To be fully hands-free, however, we must be able to use
the output of one HIT as the input of the next. To do so, we rely on TurKit [92]. This open-
source project allows us to implement simple JavaScript programs to manipulate HITs
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Figure 5-6: The system HIT and three domain-independent HITs compose our crowd-
supervised training architecture. TurKit allows us to connect each of these HITs program-
matically using simple JavaScript code. This allows us to create an entirely hands-free
training procedure.

arbitrarily. The following code conveys the ease with which we can take audio collected

from our system HIT and pass it along into our generic transcription task:

var outputs = systemHIT.outputs(;

var transcribeHIT = new TranscriptionHIT(;

for (var i = 0; i < outputs.length; ++i) {

transcribeHIT.add(outputs[i].audioUrl);

We extend this code to collect data with HIT (0) and pass it through HITs (1)-(3) according

to the flow chart in Figure 5-6.

Noise control is relatively straightforward to implement using TurKit. The transcription

HIT has a loop in the flowchart which indicates that once the audio is transcribed by the

first worker, it is then passed through the HIT a second time to be verified by a second

worker before moving on to the semantic labeling stage. When the labeling is finished, we

compare the transcript to the recognition results in search of semantically important words

that were misrecognized. Before we generate prompt HITs using these words, however,
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we employ a domain-specific form of noise control. In particular, each term is run through

our movie search index to ensure its validity. Once the transcribed and semantically tagged

term is validated, we begin to collect spoken examples of it.

To perform repeated operations over a large number of HITs without redoing unneces-

sary work, TurKit relies heavily on the concept of memoization. We briefly explain how

memoization effectively caches human computation using the code above as an example.

First, each pass through the HIT extracts the output from every assignment of the system

HIT. The transcribeHIT. add method, however, only creates a new HIT if its input,

the URL of the audio, has not been used to create a previous HIT. When the new HIT is

created, those inputs are recorded in a database so that the next time through, a new HIT is

not created. Extrapolating this example to the series of HITs in the flowchart of Figure 5-6,
we see that each assignment for each HIT is touched once per execution of the script, but

only newly submitted work can spark the generation of a new HIT. Finally, TurKit has the

ability to run a script repeatedly, causing a wave of updates to occur at each iteration.

To close the loop in the crowd-supervised training process, our system must be able to

retrain and dynamically load new models on-the-fly. Given the spoken examples, we em-

ploy a pronunciation mixture model to learn new words and refine existing pronunciations

in our lexicon. For the PMM used in our experiments, we run one iteration of EM using

a 5-gram graphone LM over singular graphones. We normalize the learned parameters by

word and use them in a stochastic lexicon. Pronunciations with probability less than 0.1 are

excluded. With the transcripts and semantic labels, we train a class-based language model.

Two additional obvious candidates for retraining not explored in this chapter are the acous-

tic model and the conditional random fields, [85], used for semantic interpretation. The

former will be explored in a different domain in the next chapter, while the latter is beyond

the scope of this thesis.

5.3.4 Movie Browser Experiments

To experiment with our crowd-supervised training framework, we decided to limit our

domain to a set of scenarios. Rather than choosing our own scenarios, however, we ran

a quick mTurk task for scenario collection. This task consisted of a simple HTML form,

for which a worker was asked to fill out two or three of the ten classes with reasonable

values, e.g. DIRECTOR: Darren Aronofsky, RATING: R. These constraints then make up

the set of scenarios used in our experiments. We collected 373 scenarios and filtered them

through the movie search index to ensure their presence in our database. Forty scenarios

were used for development to test our training framework, and 127 scenarios were used in
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Figure 5-7: We show a windowed percentage indicating the fraction of the last 200 utter-
ances that contain a relevant result in the top five movies returned. WER is computed on
a separate dataset of 1001 utterances at various stages in the crowd-supervised learning
process.

the experiments described below.

We began a small-scale crowd-supervised training experiment on a weekday evening
and completed it roughly five-and-a-half hours later. All HITs were restricted to the US, and
the prices of each HIT were set to optimize throughput rather than cost. Still, each utterance
was collected, transcribed, and semantically labeled for less than a quarter. Over the course
of deployment, 22 distinct workers contributed a total of 714 individual voice search queries
to Movie Browser using the system HIT. Each worker was only allowed to complete a given
scenario once. As workers completed the system HIT, their data progressed through the
crowd-supervised training framework; about 45 minutes into the HIT, on-the-fly recognizer
updates began to occur. Figure 5-7 shows that the on-the-fly training procedure has an
appreciable effect on movie relevance, a metric computed from the worker's checkbox
selections. We use a large window of 200 utterances to smooth out variation between
users, and compute a moving average representing the fraction of the time that a relevant
movie is in the top five search results. Since it is clear that the system improves, we now
turn our attention to ascertaining how the gains are made.

To analyze the dynamics of the recognition, we took snapshots of the recognizer after
each pass through the retraining phase. Rather than test on the same data, we decided
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Category A G D R C T P all
Spoken 666 486 275 263 193 99 96 1986
Learned 74 19 27 6 27 17 16 177
Missing 27 1 10 3 20 6 10 67
Errors w/o lexicon update 23.0 20.2 22.6 22.5 64.3 49 58 29.8
Errors with L2S 5.9 20.0 7.0 18.6 18.7 23 10 13.5
Errors with L2S/PMM 3.4f 20.2 8.0 17.5 13.3* 24 16 12.5*

t PMM/L2S differences statistically significant with p < 0.001
* PMM/L2S differences statistically significant with p < 0.05

Table 5.1: Recognition error rates broken down by dynamic classes: Actor, Genre, Director,
Rating, Character, Title, and, Plot element. We show the number of spoken instances,
the number of pronunciations learned, an the number of pronunciations originally missing
from each category. We give baseline error rates, L2S error rates and PMM error rates. The
PMM error rates were arrived at after our human computation algorithm completed.

to collect and transcribe a separate dataset with the same scenarios using only HITs (0)

and (1) from Figure 5-6. We made no effort to prevent workers who performed the first

HIT from working on the second, and indeed 11 workers of the 38 that performed this

HIT had done at least one assignment during the crowd-supervised training. Also, for this

collection, workers were allowed to perform each scenario twice. The test set collection

task was left running overnight, and by morning, we had collected and transcribed 1,179

utterances. Unlike the training phase, which was completely hands-free, some workers who

contributed unintelligible audio were rejected. Using the final test set of 1,001 utterances,

we compute a WER for each recognizer snapshot and plot it over time, which is plotted in

Figure 5-7. Over the course of the crowd-supervised training, the WER of the test set drops

from 32.3% down to 20.8%. The high error rates reflect both the difficulty of the domain

and the noisy nature of crowd-sourced data.

The aforementioned results mix together the contributions of the crowd-supervised lan-

guage model as well as the lexical components (L2S and PMM). To separate these effects,

we are able to remove the training data of individual components and rerun recognition on

our test set. For example, we determine the utility of retraining the language model via this

post-processing experiment. In particular, we remove the crowd-supervised transcriptions

from the LM training data while keeping the learned lexical items intact and recompute a

WER on the test set. This causes the WER to bounce back up to 25.3%. Given that our

baseline WER is 32.3%, this indicates that most of the gains are due to the improvements

to the lexicon.

Closing the lexical gap between the mTurk collected scenarios and the initial recognizer
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lexicon is the largest source of gains. Sam Worthington, for example, the star of Avatar,
was not on the original outdated list of actors. When an utterance containing this name was

transcribed and labeled, the name was inevitably determined to be a misrecognition. As

such, it was first validated against the search index, and then added to the list of prompts

to be collected. In the meantime, the L2S model was used to generate a pronunciation.

Table 5.1 shows the number of terms learned and missing from each category, as well as
the number of times they were spoken in the test set. Categories that were not learned or

with fewer then 10 spoken examples are omitted from the table. We see that actors make

up the largest category, both in spoken examples (666) as well as individual lexical items

learned (74).

Overall, our crowd-supervised framework affected 177 words in our lexicon. We ex-

amine the recognition error rate of these words directly to get a picture of how the L2S and
PMM affect recognition. Table 5.1 breaks the errors down by category. We first compute

the error rate of each category before any updates to the lexicon took place. They are rel-

atively low due to the missing lexical items. Directors, for example, have a baseline error

rate of 22.6%. After crowd-supervised training takes place, the error rate for this category

drops up to 8.0%, as seen in the final row of the table, which shows the ultimate gains

achieved by our framework.

The effects of the PMM can be inferred by first removing the pronunciations learned

from spoken examples and replacing them with their L2S counterparts. The second-to-

last row in the table of Table 5.1 depicts the accuracies of these words using only the L2S
model. Where the differences between the PMM and L2S are statistically significant un-

der McNemar's test, the PMM consistently improves over the L2S approach. In particular,

recognition of actors' names was significantly improved despite having a low L2S baseline

error rate of 5.9%. For example, the last name of Cary Elwes, of Princess Bride fame, was

given the pronunciation eh 1 w eh s by the L2S. The PMM's top pronunciation was

more accurate: eh 1 w ey z. We were surprised that the workers knew the pronunci-

ation of this name, but listening to their speech confirmed that they did. Even if they had

not, learning mispronunciations can also be beneficial.

Finally, it is nice to see that, in aggregate, the PMM yields significant improvements

over the L2S approach. The error rate for the 177 learned words after crowd-supervised

learning was 12.5%. This means that that our system recognizes a large portion of the

content words correctly. One interesting avenue of future research may be to explore how

well the semantic interpreter, which is based on conditional random fields, is able to recover

from misrecognition of non-content words.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have concentrated on the application of crowdsourcing and human com-

putation to the pronunciation dictionary component of an automatic speech recognizer. We

have introduced the pronunciation mixture model as a means of improving the lexicon

without the aid of an expert. In two different experiments we have shown that the PMM is

robust to noisy acoustic examples from the crowd.

The final set of experiments in this chapter employed an automatic crowd-supervised

training framework and demonstrated its utility with respect to updating a recognizer's

lexicon and language model. While cinema's ever-shifting lexical domain highlights the

need for systems that can grow and change to accommodate previously unknown words, we

believe the framework itself may be generally useful to replace the manual configuration

and bootstrapping that accompanies building a new spoken language system. Again, most

of the tools used in the chapter are open-source, enabling other researchers to test similar

systems.
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Chapter 6

Crowd-supervised Acoustic Modeling

In the preceding chapters we relied largely on Amazon Mechanical Turk to provide the

crowd in our human computation tasks. We could do so in this chapter as well, eliciting

speech for the purpose of retraining the acoustic model. To the best of our knowledge,
this has not yet been attempted with mTurk. While we feel this is a worthy avenue of

exploration, we use this chapter to address a possible shortcoming of the work we have

presented so far. Specifically, we would like to move beyond the micropayment platform

and present a mechanism for collecting and, in some cases, transcribing speech, forfree.

To this end, this chapter presents two educational speech-enabled games. The first

game, called Voice Race, collects isolated words or short phrases. The second, called Voice

Scatter, elicits continuous speech in the form of longer sentences. Both of these games were

hosted on a popular educational website for a little less than a month, during which time

data were logged and gathered. We then ran a suite of experiments to show that some of

these data could be accurately transcribed simply by looking at the game context in which

they were collected. Using these data, we show that the acoustic model can be adapted to

yield improvements otherwise unattainable in an unsupervised fashion. This protocol does

not fall under our definition of human computation, since we perform these experiments

in an offline fashion; however, we believe this represents a significant step towards what

could become a fully organic spoken language interface.

The experiments in this chapter point to a broader characteristic of spoken language

interfaces that, until now, has been overlooked in our study of crowd-supervised training -
that is, many spoken language systems come with a crowd built-in. By definition, spoken

language interfaces, when outfitted with an internet connection, have a suite of non-expert

individuals who can provide valuable data. Since they are unpaid, however, we are re-

stricted to collecting the data that are a byproduct of normal interaction with the system.

To clarify this point, we examine the voice-dialing work of Li et al. [91]. Here, data are
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Figure 6-1: Quiziet. cor allows users to create, share, and study their own flashecards.

collected from mobile phone users who speak names from their contact lists to dial a call.

A confirmation is then given, to which the user must reply "yes" or "no . If the caller says

tyes" and the call goes through, Li et al. make the assumption that the spoken name was

recognized correctly. While there is some noise added in the form of false positives, they

find this confirmation question is a useful means of collecting labeled training data.

The work in this chapter provides a similar approach to determining when a recognition

result is correct. We do so, however, without the aid of an additional confirmation step,

by using domain-specific context to validate the semantics of a recognition result. While

particularly useful in the education domain, where words are known, we contend that such

techniques might be applied to other spoken language interfaces to obtain similarly self-

transcribed data. In the next few sections we detail our experiments with Voice Race and

Voice Scatter, and show that the crowd's self-supervised retraining of the acoustic models

improves recognition accuracy.

6.1 Quiziet

The speech-enabled games we study in this chapter are a fun way to review flashcards to

help one memorize vocabulary words, scientific terms, mathematical concepts, etc. They

can be played by anyone with a web browser and a microphone. Voice Race and Voice

Scatter were built and deployed to Quizlet.com1 with the help of its founder. The Qui-
1http://www.quizlet.com
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zlet website, shown in Figure 6-1, is a place where users can create, share, and study virtual

flashcards. Like real flashcards, each virtual card has two sides: typically one is used for

a term (a word or short phrase) and the other for its definition. At the time we deployed

our games to Quizlet, the site had over 420,000 registered users, who had contributed over

875,000 flashcard sets, comprised of more than 24 million individual flashcards. Now there

are closer to 6 million users studying over 9 million sets with more than 300 million study
terms.

Voice Race and Voice Scatter are based on two text-based games that had already existed

on Quizlet for some time. The study material for each game is loaded from a single set of
flashcards chosen by the user. The automatic speech recognition component was simple to
incorporate into these games with the help of the publicly available WAMI Javascript API

described in Section 4.1. When a game session is initialized, a simple context-free grammar
is constructed using the terms in the chosen set of flashcards. The audio is streamed to our

server, where speech recognition occurs and sends the results back to the Javascript event

handlers in the browser.

On the server-side, The SUMMIT speech recognizer is used with a dictionary contain-

ing 145,773 words, and an automatic L2S module to generate pronunciations for those

words that are found to be missing at run-time. A small context free grammar built over

the terms and definitions in the chosen set serves as the language model for the recogni-

tion component of each game. While each instance of these games is a small-vocabulary

recognition task over a particular set of flashcards, in aggregate the utterances we collected

cover a large vocabulary, and should be useful in a variety of speech tasks.

In the spirit of other games with a purpose (GWAPs) described in Section 2.1, our

games were designed to elicit data as a byproduct of game-play. Previous to this work,
the only GWAP for a speech related task that we are aware of is People Watcher [112].

People Watcher elicits alternative phrasings of proper nouns, which are used to improve

recognition accuracy in a directory assistance application. The use of an educational web-

site to transcribe data was explored in [20], in which a task intended to help students learn

a foreign language was deployed via a prototype website, and used by 24 students to label

10 sentences. Neither of these applications elicit new speech data, or are applied on a large

scale.

Our games, on the other hand, collect audio recordings, as well as the context in which

they occur. With the help of Quiziet, we find it easy to recruit a large number of willing

subjects, which gives rise to a diversity of ages, genders, fluency, accents, noise conditions,
microphones, and so forth. Furthermore, the games we design allow for the automatic

transcription of a significant subset of the collected data, and for cheap transcription of
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the vast majority of the remainder. This means that an arbitrary amount of transcribed

utterances may be collected over time at no, or slowly increasing, cost.

Our games are different from typical GWAPs in a few key respects. First, these are

single-player games. Whereas typical GWAPs rely on the agreement of two humans to

obtain labels, Voice Race instead uses the artificial intelligence of an automatic speech

recognizer. Contextual constraints and narrow domain recognition tasks are paired to boot-

strap the collection of transcribed corpora, which cover a larger vocabulary and a variety

of noise conditions. Second, GWAPs label existing data, whereas Voice Race both elicits

new speech data, and automatically transcribes much of it. Thus, while Voice Race cannot

label arbitrary speech data, it can continuously provide new, transcribed speech without any

supervision. Third, unlike GWAPs which offer only diversion, these educational games di-

rectly benefit their players by helping them to learn. Finally, users have control over their

game content, which is not randomized as in many GWAPs.

6.2 Voice Race

In this section, we describe Voice Race, a speech-enabled educational game which we

deployed to Quizlet over a 22 day period to elicit over 55,000 utterances representing 18.7

hours of speech. Voice Race was designed such that the transcripts for a significant subset

of utterances can be automatically inferred using the contextual constraints of the game.

Game context can also be used to simplify transcription to a multiple choice task, which can

be performed by non-experts. We found that one third of the speech collected with Voice

Race could be automatically transcribed with over 98% accuracy; and that an additional

49% could be labeled cheaply by Amazon Mechanical Turk workers. We demonstrate the

utility of the self-labeled speech in an acoustic model adaptation task, which resulted in a

reduction in the Voice Race utterance error rate.

In Voice Race, shown in Figure 6-2, definitions from a set of flashcards move across the

screen from left to right. Players must say its matching term before a definition flies off the

screen. Each such "hit" earns points and makes the definition disappear. If a definition is

never hit, then the player is shown the correct answer and prompted to repeat it aloud. As

the game progresses, the definitions move more quickly, and appear more frequently.

Because each utterance is collected in the course of playing the game, a combination of

recognition N-best lists and game context can be used to automatically infer the transcripts

for a significant subset of the utterances. Intuitively, when the top recognition hypothesis

is known to be a correct answer, this is a strong indication that it is accurate. Using such

constraints, 34% of the collected utterances were automatically transcribed with near per-
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Figure 6-2: The Voice Race game with vocabulary flashcards. As a definition moves from
left to right, the player must say the corresponding vocabulary word before it flies off the
screen. Each such "hit" earns points and makes the definition disappear.

fect accuracy. For the remaining utterances, game context can also be used to simplify the

task of human transcription to one of choosing among several alternative transcripts on a

short list. Such a simple task is easy to complete with no training, so we used mTurk for

transcription. To the best of our knowledge, when this work was performed there was

no precedent in academia for using mTurk in this fashion. We found that the transcripts

produced by mTurk workers were very close to expert-quality.

6.2.1 Self-Transcribed Data

We begin by precisely defining the way in which Voice Race is able to self-transcribe a

portion of its data. Recall that each utterance occurs in a context where the correct answer

(or answers) is known. This information, when combined with the recognition results, can

be used to automatically infer the transcript for certain utterances, and greatly limit the set

of likely transcripts for the rest. The subsets of interest are as follows:

Hit: In Voice Race, a "hit" occurs when the top speech recognition hypothesis contains

the correct term associated with a definition visible on the screen. Players typically aim

for the right-most definition, so such "hits" are likely to be the most reliable indicators

of an accurate recognition hypothesis. Suppose, for example, that a student is learning

state capitals. At any given time, only a few state names are shown on the screen. The
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probability of a misrecognition resulting in a state-capital that has a corresponding state

onscreen is low. Even when terms are phonetically similar, such as the words "Austin"

and "Boston", they are unlikely to co-occur in the game context, making them effectively

distinguishable.

Miss: A "miss" occurs when the user has spoken, but a hit has not been detected. There

is no way of knowing if a miss is due to a human error or a speech recognition error.

However, when misses are due to recognition errors, the ground-truth transcript for the

user's utterance is likely to be one of the correct answers. As such, when considered in

aggregate, misses may be useful for automatically identifying difficult terms to recognize.

Prompted Hit/Miss: The taxonomy above applies to most Voice Race utterances. Voice

Race also provides an additional category of labeled data: when a definition flies off the

screen without being "hit", players are shown the correct answer and prompted to read it

aloud. As such, when players are cooperative, the transcript of their utterances should be

known in advance. Moreover, we run these utterances through the same small-vocabulary

recognizer used for the game to notify the player of whether or not he or she was under-

stood. These utterances can therefore again be classified as "hits" or as "misses".

6.2.2 Simplified Transcription

The contextual game constraints identified in the previous section, and in particular the

"hits", are useful for automatically transcribing a significant portion of the data. In addition,
the same constraints may be used to greatly decrease the human effort required to transcribe
the remainder. For each utterance, the transcript is likely to be one of the correct answers,
to appear on the N-best list, or both. This means that the task of human transcription for

most utterances can be reduced to one of choosing a transcript from a short list of choices

drawn from these two sources. Given that it requires no expertise or knowledge of the task

domain to listen to a short audio clip and choose a transcript from a list, we designed a

transcription task which could tap the large pool of mTurk workers.

We designed the mTurk transcription task such that workers listen to a Voice Race ut-

terance and then choose from one of four likely transcripts. They can also choose "None of

these"' or "Not Speech". The likely transcripts were drawn in order from the sources found

in Figure 6.1, until four unique candidate transcripts were obtained to create the six answer

multiple choice transcription question. An example mTurk task is shown in Figure 6-3.

After transcribers select a transcript, they can optionally label two additional attributes.

Cut-off indicates that the speech was cut off - this happens occasionally because players

release the space bar, which they must hold while speaking, before they finish. Future
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1. The prompted term, if the user was asked to repeat aloud
2. The top two distinct terms in the recognition N-best list
3. The terms associated with the two right-most definitions
4. Any remaining terms on the N-best list
5. Random terms from the flashcard set

Table 6.1: The construction of the multiple-choice mTurk task selects candidate transcrip-
tions in the order listed above.

Amazon Mechanical Turk Requesftr - Publis HIfs '-

Instructions; Listen to each audio clip and select the option that best fits what the speaker said.

If there was no clear speech, select 'No Speech'
If there is clear speech, but it is not one of the choices. select

if the user said something doe to one of the choices, select that choice and then:

" If the speech was just cut-off at the end, click he 'Cut-off checkbox that appears to the right.
. If the speech was had extra syllables, or sounded close to the choice click the 'Almost checkbox that appears to the right.

1. What did the speaker say?

gallows
knell

pittance Cut-off Almost

annihilate

No Speech

Showing HtT I of 1000 Nxt HIT

Figure 6-3: An mTurk task for transcribing Voice Race utterances.

iterations of the game will likely correct for this by recording slightly past the release

of the key. Transcribers may also select Almost if the utterance was understandable, but

contained hesitations, extra syllables, mispronunciations, etc.

6.2.3 Data Analysis

Voice Race was made available on Quizlet.com for a 22 day trial period. No announcements

or advertisements were made. The two games were simply added to the list of activities

available to study each (English) flashcard set. Nonetheless, as Table 6.5 shows, a total of

55,152 utterances were collected, containing 18.7 hours of speech.
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Games Played 4184 Mean Words per Utt. 1.54
Utterances 55,152 Total Distinct Phrases 26,542
Total Hours of Audio 18.7 Mean Category Size 53.6

Table 6.2: Properties of Voice Race data collected over 22 days. Note in particular the large
number of distinct words and phrases collected across the games.

5-way agreement 69.2% Majority "None of these" 12.9%
4-way agreement 18.0% Majority "cut-off" 12.1%
3-way agreement 9.8% Majority "almost" 7.2%

Table 6.3: Agreement obtained for transcripts and attributes of 10,000 utterances, each
labeled by five mTurk workers.

Transcription

10,000 utterances representing 173 minutes of audio were drawn from 778 Voice Race ses-

sions and then submitted for transcription to Amazon Mechanical Turk (mTurk). Within 16
hours, each utterance had been labeled by 5 different mTurk workers using the simplified

transcription task discussed in the previous section, at a cost of $275.

Table 6.3 shows agreement statistics for the workers. A majority agreed on one of the

transcript choices for 97% of the utterances, agreeing on "None of these" only 13% of the

time. Thus, the simple forced choice among 4 likely candidates (and "no speech") yielded

transcripts for 84% of the utterances.

To judge the accuracy of the produced labels, two experts each labeled 1,000 utterances

randomly drawn from the set of 10,000. The interface these experts used to transcribe the
data was identical to the mTurk worker's. To assess inter-transcriber agreement we use Co-

hen's Kappa statistic, [24]. The expert transcript choices showed a high level of agreement,
with a Kappa score of 0.89. Each of their label sets agreed well with the majority labels

produced by the mTurk workers, as measured by Kappa scores of 0.85 and 0.83.

Using the mTurk majority labels as a reference transcription, the utterance-level recog-

nition accuracy on the set of 10,000 Voice Race utterances was found to be 53.2% . While

accuracy is low, it's important to note that the task is a very difficult one. The two ex-

perts noted while transcribing that (1) the vast majority of the utterances seemed to be

from teenagers, (2) there was often significant background noise from televisions, music,
or classrooms full of talking students, and (3) many microphones produced muffled or

clipped audio. While these problems lead to imperfect speech recognition accuracy, they
also lead to a richer, rore interesting corpus. Moreover, usage levels suggest that accuracy

was high enough for many successful games. In the next section, we show that, despite rel-
atively poor recognition performance overall, it is nonetheless possible to use game context
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Game Context: miss hit prompted-miss prompted-hit
% Correct: 13.9 86.4 12.7 97.5
% of Total Data: 43.7 43.8 8.9 3.6

Hit Context: 4-hit 3-hit 2-hit 1-hit
% Correct: 41.3 69.4 81.7 98.5
% of Hit Data: 1.8 3.4 9.0 69.4

Table 6.4: % of 10,000 mTurk-labeled utterances and self-transcription accuracy grouped
by game context. Hits are further broken down in terms of the position of the item on the
screen at the time the hit occurred. Statistics for the four right-most positions are shown.

to automatically obtain near-perfect transcriptions on a significant subset of the data.

Automatic Transcription

As previously described, because each utterance occurs in the course of playing Voice Race,
we hypothesized that it should be possible to identify a subset of the data for which tran-

scripts can be inferred automatically with high accuracy. In this section, we evaluate this

hypothesis using as reference the transcripts agreed upon by a majority of mTurk workers.

We explore the utility of hits, misses, prompted-hits and prompted-misses. Table 6.4 shows

the amount of speech data collected in each category out of the 10,000 mTurk-labeled ut-

terances.

Over 4,000 of the 10,000 utterances were hits, and the recognition accuracy on this data

is 86.4%. In addition, prompted-hits yield an accuracy of 97.5%, meaning that they yield

nearly perfectly transcribed data. Unfortunately, they represent less than 5% of the data.

Using game-context to filter data for accurately labeled utterances can be taken further

in the case of a hit. Students are most likely to aim for the right-most label on the Voice

Race screen. It stands to reason then, that hits of definitions which are not the right-most

one are more likely to be due to a misrecognition. We call a hit that occurred while the item

was in the nth position on the screen (from right-to-left) an n-hit. Recognition accuracies

for n = 1 ... 4 are presented in Table 6.4.

It is exciting to note that 1-hits constitute 30.4% of the total mTurk-labeled data, and are

recognized with 98.5% accuracy. Of all 55,152 utterances collected, 18,699 - representing

5.8 hours of audio - are self-labeled in this fashion.

Self-Supervised Acoustic Model Adaptation

One common use of transcribed speech data is to perform acoustic model adaptation. While

typically this requires human transcription, we explore using the automatically transcribed
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utterances to adapt the telephone acoustic models used by Voice Race in a fully automatic

fashion. We performed MAP adaptation, described in Section 2.3.4, using "1-hits" and

prompted-hits. The 10,000 utterances transcribed by mTurk served as our test set, while the

remaining 45,152 utterances without human labels were used for adaptation. Using these

updated acoustic models to decode the test set resulted in a decrease in utterance error rate

from 46.8% to 41.2%. To show that this self-supervised adaptation algorithm outperforms

typical unsupervised approaches, we use the confidence module of our recognizer, [60], to

extract high quality utterances for a similarly sized training set. The utterance error rate for

a decoder based on models trained from these utterances is 43.9%.

This self-supervised adaptation algorithm can also be run iteratively. Since we have

saved the game context, we can actually recompute new hits and misses using the updated

acoustic model. In other words, we can re-recognize a set of utterances and recompute the

"hits", yielding a larger pool of self-labeled training data, which is then used in the follow-

ing iteration. In theory, the new hits should still yield highly accurate transcripts. To test

this hypothesis we iteratively trained and relabeled all 55,152 utterances until convergence.

We found that 44.8% of the data could be self-labeled while maintaining an accuracy of

96.8% - computed on the subset corresponding to the mTurk-transcribed data.

With these promising results, we turn to analyzing the effects of the iterative approach

on acoustic model adaptation. Note that, despite the self-supervised nature of our ap-

proach, training on all 55,152 utterances simulates having already seen the test data. We

therefore perform separate experiments on the 45,152 utterance training set to simulate the

case when the test data are unseen. We again use a confidence-based baseline approach

in which, at each iteration, utterances that received high recognition confidence are se-

lected for the new adaptation set. As Figure 6-4 shows, however, the confidence based

approach is not amenable to this iterative adaptation procedure. By the second iteration,
this approach uses over twice the data of the self-supervised method. However, the self-

supervised method retains a 2.2% absolute improvement in error rate over the iteratively

calculated high-confidence utterances through multiple iterations.

Figure 6-4 also shows the results of iteratively selecting from all 55,152 utterances

(without using the mTurk-labels) treating the 10,000 utterance test set as seen data. Iter-

atively selecting high-confidence training utterances from all the data achieves error rates

similar to those found when selecting self-labeled utterances from the original 45,152 utter-

ances, and is omitted from the graph for clarity. Iteratively selecting self-labeled utterances

from all of the data, however, improves performance significantly, even across iterations.

The iterative gains are likely due to the fact that the self-adaptation set now includes utter-

ances gathered from the same session, meaning that the speaker, acoustic environment, and
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Figure 6-4: Iterative acoustic model adaptation, trained using: (1) Iteratively calculated
high-confidence utterances, excluding the 10,000 mTurk-transcribed test set (i.e. the test
data are unseen), (2) An iteratively calculated set of self-labeled utterances (unseen). (3)
An iteratively calculated set of self-labeled utterances, including test utterances (seen).

vocabulary are the same. This hints at the potential for games like Voice Race to improve

in a personalized, fully automatic, online fashion. The elicited utterances, however, typi-

cally contain only a single word or short phrase. To explore collecting labeled continuous

speech, we now turn to Voice Scatter, which elicits significantly longer utterances.

6.3 Voice Scatter

In this section, we present Voice Scatter, which again relies on the resources of Quiziet to

provide a speech-enabled educational game to a large user-base. A byproduct of its use is

the collection and orthographic transcription of a significant amount of continuous speech.

We describe experiments which made the game available on Quiziet for a 22 day period and

resulted in the collection of 30,938 utterances, constituting 27.63 hours of speech. Each

individual game uses only eight flashcards, and speech recognition was again performed

using a narrow-domain CFG grammar. Despite the limited domains of each individual

game, an estimated 1,193 speakers played the game with 1,275 distinct flashcard sets, so

recognition hypotheses in the corpus cover 21,758 distinct words.

Unlike in the previous section, here we explore the possibility of combining the

confidence-based approach with the self-transcription approach. The best technique pairs

confidence scores from narrow-domain speech recognition with information from the game

context about whether a hypothesis represents a correct answer. In this way, we automat-

ically identify a sub-corpus of 39% of the data for which recognition hypotheses can be

taken to be human-quality orthographic transcripts. We establish human agreement levels,
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Homne My Dashboard My Groups Help & Features Find Flashcards
Make Flashcards

Voice Scatter: Cell Biology Back to Set Page I Embed Code: OIramesro=

An organelle organ Eukaryote The region of the
containing digestive cell between the cell
enzymes membrane and the

CelA Lysosomes nucleus

embrane bound A cell that contains

tissue iucture that is the a nucleus and
basic unit of life membrane bound

organelles
several types of
body tissues that a group of similar
together form a cells that carry out a Cytoplasm
function similar function

Figure 6-5: Screenshot of Voice Scatter.

and obtain manual transcripts of a 10,000 utterance development set, by crowdsourcing the
transcription task via Amazon Mechanical Turk. When compared to a 1,000 utterance sub-
set transcribed by experts, the crowdsourced transcripts show near expert-level agreement.

A screenshot of Voice Scatter is shown in Figure 6-5. Players first choose (or create) a
set of flashcards to study. Then, up to eight terms and definitions are "scattered" randomly

across the screen. Using a microphone and a web browser, players speak short commands
to connect each term to its definition: e.g. "match cell to a membrane bound structure

that is the basic unit of life." Players hold the space bar, or click an on-screen hold-to-

talk button, while speaking. When a term is correctly paired with its definition (a "hit"),
they come together in a fiery explosion, and then disappear from the screen, as shown in

Figure 6-5. When they are incorrectly paired (a "miss"), they collide and then bounce off

of each other. A timer counts upward at the top of the screen, encouraging (though not

requiring) players to set a speed record for the flashcard set.

Again, speech recognition was incorporated using the WAMI Javascript API and the

SUMMIT speech recognizer. The following simple context free grammar is used as the

speech recognizer's language model:

[match] <TERM> [tolwithlandlequals] <DEF>

[match] <DEF> [tolwithlandlequals] <TERM>

where the brackets indicate optionality, and TERM and DEF are any of the terms or defini-
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Games Played 4,267 Distinct Words Recognized 21,758
Utterances 30,938 Total Number of "Hits" 10,355
Hours of Audio 27.63 Recognized Words per "Hit" 8.327
Distinct Speakerst 1,193 Distinct Flashcard Sets 1,275

Table 6.5: Properties of Voice Scatter data collected over 22 days. tDistinct speakers are
estimated as one speaker per IP address.

tions on the screen as the game begins.

6.3.1 Corpus Overview

Voice Scatter elicits utterances containing spontaneous continuous speech; however, be-

cause terms and definitions are visible on the screen, utterances - especially long ones -
sometimes have the feel of being read aloud. While there is no specific requirement that

players read the terms and definitions verbatim, there is a strong incentive to do so to avoid

speech recognition errors. In addition, some (but certainly not all) players speak quickly

because of the timer displayed during game play.

Table 6.5 gives a quantitative summary of the collected data. However, the type and va-

riety of the data can be immediately understood by examining the sample transcripts shown

in Table 6.6. As is shown, even though each individual Voice Scatter game is restricted to

a small vocabulary, in aggregate there is a large and varied vocabulary. Moreover, by ex-

amining a random sample of utterances, we noted that almost all speakers appeared to be

teenagers, and that utterances were recorded both in quiet and noisy environments. Noise

typically came from televisions, music, computer noise, and people talking in the back-

ground. Finally, since players are trying to master unfamiliar material, some words are

mispronounced. We observed one player, for example, who consistently mispronounced

vocabulary words like "proliferate", "unanimity", and "steadfast".

6.3.2 Crowdsourced Transcription

We used mTurk to orthographically transcribe 10,000 Voice Scatter utterances drawn from

463 random users (as determined by IP address), which totaled 11.57 hours of speech.

The mTurk task is shown in Figure 6-6. Workers were given 10 utterances per page to

transcribe. A text box for transcription was initialized with the speech recognizer's top

hypothesis, and workers were asked to edit it to reflect the words actually spoken. To guide

the transcriber, each utterance was accompanied by a list of terms and definitions from

the game associated with that utterance. Each utterance was transcribed by three different
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match aimless to drifting
match robust to strong and vigorous
local area network lan
match silk road with an ancient trade route between china and europe
anything that makes an organism different from others variation
match malaise to a physical discomfort as a mild sickness or depression
match newtons first law of motion to an object at rest tends to stay at rest and
a moving object tends to keep moving in a straight line until it is affected by
a force
match what does friar lawrence point out to get romeo to see that life isnt
so bad juliet is alive and still his wife tybalt wanted to kill romeo but romeo
killed him instead the prince could have condemned him to death but he ban-
ished him instead

Table 6.6: Example transcripts drawn from the Voice Scatter corpus.

2.u Prtleie w

Tyrpe the words spoken in these short audio recordings. These transcripts will be used in speech research conducted at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

1. Click or tab through each text box below to play each audio clip and corret the text so that it refects the words spoken.

2. Iook at the hints for help and just do your best if you enicounter non-English wordsi.

3. If you can't understand part (or all) of the audio write ?? for that part.
4. For partial words (when you tell what word the speaker intended to say), write the whole word followed by a

Example: ateh titanic with P? by qat* at rwngth ae or InfluEwnea*

Hem am som wordsthene muht mit be spoken:
gradation a systmati progression through a series of stages;

digmss to stray from the main topic in writing or speaking to turn aside

aggression the act or abt of auhin( g attacks invasions hostile action or behavior

pedigre a line or list of anscatr a recorded lin of descent showig pum breeding of animals

expedite to help or hurry the process of somehig of business to preform business quickly
podiatry the stdy anid tratment of foot ailets

gradient an tacine or ON the rate of inclie
impede to hinder to block the way of

A ee - .- esaPleas edit thdaboxa to diie da dio
match impede to hinder to block the way of

~I1i nM~e atch titanic with 27 by great strength size or jnf~nsare*

Figure 6-6: An mTurk task for transcribing Voice Scatter utterances.
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workers, yielding 30,000 transcripts created by 130 workers for a total cost of $330.

Since we have 3 transcripts for each utterance, we must combine them somehow to
form a gold-standard mTurk-transcript. We chose the majority transcript if there was exact
agreement by at least two of the workers, and selected a transcript at random if all three
workers disagreed. There was majority agreement on 86.7% of utterances.

To assess the reliability of transcripts obtained in this manner, two experts each per-
formed the same transcription task on a 1,000-utterance subset of the mTurk-transcribed
data. Inter-transcriber "Word Disagreement Rate" (WDR) was computed, given N tran-
scripts from two transcribers A and B, as follows:

W DR = (_ Subi + Deli + Insi
WDR - __________

i=1 2 lntiA + lengthi,B)

WDR is simply a symmetric version of Word Error Rate, as the denominator is the sum of
the average length of each pair of compared transcripts.

The inter-expert WDR was 4.69%. The WDRs between the mTurk-transcripts and each
of the two experts were 5.55% and 5.67%. Thus, it seems reasonable to treat the mTurk-
transcripts as a near-expert reference orthography. In addition, the average WDR produced
by pairing the three sets of transcripts produced by mTurk workers was 12.3%, indicating
that obtaining multiple transcripts of each utterance is helpful when using mTurk to procure
a reference.

6.3.3 Filtering for Accurate Hypotheses

Because Voice Scatter players often read terms and definitions verbatim, a significant por-
tion of the utterances ought to be recognized with no, or very few, errors. In this section,
we explore the usefulness of three sources of information in identifying this subset of utter-
ances, with our goal being to select a subset of the data that can be automatically transcribed
with human-like accuracy. First, we consider the utility of speech recognition confidence
scores, which provide a measure of uncertainty based on acoustic and lexical features. Sec-
ond, we look at information from the game context associated with each utterance. Much
like in Voice Race, speech recognition hypotheses which produce "hits" are unlikely to oc-
cur by chance. In this case, however, a "hit" occurs when a term is correctly matched to its
definition. Third, we explore the importance of using a small vocabulary, strict grammar
during recognition by comparing our results to those produced by a trigram trained on all
flashcards appearing in the corpus.

Figure 6-7 explores the usefulness of each of these factors in identifying high-quality
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Quality vs. Quantity
Utterances Filtered by Confidence
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Figure 6-7: Cumulative Word Disagreement Rate (WDR) for recognition hypotheses pro-
duced using either a large domain trigram or many small-domain grammars on the 10,000
utterance mTurk-transcribed set. Cumulative subsets are created by incrementally adding
hypotheses ordered by confidence score. An estimate of human WDR, calculated using the
1,000 utterance expert-transcribed subset, is shown for comparison.

subsets of the data. The curves shown are produced from three experiments performed
on the 10,000 utterance mTurk-transcribed development set. First, we ordered the set of
hypotheses logged from game play based on their confidence scores, as produced by the
module described in [60]. We then drew utterances from the set in order from high to
low confidence, and measured their cumulative Word Disagreement Rate (WDR) to pro-
duce the curve indicated with green squares. Second, we performed the same experiment,
using only the 4,574 utterances which were identified as "hits" according to their recog-
nition hypotheses. This produced the curve of red triangles. Third, to explore the effect
of vocabulary and language model size, we trained a trigram on all flashcard terms and
definitions which appeared in the corpus. Using this N-gram as the language model, we
re-recognized each utterance to produce a new hypothesis and confidence score. We then

drew hypotheses from these results in order of confidence score, to create the curve of blue

circles. Finally, the dotted line shows the average WDR between the mTurk-transcripts and

each expert on the 1,000 utterance expert-transcribed subset. It represents an expectation

of human transcription agreement on the set.

First and foremost, it is clear from Figure 6-7 that the small-domain nature of our recog-

nition tasks is essential. The N-gram language model had an overall WDR of 68.8% when
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Voice Race Accuracy
Using Acoustic Models Adapted with Voice Scatter
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Figure 6-8: Voice Race utterance error rate using an acoustic model trained with incre-
mentally more self-transcribed Voice Scatter utterances (sorted by confidence). The self-
transcripts are generated using the original acoustic model via: a "Large-domain" n-gram,
the small-domain grammars used in the online system, and the "hits" found in hypotheses
generated from these small-domain grammars.

compared to the mTurk-transcripts on all 10,000 utterances, whereas the narrow domain

LMs achieved a WDR of 27.2%. Moreover, using only confidence scores, it is possible to

select a subset containing 15% of the original data with a near-human WDR of 7.0%.

Finally, by considering only "hits", it is possible to select a subset containing 39% of the

data at a human-like WDR of 5.6% by discarding just 78 minutes of low-confidence "hits".

Indeed, ignoring confidence scores altogether, and simply choosing all "hits", yields 50.2%

of the data at a WDR of 9.3%. It is worth noting, however, that on these filtered subsets,

human transcripts are still likely to be better. For example, the average WDR between

experts and the mTurk-transcripts on the 511 expert-transcribed "hits" was only 3.67%.

Self-Supervised Acoustic Model Adaptation

Here we explore using the self-transcribed Voice Scatter sub-corpora in the common task

of acoustic model adaptation. We adapt the original acoustic model, used by both Voice

Scatter and Voice Race. To show that these transcriptions are useful across domains, we

explore how the quantity and quality of orthographically transcribed Voice Scatter data

influences the effectiveness of the adapted acoustic model on the Voice Race recognition
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task.

We drew self-transcribed utterances from the 16.05 hours of data that were not tran-

scribed by mTurk workers, so that we can analyze the usefulness of these transcribed data

as a development set. Utterances and their self-"transcripts" were accumulated in one hour

increments using each of the three filtering methods described above. After each new

hour of data was added to the set, acoustic model MAP adaptation was performed using

forced alignments of the self-transcripts. Each adapted acoustic model was then used by

the speech recognizer to produce hypotheses for 10,000 mTurk-labeled utterances collected

from Voice Race.

Figure 6-8 shows the utterance error rate found on the the mTurk-labeled Voice

Race data using successively larger sets of Voice Scatter utterances filtered via the three

methods for adaptation. First, it is clear that using errorful hypotheses produced by the

N-gram language model does not result in an improvement in utterance error rate, regard-

less of the amount of training data used. Second, using high-confidence hypotheses of

utterances recognized with a small-domain language model achieves significant gains, and

appears to reach a local minimum when between 60% and 80% of the Voice Scatter data

are used. Third, when only "hits" are used, error rates fall faster, and achieve a better local

minimum, even though less than half of the total data are available.

Finally, by comparing Figures 6-7 and 6-8, we can see that the manually transcribed

utterances serve as a useful development set, both to select a filtering method and set a

confidence threshold at which to consider data self-transcribed. According to the develop-

ment set, selecting the high-confidence "hit" data that comprises roughly 39% of the total

corpus should yield a human-like WDR. Choosing a training set from utterances based on

this operating point would achieve an utterance error rate in Voice Race quite close to the

best local minimum shown in Figure 6-8. Moreover, in the absence of a development set,

a 7.8% relative reduction in utterance error rate would have been attained simply by using

all of the "hit" data.

6.4 Summary

This chapter has presented two online educational games that use speech recognition con-

strained by many small-domain language models to collect a rich variety of automatically

orthographically transcribed continuous speech utterances. We have provided techniques

that automatically identify and transcribe subsets of our data and shown that these subsets

perform well as training corpora for acoustic model adaptation.

The Quiziet games provide a compelling example of how one can leverage WAMI to
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create speech-enabled websites of interest to the general public. By tapping into an ex-

isting user-base, we have shown how large amounts of speech data can be collected and

transcribed at virtually no cost. In less than one month we have used these games to collect

85,938 utterances consisting of 46.33 hours of speech.

It is not difficult to imagine a wide variety of games, educational or otherwise, which fit

the model exemplified by Voice Race and Voice Scatter. Unlike traditional GWAPs, which

at times require somewhat contrived game-constraints to produce a label, small-domain

speech recognition games may naturally fit into certain popular web sites. Educational

games are particularly compelling, because they offer a situation in which players may be

satisfied to choose among a small set of answers, the correct one of which is known to the

computer. Such small domains help ensure accurate speech recognition and provide the

opportunity to identify subsets of self-transcribed utterances.

Although this chapter has departed somewhat from the crowdsourcing approaches ap-

plied in the preceding pages, we note that the techniques explored here might be applied

to the lexicon or language model components of the recognizer as well. For example, an

interesting experiment that we leave for future work might be to learn new entries for the

lexicon using a pronunciation mixture model trained with self-transcribed speech.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis has presented work on the application of crowd-supervised training techniques

to a wide array of spoken language interfaces: photos, movies, and educational games.
We prefaced this work with experiments using spoken addresses and air-travel dialogue
sessions, which demonstrated that crowdsourcing techniques, combined with the WAMI
toolkit, can be used to collect large quantities of speech-related data at very little cost. We
then showed that it is possible to move beyond the typical batch-collection crowdsourcing

strategies. We provided two examples - one in the movie domain, and the other in the

photo domain - of organic spoken language systems that made use of a human computa-

tion paradigm to improve recognition performance on-the-fly. These experiments focused
on the language model and the lexicon. Our acoustic model experiments demonstrated
that crowdsourcing need not rely on monetary incentives to producing useful data. Using
domain-specific context in educational games, we showed the benefits of self-supervised

retraining.

7.1 Summary

In Chapter 1, we motivated our work with a vision of organic spoken language systems that
grow and adapt on-the-fly. The subsequent chapters presented a suite of experiments that

demonstrated the feasibility of building such crowd-supervised systems cheaply.
Chapter 2 provided the background material and related research relevant to this the-

sis. We began with a general discussion of crowdsourcing. At its simplest, we note that
researchers use crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk as a means of
procuring or annotating data. We described other forms of collection, such as games-with-

a-purpose, which can label data in certain domains for free. We then summarized decades
of speech corpus collection, showed that it is typically a costly endeavor, and introduced
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the WAMI Toolkit as a means of collecting data over the web. Finally, we gave a short

overview of three stochastic models in automatic speech recognition: the language model,

the lexicon, and the acoustic models.

Chapter 3 demonstrated the utility of mTurk for collecting both prompted speech and

spontaneous speech for a spoken dialogue system. The prompted speech task was designed

to collect 100,000 spoken addresses at a cost of 10 each. Experimenting with these data,

we explored the possibility of using a recognizer to filter out noisy utterances. We then

turned our attention to collecting data for a spoken dialogue system in the flight reservation

domain. We collected over 1,000 dialogues at two different price points and showed that, by

crowdsourcing the data's transcription, we could use mTurk to evaluate a spoken language

interface.

Chapter 4 examines crowd-supervised language model construction. This chapter pro-

vided the first example of an organic spoken language system for a photo annotation and

search domain. We collected around 1,000 utterances through mTurk in two experiments,

one with public photos and another with private photos. While the system was deployed,

it automatically sent utterances back out to the crowd to be transcribed. The transcriptions

were then compiled into an organically growing language model. We showed that search

queries made to the systems improved over the two day period for which each system was

deployed.

Chapter 5 examines crowd-supervised lexicon learning. We introduce the pronunciation

mixture model as an effective strategy of turning the lexicon into a stochastic component

of a speech recognizer. Using this framework we presented some initial experiments on the

PhoneBook corpus of isolated-word speech. In particular, we drew the reader's attention

to the crowdsourcing results where we showed that noisy utterances do not significantly

degrade the performance of the PMM. Next we wrapped the PMM, together with a more

traditional L2S approach, into another organic spoken language system - this time, in a

cinema voice-search domain. The crowd-supervised retraining we employed for this sys-

tem learned both the class N-gram language model and individual lexical entries. Using

mTurk, we ran a live crowd-supervised experiment and also collected a separate 1,000 ut-

terance test set. We showed that the recognition accuracy as well as the results returned by

the system to movie queries made by the workers steadily improved over the course of the

experiment. Finally, we performed an in-depth analysis of the recognition errors, showing

the utility of the PMM.

Chapter 6 examines crowd-supervised acoustic model adaptation. In this case, the train-

ing is implicitly supervised by the crowd using domain-specific context, earning this tech-

nique the label of self-supervised acoustic model adaptation. The domains we explored
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were two speech-enabled educational games. Rather than use mTurk, for these experi-

ments we were fortunate to have access to the large pre-existing user-base of Quiziet. Be-

tween the two games, we collected around 86,000 utterances over the course of 22 days.

We presented a method that, using game context, automatically identified and transcribed

over one-third of these utterances with human-level accuracy. We then showed that these

data could be used for acoustic model adaptation. When compared with confidence-based

approaches, our self-supervised approach was able to achieve better recognition accuracy

with far less data.

This thesis has a set of appendices that detail the technical work that was required to

enable speech to be captured from an ordinary web browser. Appendix A describes the

current state of audio on the web, in technologies such as Java and Flash, and points to

HTML5 specifications that hint at a future in which audio streaming is far easier than it

is today. Appendix B walks the reader through setting up a Flash-based client-side audio

recorder in a web page. Appendix C details the possible server-side configurations that

might be used to collect audio from the client. Finally, appendix D is a tutorial that guides

the reader through an entire audio collection task on Amazon Mechanical Turk.

7.2 Contributions

This thesis represents a significant step towards the creation of truly organic spoken lan-

guage systems. In this section, we outline the contributions of this work.

First, none of the experiments in Chapters 3-6 would have been feasible without the

WAMI Toolkit. This thesis required some significant upgrades to the capabilities already

present in the toolkit. We added the capability of handling corpus-based language models

as well as a mechanism to grow them organically. Moreover, the original Java applet was

replaced with Flash, a more wide-adopted browser plugin. With WAMI, thousands of

individual users were able to access our speech-enabled web sites. We have open-sourced

this toolkit so that other researchers may do the same.

One significant finding of this thesis is that the lexicon can be robustly learned from the

crowd using a pronunciation mixture model. This model makes use of example utterances

to learn a weighted list of possible pronunciations. These weights can then be used to build

a stochastic lexicon. We showed that this model was resilient to the noisy characteristics of

crowdsourced data. This was demonstrated using a corpus of crowdsourced isolated-word

speech as well as in the context of a spoken language system.

This thesis contains many firsts with respect to crowdsourcing speech-related tasks. To

the best of our knowledge, our experiments in Chapter 6 were the first in academia to make
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use of mTurk for a transcription task. The speech-collection tasks in Chapter 3 were also
unprecedented. While many have followed in our footsteps with respect to transcription,
fewer have attempted to use mTurk for speech collection. This is likely due to the technical
challenges, and our hope is that WAMI helps in this regard. Through crowdsourcing using
the WAMI Toolkit, roughly 170 hours of audio was collected for this thesis.

We showed that these crowdsourced data are useful in retraining the three stochastic

components of a speech recognizer. Moreover, we demonstrated a human computation

framework for crowd-supervised spoken language systems. Chapters 4 and 5 go beyond
typical crowd-sourcing for data-collection, and develop prototype organic speech inter-

faces. To accomplish this task, we developed a set of strategies for dealing with noise, a
large obstacle to the hands-free retraining of these systems.

Finally, this thesis has proposed a mechanism for moving beyond the micropayment

systems for speech collection. We have shown that there can be a fruitful marriage be-
tween education and speech research. Students can simultaneously provide researchers

with interesting data and benefit from studying with a natural language interface. While

we could have simply speech-enabled rote memorization exercises, we found that games
provided interesting domain-specific contexts, which we used as mechanisms to transcribe

some of the incoming speech.

These contributions provide a firm ground upon which to conduct further research. In
the next two sections, we discuss both long term avenues of exploration as well as more
immediate experiments that could be performed to further this work.

7.3 Discussion

As we move further into an age of constant connectivity, systems are increasingly able
to take advantage of an ever-ready crowd. Whether the individual members of the crowd
come from the system's internal user-base or through external sources such as Amazon
Mechanical Turk, they often enable interactions that were previously impossible. This the-
sis has focused on the crowd-supervision of spoken language systems, which removes the
retraining responsibilities from the hands of experts and relies on a scripted but symbiotic
relationship between the system and the crowd. In this section, we speculate on the types

of systems we might create with this technology as these research areas mature.

The experiments in this thesis suggest that a suite of tools for crowd-supervised spoken
language systems have the potential to enable new types of speech interfaces. For example,
the crowd-based transcription that we introduced in Chapter 3 and expanded upon in Chap-
ters 4-6 can give a system the ability to keep track of its own word error rate. This raises
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the question of what the best practices are for developing speech interfaces that collect their

own test sets. The case of crowd-supervised systems that are constantly improving compli-

cate the matter, since it is well known that user behavior can change across different error

conditions [130]. It may be best, for example, to throw away old data as a system matures.

Another solution to the problem of high word error rates in a fledgling spoken language

system is to use the crowd to act as the system itself. Chapter 2 introduced a suite of tech-

nologies for building what some have called crowd-powered systems [10]. Such systems do

not explicitly incorporate artificial intelligence, but instead build on the APIs of micropay-

ment platforms, such as mTurk to perform tasks which have not yet been achieved entirely

algorithmically. VizWiz, for example, employed a crowd for a speech and image recogni-

tion task to help blind individuals ask questions about their surroundings [14]. When an

out-of-the-box speech recognizer was applied to the task, it was found to be unreliable.

Instead, workers listened to the original audio to answer the questions posed.

One can imagine systems, however, that employ both crowd powered and crowd-

supervised interaction paradigms. Suppose that the speech recognizer's confidence scores

were made available to VizWiz. In such a scenario, it is conceivable that, when the rec-

ognizer is not confident about its transcription of an utterance, the audio could be sent to

the crowd for transcription. Similarly, optical character recognition might be performed

on images to pick out salient text. Such systems, augmented with confidence capabilities,
might decide when to back off to a crowd-powered framework and when to rely on the

built-in artificial intelligence. Perhaps the most satisfying detail of such an arrangement is

that the responses from the crowd regarding low-confidence data can not only ensure that

an accurate answer is given to the user, but can also be used as training data to improve the

system in a crowd-supervised fashion.

Crowdsourcing platforms could facilitate such systems by exposing additional func-

tionality through their APIs. There may be a need, for example, for real-time responses

from the crowd. One strategy is to pay workers to wait in retainer pools where they remain

constantly on call [11]. When a task is ready they are notified and asked to begin work

immediately. Using the retainer strategy response times can be kept to just a few seconds.

Were each requester to independently create retainer pools, however, some workers would

inevitably sign up for multiple pools at a time. Since this would likely increase the average

response time, it is possible that retainer pools would be better implemented at the platform

level. As of yet, no crowdsourcing platform has done so.

Audio-related features comprise another set of functionality that could be incorporated

into crowdsourcing platforms to ease the development of speech-related tasks. Storing

audio data without having to set up a server is currently not possible, preventing those
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without computer experience from using mTurk as an audio source. Even for those capable

of installing or creating the components necessary for client-server communication, the
process of streaming audio over the web in either direction is not simple. In Appendix C,
we describe an audio collection server that relies on the hosting services of the Google App
Engine. Audio playback is also lacking to some degree; however, this is the responsibility

of the browser vendors and will likely be corrected in the coming years with HTML5. The
appendices of this thesis describe in detail the current state of web-based audio collection
technology.

7.4 Future Work

While the previous section described a vision of the future of crowd-supervised systems,
this section describes more immediate efforts that might be made to extend the experiments

found in this thesis. Those of Chapter 3, for example, identify mTurk as a valuable plat-
form for speech research. One of the inherent difficulties with spoken language systems
research is that it is hard to compare systems, even those within the same domain. It might
be interesting, however, to use mTurk as a platform for spoken dialogue system evaluation.

One could imagine constructing a set of guidelines, or even an entire web-based front-end,
that multiple systems in a common domain would be required to use in order to enable
large-scale rigorous assessment, much like the former NIST-DARPA evaluations in the air
travel domain. Before this could be achieved, however, the community would need to ex-
plore the question of how best to supplement crowd-collected dialogue system corpora with
annotations, such as user satisfaction and dialogue acts [58]. If a cloud-based evaluation
framework could be devised, the management overhead of an evaluation endeavor would
be greatly reduced, and a potentially unlimited number of institutions could participate.

Chapters 4 through 6 examined three stochastic models for speech recognition. There
are a number of ways in which we might extend our experiments with these models to
further the goal of creating an organic language system. For language models, one might
try to reduce their perplexity by modeling hidden topics on-the-fly using techniques such
as Latent Dirichlet Analysis. In a personal photo search domain, for example, it might

be reasonable to treat a set of photos and their annotations as a document, and perform
dynamic language model adaptation using variational Bayes inference as in [134]. Alter-
natively, language model caching techniques might be applied to domains such as Movie
Browser, where words related to trending movies would be highly weighted and then decay
exponentially as they become outdated [69]

The lexicon also presents opportunities to improve organic systems. As described in
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Chapter 5, when the lexicon is treated as another stochastic citizen of the speech recognizer,
we are able to improve it on-the-fly using data-driven techniques. While the PMM was

successful, the underlying graphone language model upon which it relies is trained on a

large lexicon of expertly crafted pronunciations. One useful line of research would be to try

to remove this dependency, perhaps with the assistance of automatically learned acoustic

units [148]. Were such techniques developed, expert-quality lexicons could be learned for

low-resource languages. Following the work of [15], an approach that could effectively

connect the language and acoustic models without the aid of an expert might also assist

with long-standing problems with out-of-vocabulary words.

The acoustic modeling work in Chapter 6 might be extended in a number of ways.

Beyond simple adaptation, one can envision systems that play an active role in their own

learning, perhaps by choosing the data they wish to have transcribed. It is not hard to imag-

ine how the fields of active learning and crowdsourcing could be combined in a number

of areas. One example of such a combination is global entropy reduction maximization

(GERM) [150]. Whereas in our work we provide an domain-specific mechanism for which

the system self-selects a set of utterances that are transcribed for free, GERM proposes a

domain-independent approximation that reduces the number of utterances that need to be

transcribed in order to achieve the same recognition accuracy. It might be interesting to

combine these approaches.

More generally, it would seem that spoken language systems can play a large role in

selecting or identifying data useful for their own training. While in some domains, relying

on micropayment platforms will be necessary for transcription, in others - especially in

education - utterances can be self transcribed. Other examples might include adapting

acoustic models for children using simple math or word games. Models for non-native

speech might be constructed from a language-learning game where learners perform small-

domain tasks in the target language. Moreover, utterances recorded from the game could

be made available to a teacher, who might provide feedback to the student by correcting

pronunciation errors. A byproduct of this entire process would be a teacher-labeled corpus

of non-native speech, which might be directly used in algorithms that emulate a teacher's

pronunciation corrections.

Beyond education, user actions might be indicators of self-transcription in other do-

mains as well. Suppose Flight Browser is showing the user two flights departing at two

different times. If the user speaks and the recognition result indicates one of the two times

showing, part of the recognition result is most likely correct since a misrecognition result-

ing in a contextually-correct flight-time is unlikely. Clearly one must be careful when using

this technique in combination with a previous suggestion like dynamic language models,
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where the constraints might be such that these times have higher likelihoods. Another

downside to this approach is that it is inherently domain specific. It may be interesting to
extend GERM to identify domain-specific context that might be used for self-transcription.

The work presented here has addressed the issue of using crowd-supervised training

techniques to improve the automatic speech recognizer. There are, however, other com-

ponents of spoken language systems which might benefit from this approach. Some be-

lieve that all components of a spoken dialogue system might one day be stochastic [149].

Examples in our work that might have benefitted from crowd-supervised training are the

conditional random field in the Movie Browser domain [93] and the dialogue manager of

Flight Browser [147].

This thesis has laid the groundwork for others wishing to experiment with crowd-

supervised training for spoken language systems. We believe some systems do not yet

tap the power of the very crowds that use them. For other systems that need to ask arbitrary

questions of the outside world, platforms such as mTurk give them a voice. Through APIs

for humans, these systems can now query humans for answers to questions like "What is

spoken in this audio clip?" or "How do you pronounce blicket?" Looking forward, it is

clear that an important part of building these human-in-the-loop applications will be ensur-

ing that they ask the right questions to cost-effectively improve their performance.
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Appendix A

Web-based Audio Capture Technology

As previously described, one clear advantage of collecting audio through a website rather

than over the phone is that the collection task can be supplemented with visual information.

To elicit read speech, static prompts can be formatted and displayed using HTML. Basic

interactivity, such as the ability to click a button to skip a prompt, can be performed using

JavaScript. Web 2.0 technologies, such as Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX),
allow a website to communicate with a server to integrate a database or code that would

otherwise be difficult to implement in the browser.

While most of the aforementioned technologies are relatively mature, it is surprisingly

difficult to implement a web-based framework to enable the transmission of speech cap-

tured from a microphone to a remote server. This is because browsers currently do not

offer native support for the microphone. While mobile browsers do not even support a

plug-in architecture that allows third-party developers to incorporate native code, desktop

browsers can be extended to allow for microphone access. Developing a plug-in, while

perhaps the easiest way to control the look-and-feel of the interaction, requires the user to

download and install code that they may be hesitant to trust. Fortunately, there are a num-

ber of plug-ins (e.g. Silverlight, Java, and Flash) developed by reputable third-parties that

make microphone access possible and which the user is likely to already have installed.

Each, however, comes with its own set of caveats.

At first glance, it would seem that the server-side technology should offer greater free-

dom of choice. After all, the collection of audio need only be supported by a single server

whereas on the client-side, a multitude of browser configurations must be supported for

transmission. Unfortunately, there are times when the choice of client-side technology

dictates that of the the server-side. Adobe Flash, for instance, can stream Speex encoded

audio from any of the popular desktop browsers. Currently, however, this comes at the high

cost of requiring the installation of Adobe's proprietary Flash Media Server. This dilemma
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comes with its own workarounds, again with their own costs.

In the remainder of this section, we will delineate the current state of technology re-

garding audio collection from the web. We begin with the three desktop browser plug-ins

that currently enjoy the greatest global market penetration: Silverlight, Java, and Flash. In

an ideal world, none of these plug-ins would be required, and browser vendors themselves

would implement a standard for microphone access, and perhaps even audio streaming.

Thus, we next discuss the current state of the HTML5 specification with respect to these

developments, but ultimately, we come to the conclusion that native microphone support in

all of the major browsers is unlikely in the near future. Since the plug-in solution does not

work for most smartphones, we end this section with a work-around involving the devel-

opment of native apps.

A.1 Silverlight

Microsoft Silverlight was first released in 2007 as a means of creating rich internet applica-

tions using a subset of the .NET framework. There are official plug-ins for all of the major

browsers on both Windows and Macs. There is even an open-source version available for

Linux, although there is no guarantee that it contains the features necessary for audio col-

lection given that microphone support itself was only recently added to Silverlight in its

fourth release in 2010.

Microsoft claims that over 60% of the browsers accessing the web today have Sil-

verlight installed. This may be due to the success of Netflix, which uses Silverlight to

stream movies to consumers over the web, in addition to its movies-by-mail service. It

is also quite likely that this statistic varies by country. Silverlight currently does not have

quite the name recognition of Adobe's Flash framework, but, from the user's perspective, it

is just as easy to install and provides many of the same capabilities. Note that, while it was

at one point supported on Windows smartphones, Silverlight's future in the mobile arena is

far from certain.

In addition to providing microphone access, Silverlight can communicate with the con-

taining web-page via JavaScript, or to a remote server using HTTP requests. HTTP stands

for Hypertext Transfer Protocol, and serves as the web's standard request/response proto-

col. An HTTP POST in particular can be a useful way to transmit audio data across the wire

to an HTTP server. A user interface to control starting or stopping the recording process

can be created within the Silverlight application itself, or using JavaScript and communi-

cating the relevant actions directly to Silverlight. Regardless of the look and feel of the

rest of the interface, microphone access comes with one aspect that third-party developers
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have no control over. The alert message below pops up the first time a website requests the

microphone through Silverlight:

Do you want to altow canera aid microphon. access?

The foltowing Web ste would like to use your media deices, such as the
Web camra and mkaopbone,

Web sie- http://MamLCsaKMltedc80

SNerlight

I® Qz7

Silverlight application development is only well-supported on Windows machines for

which Microsoft's development tools are available. The minimum set of tools necessary to

develop a Silverlight application are free, but support is greatest in Microsoft's premium

integrated development environment, Visual Studio. For other platforms, ad hoc solutions

do exist, including an open source .NET development framework called Mono, which ap-

pears to have earned a sizable following. Such solutions, however, inevitably lag behind

the officially supported software development kit (SDK).

A.2 Java

Java Applet technology has been around since the mid to late nineties, when applets quickly

became the most popular way to add dynamic content to a web site. It was not long before

the larger websites of the day were incorporating Java in high-traffic applications. For

example, most of the original games on Yahoo! were originally implemented in applet-

form and executed in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) via the Java browser plug-in.

Even today Java has retained a surprisingly large portion of the plug-in market share.

Currently Java's coverage on desktop browsers is on par with, if not slightly better than, that

of Silverlight. Although somewhat more cumbersome for the user to install and operate,

once up and running, a Java applet provides the microphone access necessary for recording-

related tasks. Indeed, Java has been explored by a number of researchers as a means of

collecting speech from the web, [86, 52].

Java runs in a sandboxed environment, meaning that it does not have access to certain

system functionality by default. Of interest to us is that the microphone falls under these

special security considerations, requiring us to take additional action. Just as in Silverlight,

the solution is to present the user with a pop-up message that requests permission to access
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this feature. Unfortunately, as can be seen in the dialog below, there is no way to specify

that only the microphone is of interest, and the message can thus appear ominous to some

users.

An applet from "wamLcsaiLmitedu" Is requesting
access to your computer.

l~i The digital signature from 'Massachusetts institute of Technology"
has been verified.

1 Allow all applets from MVam.csal.mit.edu' with this signature

Sho Dtals-) Dny ) (AlloCw_

To be more precise, even presenting the security warning above is not quite so simple.

Applets requesting access to features outside the restricted sandbox are required to sign

their code. Typically this involves sending a certificate signing request (CSR) to a certifi-

cate authority such as VeriSign. For between $500 to $1,000, the certificate authority will

then return a public key which can be incorporated into the Java Archive (JAR) file which

contains the applet. When the applet is accessed by a user, the certificate authority's servers
are contacted to verify the identity of the code's signer.

Understandably, the signing process may be prohibitively expensive to some. Fortu-
nately, there is a free work-around which comes at the cost of a slightly more daunting
security message. In particular, it is also possible to self-sign an applet. In this scenario, no
third-party is required to generate a pop-up message asking the user for microphone per-
missions. The downside, however, is that, with self-signing, the already ominous message
becomes even more daunting.

An applet from "wamLcsaILmI.edu* is requesting
access to your computer.

The digital signature could not be verified.

Q Allow all applets from *waml.csallmitedu" with this signature

Aside from the aforementioned code-signing issue, Java is arguably the most developer-
friendly of the plug-ins we explore here. The Java SDK can be installed on any operating
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system, and advanced developer tools are both free and cross-platform. The Eclipse in-

tegrated development environment (IDE), for instance, offers on-the-fly compilation and

full-featured development tools for Java. With the application of a Java-based server-side

technology, such as Apache Tomcat, most of the development for a recording application

can be written in a single language.

A.3 Flash

Through much of the last decade, rich internet applications transitioned away from the

heavy-weight Java applet architecture, and (where JavaScript alone would not suffice) set-

tled on Adobe's relatively light-weight Flash solution. Currently, Flash can be found on

the web in many forms including games, video players, and advertisements. Some popular

sites, most notably YouTube, have begun making the switch to HTML5; however, others,

including Hulu, have continued to rely on Flash.

Flash enjoys the largest market of desktop browser plugins, with over 95% coverage

across the most popular browsers. In fact, Google's Chrome browser comes with Flash

pre-installed. For this reason, Flash is arguably the audio collection method that offers the

fewest impediments from the user's perspective. As with the Java and Silverlight solutions,

Flash can communicate with JavaScript, and can even be hidden from view, allowing the

web site to appear plug-in free, save for the initial microphone permissions security panel.

Even the microphone permission settings are relatively unobtrusive.

y)i.tCr8 IIs TCpt 1Ow 
7

0 OA& 'Den1y

Unlike Java or Silverlight, the security settings dialog box for Flash appears embedded

directly in the web page. While this is convenient for the client, this can make development

difficult unless the width and height of the Flash content is kept at least as large as the

214x137 pixel security window. Resizing or moving the Flash object will work in some

browsers, but not in others, where such actions seem to reload the content, losing the se-

curity settings. One solution to these issues is to force the user to check the Remember

box, which ensures that microphone permissions are retained through page refreshes or the

resizing of the Flash content.

Once microphone permissions are obtained, getting the audio from the browser to a

server is fraught with additional difficulties. Flash was designed to stream content using
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the Real Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP) to the proprietary Flash Media Server (FMS).

With the purchase of an FMS license for around $1,000, one can stream Speex-encoded

audio over the web using the Adobe-sanctioned method. For audio collection, perhaps this

meets the requirements. For an interactive application, however, one still needs to figure

out how to access the audio stream once it gets to the Flash Media Server, in addition to

decoding it and passing it along for further processing.

Less expensive media server options do exist. Wowza Media Server is a Java-based

server that can be used to stream content to a variety of devices. Audio collection, however,
still requires that the client have access to the microphone. Although it has since expanded,
Wowza was originally built to support RTMP, and can thus be used to handle Speex audio

data collected through Flash. Licenses for Wowza are generally more flexible than those

of Flash Media Server. There even exist daily or monthly licenses that can be used in

conjunction with Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2).

Finally, there is an open source media server called Red5 which offers a free alternative

to Wowza or Adobe's FMS. Red5 is also built on Java and provides support for RTMP.

While Red5 supports the functionality necessary for collecting audio, the support and doc-

umentation are likely to be lacking in some respects relative to those of the licensed media

servers.

Regardless of pricing or licensing issues, media servers supporting RTMP are neces-

sarily far more complicated than necessary for what ought to be a relatively simple task of

transporting audio from client to server. One of the reasons is that RTMP was designed

to transport audio in real time, dropping frames if necessary. Whereas applications like

voice chat have strict real time constraints, many applications for audio do not. Certainly,
collecting audio to be processed offline need not impose latency restrictions on incoming

audio. Even a speech recognizer that is run on-the-fly is arguably easier to configure if one

does not have to consider arbitrarily dropped frames from a protocol such as RTMP.

A simpler approach, albeit with the potential for a certain amount of latency, is to

use an HTTP POST to submit audio data from the Flash client to a server. This technique

eliminates the need for a media server altogether, allowing any HTTP compliant web server

to collect the audio. Adobe made this possible in late 2008 with the release of Flash 10.

Previous versions of Flash did not give direct access to audio samples on the client-side,
forcing developers to open a Net St ream that piped audio from the microphone directly

to an RTMP compliant media server. Now, however, the samples can be buffered on the

client-side and sent to a web server via a standard HTTP POST.

Later, we will describe the WAMI recorder, which is an open-source project that makes

use of this technique to transport the audio. There do exist a few caveats to using the HTTP
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POST approach, however, the largest of which is probably that Speex-encoded audio data

has not yet been made available to the client-side code. In other words, ActionScript, the

scripting language used to program Flash content, only has access to raw audio samples.

While it is easy to wrap uncompressed audio into a container, such as WAV, there is not

yet a client-side solution to compressing the audio using a codec such as Speex, unless one

is willing to use RTMP. Other lossy compression techniques, such as the p-law encoding

often used in telecommunications, might be straightforward to implement in ActionScript,

but only cut file sizes roughly in half.

Development in Flash is not as straightforward as in Java, but fortunately, it is not quite

as platform-dependent as Silverlight. Adobe's full-fledged IDE, Flash Professional, costs

a few hundred dollars, but is equipped with the functionality necessary to create complex

animations as well as to write, compile, and debug ActionScript code. Fortunately, a free

alternative exists for those of us primarily interested in application development rather than

fancy animations.

Flex is a free open-source application framework also created by Adobe. Unlike Flash

Professional, it is not particularly well suited to creating movies and animations, but suf-

fices for compiling ActionScript and generating a SWF file, which can be embedded in a

site as a Flash object. The Flex SDK is command-line driven; however, Adobe does release

a modified version of Eclipse called Adobe Flash Builder, that provides all the amenities of

a typical IDE. An education license for Adobe Flash Builder is free, but the general public

must pay a hefty fee, and for this reason may prefer to stick with the command line tools.

A.4 HTML and JavaScript

Most computers have audio recording software pre-installed. Thus, one solution to col-

lecting audio over the web is to require the user to figure out how to record the audio

themselves, and then provide a means of uploading the audio through an HTML form.

Clearly this greatly restricts the types of applications into which one can incorporate audio

recording. Without a plug-in, however, there is currently no way to access the microphone

on any of the major browsers. Still, the future of microphone access in the web browser

lies in JavaScript and HTML itself. It is unclear, however, how far away this future lies.

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), founded and headed by Tim Berners-Lee in

1994, was created in part to guide the development of web standards such as HTML, and to

ensure compatibility across browsers. A specification goes through a number of draft stages

before being implemented, reviewed, and finally ratified in a W3C recommendation. It is

within these documents that the fate of microphone access within HTML and JavaScript
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will be settled. Ultimately, however, it is up to the browser vendors to implement the
specifications.

In early 2004, discontent with the W3C's handling of the HTML specification motivated
the formation of the Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group (WHATWG).
Their standardization efforts have since been adopted back into the W3C's HTML working
group and renamed HTML5. These two working groups continue to develop their mostly
overlapping specifications in parallel. The WHATWG, however, has dropped the term
HTML5 and now refers to its specification as a living standard for HTML, noting that
pieces of the specification (e.g. the <canvas>, <audio>, and <video> tags) have
already been implemented in a number of browsers. The W3C, on the other hand, still
intends to issue an official HTML5 recommendation; however, recent official estimates put
the release date of such a recommendation sometime in 2014.

Ideally, HTML or JavaScript provide a standard mechanism for accessing the micro-
phone regardless of the particular browser, mobile or desktop, and this would entirely al-
leviate the need for plug-ins. Perhaps the standard would be developed along lines similar
to the way that browsers are beginning to support the <audio> tag for playing audio.
Standardization, however, is a lengthy, complicated process involving the often competing,
rarely spoken motives of several interested parties, especially the well-known browser-
vendors: Microsoft, Apple, Google, Mozilla, and Opera. Indeed, it is most often employees
of these companies who serve as members of the aforementioned working groups.

To provide a concrete example of the difficulty in standards development, one need only
look at the current working draft of the <audio> tag for playback. There is currently no
single audio format supported across the five most popular browsers. MP3, for instance,
is supported by the latest versions of Internet Explorer, Chrome, and Safari, but is not
supported in Firefox and Opera, presumably for reasons having to do with the license.
Surprisingly, uncompressed audio does not fare much better. The WAV format, a simple
container for linear PCM audio data developed in part by Microsoft in the early nineties,
is supported by four out of five major browser vendors. The lone hold-out is Microsoft
Internet Explorer. Hopefully, as the working draft reaches maturity, at least one format will
be supported by all of the major browsers.

Currently, the proposal on the table for microphone access, the getUserMedia ()
function, falls under the purview of the W3C WebRTC working group, whose stated mis-
sion is "to enable rich, high quality, Real-Time Communications (RTC) applications to be
developed in the browser via simple Javascript APIs and HTML5." The project is sup-
ported by Google, Mozilla, and Opera, which thus represents buy-in from a majority of the
browsers accessing the web today. In theory, this API would allow one to collect audio in
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JavaScript and submit it to a server using a simple XMLHttpRequest (XHR), which would

appear on the server side as an HTTP POST containing the audio data. To date, however,

this portion of the specification is still in a very early draft, and has not been implemented

within any officially released browsers. For the time being, it is clear that we will have to

rely on plug-ins for our web-based audio recording needs.
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Appendix B

Example: WAMI Recorder

In this section, we describe the WAMI recorder, an open-source Flash recording tool that

is wrapped in a simple JavaScript API. The original Web-Accessible Multimodal Interface

(WAMI) toolkit [52] served primarily as a means of transporting audio from the browser

to a speech recognizer running remotely. Initially a Java technology, it has since been

rewritten in Flash and the recorder itself has been placed into a small open-source project,
making it easy to adapt it for a variety of uses. The source code for the WAMI recorder can

be checked out from a Google Code repository found at the following URL:

https://wami-recorder.googlecode.com

B.1 The JavaScript API

The simplest WAMI recorder example might consist of just three files. First, an HTML file

would define a few buttons to start and stop recording. The HTML file would then include

a JavaScript file to set up the recorder, which resides in the third SWF file. The JavaScript

would also be responsible for linking the button clicks to actions in the recorder.

The example project we have created has a few more basic features. To ease the process

of embedding the Flash into the web-page, the project relies on an external dependency

called SWFObject. Fortunately, this code is just a single, well-maintained JavaScript file,

which is reliably hosted by third parties, meaning it can be conveniently included by linking

to those resources directly.

We also provide a somewhat more appealing graphical user interface (GUI) than can

be created using HTML alone. With a single PNG image containing possible button back-

grounds and foregrounds, one can duplicate and manipulate the master image in JavaScript

to create attractive buttons that even boast a special effect. In particular, when audio is
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recorded through the microphone, a few JavaScript tricks can be used to display an audio
level meter by adding some red to the microphone's silhouette. The same can be done in
green for the playback button. When a button is disabled its silhouette becomes gray.

Before this GUI is put into place, however, we must ensure that the proper microphone
permissions have been granted. To do this, we need to check whether WAMI already has
the appropriate permissions, and, if not, show the privacy settings panel. The security
settings are the only piece of the recorder for which the user must interact directly with the
Flash itself. It may be worthwhile at this stage to encourage users to click the Remember
button in the privacy panel in order to avoid going through this procedure every time the
page is refreshed.

While granting permissions in the privacy panel is essential, other panels in the settings
might be of interest as well. The microphone panel in particular can be useful for selecting
an alternative input source, adjusting the record volume, or reducing echo. The following
is a screenshot of this panel.

Ado~ ft P~t S.11r

Rewrd VoUme:

Redum UhD

Once the microphone permissions have been granted, the application has full access to
the core WAMI recording API though JavaScript. This API consists of six functions that
lie in the Wami namespace and control actions related to both recording and playing audio:
WamistartRecording (yRecordURi);

Wami. stopRecording t;

Wami startPlaying (myAudioURL) ;

Wami .stopPlayingo;

Wami .getRecordingt~evel(0;

Wami .getPlayingLevel(0;

WAMI's s t a rtRe c ord in g function will begin recording and prepares to perform an
HTTP POST of the audio data to the URL provided. When stopRecording is called,

recording ends and the data are sent. Note that this means audio is buffered on the client
during recording, which may make long recordings or continuous listening unfeasible. In a
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later section, we will describe a work-around that we have implemented to simulate stream-

ing, and list the inevitable caveats that come with trying to perform an action Flash was not

designed to handle without RTMP.

The startPlaying function also takes a URL, but in this case the HTTP request

made is a GET. The server is then expected to place a WAV file in the body of the response.

This is precisely what a browser does when one types the URL of a WAV into the address

bar and hits enter. The Flash downloads the WAV to the client and plays it back. The

st opP laying function can be used to stop the audio in the middle of playback.

The remainder of the API just supplements the recording and playing functions with a

few additional features. The remaining two functions in the list above provide access to the

microphone activity level. In our sample GUI, these two functions help animate the buttons

when recording and playing so that the silhouettes in the buttons can act as audio meters.

There are also a few optional parameters not shown above. The startRecording and

start P laying functions also accept arguments that specify callbacks that will fire when

an action starts, stops, or if an error occurs. This can be useful, for instance, when an

application needs to play two short audio files in a row, or simply change the visual content

of the page after audio playing has stopped.

B.2 Audio Formats

Audio processing vocabulary (e.g. "format", "encoding", "container") tends to cause a

fair amount of confusion. An encoding refers to the way the bits represent the audio it-

self, whereas the container is a wrapper for the audio bits that specifies meta-information.

Confusing everything is the word format, which can be used to refer to the container, the

encoding, or both together.

An audio container is usually capable of holding more than one audio encoding. Encod-

ings can be lossless, in which case the original high-fidelity audio data can be recovered, or

lossy, which generally discards some of the information in return for a better compression.

To be completely clear what audio format one is referring to, it's best to specify both a

container and an encoding.

The primary container used in the WAMI recorder is WAV. A second, less well-known,

container that we support is called AU. Both can be used to store uncompressed audio in

the linear pulse code modulation (PCM) representation, as well as other encodings such

as G.7 11. Released in 1972, G.7 11 is a standard for audio companding commonly used

in telecommunications. In North America, p-law encoding is used to allow a sample to

be encoded in 8-bits rather than 16, resulting in lossy compression. Although the p-law
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algorithm would not be difficult to implement in ActionScript, WAMI currently leaves the
PCM samples unaltered.

Uncompressed PCM audio generates files that are larger than one might wish, making

bandwidth consumption a limitation of this recorder. Lossy encodings generally solve
problems with network constraints; however, as mentioned previously, Flash currently

makes compression in ActionScript difficult for all but the most basic algorithms. MP3 en-
coding, for example, is a computationally intensive task that would likely require the ability
to run native code, assuming that the licensing constraints were not a problem. Speex, on

the other hand is an open-source codec that is well-suited to the task of the compression

of voice data. Often found in the OGG container format, Speex is also supported in Flash

using the FLV container. Unfortunately, Speex has only been made available for recording
to a flash media server, and currently cannot be used to send audio via a POST request.

Adobe has given developers a preview release of an architecture called Alchemy that
may offer a solution to the encoding problem. Alchemy allows developers to compile C
and C++ code targeted to run in the sandboxed ActionScript virtual machine. It would be
feasible, then, to port an efficient audio encoder using Alchemy to be efficiently executed
on the client-side. Alchemy has been released as a preview, but may not be officially
supported until late in 2012.

With these caveats in mind, there is still, a way to control the file size of the audio data in
the WAMI recorder by manipulating the sample rate used. The following sample rates are
supported by Flash's flash. media.Microphone object: 8kHz, 11.025kHz, 16kHz,
22.05kHz, and 44.1kHz. We recommend a minimum of 16-bits per sample, unless a lossy
compression algorithm such as p-law is employed.

Playing the audio back to the speaker is often a requirement of an audio collection
application, if only to let the speaker know that their microphone configuration is work-
ing. Unfortunately, for playback, Flash only accepts uncompressed audio at 44.1kHz,
making resampling necessary for the lower rates. Resampling a rate that divides evenly
into 44.1 kHz can be approximated easily in ActionScript, but resampling 8kHz and 16kHz
sound is more problematic. With additional server-side code the resampling task can be
performed remotely. Alternatively, the playback task could be left to the browser using
HTML5's <audio> tag. Recall that WAV playback is currently supported by all the ma-
jor browsers except for Internet Explorer.
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Appendix C

Example: The WAMI Server

One of the most appealing features of the WAMI project is that it can be used with a variety

of server-side technology. We have experimented with implementations that use Java in

Apache Tomcat, PHP, pure python as well as python within the Google App Engine. In

this section, we describe two of these configurations in detail. First, we show a simple

PHP script that can run from any PHP-capable web server. Since there are countless ways

to set up such a server, we leave the general configuration to the reader. For those who

have no experience with setting up a server whatsoever, we provide a second example that

makes use of the Google App Engine. In this example, the server-side configuration is

standardized by Google, and friendly tools are available for debugging and deploying the

web service. Finally, we conclude this section with some additional considerations that

may be important for some non-standard use-cases of WAMI.

C.1 PHP Script

As a simple case-study of how one might use WAMI in practice, we will take a look at a

simple PHP implementation of the necessary server-side code. Suppose that we have a file

called collect . php with the following contents:
<?php
parse-str f $SERER 'QUERY-TRING' 1, $params) ;

$name =isset($params['name'1) ? $params[Iname'] 'output.wav';
$content =fiie~get-contents ('php: //input');
$fh =fopen($nerne, 'w') or d1ie("can't open file");
fwrite ($fh, $content);

fclose ($fh);

This six-line PHP script is enough to implement a basic back-end for WAMI. PHP is a

server-side scripting language typically used to generate dynamic web pages. To allow the

WAMI recorder to POST data to the script, it must be made available at a particular URL
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using a PHP-enabled web-server. Apache is one such server that can be outfitted with PHP.

Assuming such a web-server was running on port 80 (the port used most often for HTTP

requests), and that a file called collect . php was hosted at the root, the following line

of code in JavaScript would initiate recording to it:

recorder startRecordinq ('http: //localhost/collect.php');

Assuming that the proper file-writing permissions were in place, the PHP code would

generate a file called output . wav. The audio can be made available easily for playback

by ensuring that its location is accessible from the web using the same server. With a typical

PHP installation under Apache, the audio in our first example would become available at

http: //localhost /output. wav. Of course, in this example, if we were to record

again, the audio would be overwritten. For that reason, it can be useful to define a mech-

anism for naming the files. The PHP code above handles this by parsing the URL's query

parameters, which are separated from the rest of the URL using a'?'.

var name = userlD + "'." + sessionID + "'." + utteranceID + ".wav";

recorder.startRecording ('http:f/localhost/collect .php?name=' + name);

Note that this description is just for illustrative purposes, and does not take into concern

the security risks of setting up such a server. Suppose for instance, that a malicious user

performed a recording targeted to a URL with name=collect .php, overwriting the

script with their own content. In practice, it might be wise to ensure on the server-side that

the file name follows a pre-specified format, and ends up in a pre-determined directory.

One can use the file name as a simple means of storing meta-information about the

audio. The example above depicts a possible file name format that includes a user ID, a

session ID, and an utterance ID, all of which are defined and maintained in the JavaScript.

The user ID might be stored in a browser cookie which saves information across page

reloads. The session might remain the same for the duration of the time that a particular

WAMI-enabled page is loaded. Finally, the utterance ID would be incremented each time

the user recorded new audio.

C.2 Google App Engine

To show the flexibility and simplicity of implementing WAMI's server-side, here we pro-

vide a second example of a WAMI server. Unlike the PHP example, however, we pro-

vide a single standard set-up procedure, streamlined by Google, so that the novice web-

programmer can begin collecting audio without struggling with the difficulties of hosting
one. The server-side code is then hosted using Google's cloud technology called Google
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App Engine (GAE). We have open-sourced the necessary code and placed it in a Mercurial

repository accessible on Google code:

https://wami-gapp.googlecode.com

Signing up for a Google App Engine account is almost as easy as creating a Google

account. There is, however, a verification process that requires the creator to provide a cell

number to which a verification code will be sent. Once the account has been created, the

account holder can create up to 10 applications. Each application must be given a unique

name and descriptive title.

There are two main commands that one uses when developing on GAE in python:

dev-appserver . py and appcfg .py. On Mac and Windows machines, however, it

can be more convenient to download the SDK, which abstracts these commands away,
providing a convenient GUI for development. The launcher can run the application locally

to ease debugging, and the SDK console provides an interface to data stored locally so that

one's quota is not wasted during development.

For small amounts of audio collection, use of Google App Engine is free. Each GAE

account begins with 5GB of free storage space, which comes to over 6 hours of audio

recorded at 22,050Hz. Another 5GB is less than $1 per month. When collecting audio

on Amazon Mechanical Turk, the subject of the next section's tutorial, paying the workers

will undoubtedly dominate the cost of collection, relative to the small amount of money

one might have to spend to use Google's cloud service.

There are actually two types of data storage on GAE that will be of interest for our

application. The first is the blobstore. The term BLOB stands for Binary Large OBject;

perfect for the audio data we intend to collect from the client. The second storage mech-

anism on GAE is called the datastore. The datastore typically contains smaller, queryable

information such as integers, strings, dates, etc. This type of storage can be useful for

saving meta-information about the audio.

Web services hosted on Google App Engine can be implemented in one of three pro-

gramming languages. The data storage APIs, however, are currently only available in two:

Java and Python. This example will make use of Python, since it is typically less verbose.

We begin with the simplest possible service capable of collecting and replaying a single

audio recording.
from google.appengine.ext import webapp

from google.appengine.ext.webapp import util

class WamiHandler (webapp .RequestHandler):
type =

data = [

def get (self):
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aelf.zesponse.headers U Content-Type'] = WamiHandler~type

seif.response.out.write (WariHandler.data);

def post (self) :
WamniHandler .type = self, request .headers V Content-Type']
WaniiHandler .data = self, request .body

Overriding the RequestHandler superclass allows us to handle HTTP requests such

as POST and GET. Notice that there is nothing specific to audio in the WamiHandler

class shown above. We are simply storing the bits of the request body along with the

content type in the POST handler. In the GET handler we set the content-type in the

response header and serve the data by writing it to the response. Obviously, this simple

servlet does not yet store the data to a permanent location, but it does provide a feel for the

ease of working within the Google App Engine framework.

The next step is to deploy our simple script to test it out. If we suppose the

Reque st Handle r above is implemented in a file called s imple . py along with some

scaffolding to expect requests at the path /audio, we can set up the server in just a few

quick steps. YAML, a human-readable serialization standard, is used to specify mappings

between URLs and scripts or static content such as HTML and JavaScript. In fact, we can

host the WAMI recorder, including the JavaScript, SWF file, GUI images, and any HTML

content, using the Google App Engine.
application: NAME

version: 1

runtime: python

api.version: 1

handlers:

- url: /audio

script: python/simple.py

- url: /client

static-dir: public/client

The .yaml file above declares a web service called wami-recorder along with a

few URL mappings. http: / /wami-recorder. appspot . com/audio points to the

python and http://wami-recorder. appspot.com/client points to a folder

containing the WAMI recorder. No additional configuration is necessary to host this

simple example. In general, the application is deployed to a Google-managed address

NAME . appspot . com, where NAME is the unique application identifier chosen upon its

creation. In addition to the s imple . py script described above, we have also included

ses s ions . py, which is a blobstore-capable script. With a few more lines of code, it is

relatively easy to create a blob and place it into more permanent storage. Finally, a small

change must be made to the app . yam file to change the handler for the /audio path.
- url: /audio

script: python/sessions .py
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One of the advantages of using a well-packaged service like the Google App Engine is that

there are developer features that make it easy to visualize the back-end of the application.

The dashboard of GAE graphs the number of requests per second an application receives

over the course of its deployment.

A Datastore Viewer and a Blob Viewer give the developer a peak into what is being

stored. Perhaps most importantly for someone collecting audio using this service, clicking

on the link to a (moderately sized) file in the Blob Viewer will allow the developer to

play the corresponding audio without explicitly downloading it. Chrome, for instance,

recognizes the audio/x-wav type that the WAMI recorder sends and that the Google

App Engine saves. Thus, clicking a link will play the audio directly in the browser using a

simple user interface: . This feature can be quite useful for keeping track of

a remote collection task. Below is an image of the BlobViewer with a few utterances in it.
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Sometimes it can be useful to store additional information about a blob. In this case, the

datastore is the more appropriate storage mechanism. In our sessions .py example we

show how one can store the retrieval URL of the audio along with a reference to its blob in

the BlobStore. Our script accomplishes this with a simple data model containing just two

properties.

from google.appengine.ext import db

# A simple database model to store a URL and an associated blob.

class DataModel(db.Model):

url db.StringProperty(required=True)

blob blobstore.BlobReferenceProperty (required=True)

It is not hard to imagine storing other types of information, such as a user ID, session

ID, or utterance ID, by explicitly giving them their own columns in the datastore. GQL, a

subset of SQL, can then be used to create queries over the datastore. Here, however, our

goal is to provide a simple example of datastore usage. The resulting Datastore Viewer

interface looks like the following:
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There are a few additional considerations to keep in mind when using the Google App
Engine. First is that it has size limitations for a single query (a few minutes of speech

recorded at 22,050Hz.) Second, the programming environment does not allow the installa-
tion of native libraries, which might be useful for tasks such as audio resampling. Still, it
suffices as a means to get an audio collection task up-and-running quickly.

C.3 ~ Server Configuration Details

The preceding server descriptions suffice for the most basic uses of the WAMI recorder. In
certain situations, however, additional configuration is necessary. In some cases it may be
necessary to play audio from locations other than where Wami. swf is hosted, requiring
the use of a cross-domain policy file. Other times, it is necessary to ensure secure HTTP
requests using HTTPS. Finally, there are certain applications that require audio streaming
rather than the simple bulk-uploading we have presented so far. We describe how to achieve
these advanced configurations where possible, and describe work-arounds to approximate
their behavior when need be.

C.3.1 Cross-domain Policy File

Flash imposes a security measure called a cross-domain policy file that comes into
play when the content being requested by Flash resides on a domain different from
that of the Flash application itself. Suppose, for example that the SWF for the
recorder is hosted in ht t p : / /webs it e-1 . c om/re c orde r . s w f. Performing the ac-
tionWami.startPlaying("http: //website-2.com/audio.wav") willthen

cause a runtime error in ActionScript unless you have the proper cross-domain policy file
in place at http: / /webs ite-2 . com/cros sdomain. xml. An example of what this
file might look like, albeit one with very liberal permissions, is shown below.
<cross-domain-policy>

<site-control permitted-cross-domain-policies="master-only"/>

<allow-access-from domain="*" secure="false" />
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<allow-http-request-headers-from domain="*" headers=**" />

</cross-domain-policy>

Note that manipulating crossdomain . xml implies that one needs to have a certain

amount of control over the server. For example, in the preceding Google Apps Engine

example, the following addition needs to be made to the app .yaml file.

- url: /crossdomain.xml

mime-type: text/xml

static-files: public/crossdomain.xml

upload: public/crossdomain.xml

This can be problematic if one would prefer to make use of a third-party's service over

which one has no server-side control. Suppose, for example, that a WAMI application

needs to play audio from a text-to-speech server set up by a third party to take requests

of the form: http: //tts . com?words=hello%20world. Without a cross-domain

policy file in place, the application developer would not be able to play the audio through

Flash. One work-around in this scenario is to proxy the audio through one's own servers

to make it appear as though it is coming from a domain that has the proper policy file in

place. Most web servers make proxies of this sort relatively easy to set up.

C.3.2 HTTPS

In some situations, it is imperative to use HTTPS to send requests rather than vanilla HTTP.

This secure communication protocol combines HTTP with SSL to verify server identities

and encrypt information going across the network. As an increasing number of web-related

security concerns have become public in recent years, major web sites have responded by

supporting the htt ps : / / scheme.

Similar to the Applets described in section A.2, web site developers must acquire cer-

tificates from a certificate authority (e.g. VeriSign or Microsoft) to host an easily accessible

secured site. All the popular browsers of today ship preconfigured to communicate with

certain certificate authorities. Cheap or free certificates run the risk of not being fully sup-

ported by the popular browsers, however, causing the web sites to retain the undesirable

security pop-ups that a pricier certificate would resolve.

Including insecure content (anything communicated through an http: / / URL) in

a secure site can also cause security pop-ups in some browsers. The precise behav-

ior varies, however, depending on the manner in which the content is embedded, the

user's security settings, as well as the browser in question. For example, including

<iframe src="http: //..." /> in a secure site will cause the following pop up

message in IE8.
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Notice that the default option is "Yes" to a question that asks if viewing only the se-

cure content is OK. This is the opposite of most security dialog messages, even those for

previous versions of Internet Explorer. The reasoning for the change is most likely that

users often click "Yes" without thinking, which would have previously caused the browser

to display insecure content. The error message shown above, however, will at least give the

user pause, if only to try to figure out what actually happens when they click "Yes."

C.3.3 Streaming

Data transferred via HTTP are associated with a content-type that specifies the kind of

data that will be found in either the request or the response body. For a WAV file,
audio/way or audio/x-wav are commonly used content types. For the AU container

audio/basic is used. By default the WAMI recorder gathers up all the audio on the

client side before shipping it over to the server via an HTTP POST with the audio /x-wav

content-type.

There are times, however, when waiting for the audio to finish recording is not ideal.

Given that the audio is continuously buffering on the client side, for example, it is prob-

ably only reasonable to use the recorder for collecting files of a few megabytes in size.

While a couple of minutes of data might be enough for many applications, there are cer-

tainly applications that require more. Unless silence can be detected, and the microphone

restarted automatically, collecting larger amounts of audio is made difficult with this tech-

nique. Moreover, some applications, such as server-side endpoint detection or incremental

speech recognition results, actually must receive the data before an utterance has ended. In

these cases, only a streaming solution will suffice.

Oddly enough, HTTP 1.1 solves this problem by requiring HTTP 1.1 compliant ap-

plications to be able to receive a chunked transfer encoding. This method breaks the data

down into a series of chunks, which are reassembled on the server-side. Unfortunately, of

the three plugins mentioned in previous sections, only Java supports the chunked transfer

encoding. Flash does not provide a mechanism for performing POSTs in this fashion, and

the only solution (without resorting to using a flash media player) is to implement a custom
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chunking protocol using multiple sequential HTTP POSTs. The individual POSTs, per-

haps each containing a couple hundred milliseconds of audio, can be reassembled on the

server-side to perform a sort of psuedo-streaming. Streaming a WAV file, however, is not

really possible since the header information of a WAV expects a length, which would, of

course, be unknown a priori. Since the WAV specification does not officially support data

of unknown length, one could turn to an audio container that does, such as AU.

Since the streaming features are somewhat more involved to implement on both the

server and client side of the audio collection equations, we leave them out of our default

implementation in WAMI. Fortunately, for simple collection tasks like the one described in

the next section, advanced streaming features are unnecessary.
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Appendix D

Example: Speech Collection on mTurk

This section is a high-level overview of the steps necessary to set up an audio collection

HIT on Amazon Mechanical Turk. More detailed, step-by-step instructions as well as the

complete code for this tutorial can be found in the Google Code repository located here:

https://wami-gapp.googlecode.com

This example collection task will have workers read movie titles aloud, but generalizes

easily to any prompted audio collection task. We begin by describing the necessary server-

side set up for the task, making use of the Google App Engine framework. We then discuss

two ways of deploying the task. The first, and simplest, utilizes the Amazon Mechanical

Turk web interface to deploy and manage the audio collection HIT. The second method

of deployment is through Amazon Mechanical Turk's command line tools by way of their

ExternalQuestion HIT, which allows developers to embed a web page hosted outside

of AMT. The command line tools themselves make it possible to script HIT management,

making working with a large number of HITs easier.

There is a third, more advanced method, whereby o'ne can deploy HITs programmat-

ically using Java, C#, or a number of other languages. These SDKs not only offer fine-

grained control over a HIT, they enable the development of human-in-the-loop applications

that can ask questions of the outside world, such as "What does this person say in this au-

dio clip?" or "How do you pronounce Caddyshack?". Using this method, an application

could conceivably automatically collect its own training data without expert supervision.

These SDKs, however, are beyond the scope of this tutorial. In future sections, we describe

nascent efforts in this arena.
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D.1 Server Setup

The first step is to check out the code (perhaps to ~/wami-gapp) and run it on the local

machine. To do so, however, one first needs to become familiar with Google App Engine,
since we will let this cloud service do the heavy lifting on the server-side of our application.
Signing up for an account is relatively straightforward.

With a new Google App Engine account in hand, it's possible to use the web interface
to create an application by giving it a unique application ID and a title. The application
ID will be used in the URL, so it is preferable to choose something easy to type if need
be. Choosing NAME as an ID reserves NAME. appspot . com; however, many IDs may

already be taken. Once the application has been created, a dashboard is accessible, although
no application has yet been deployed.

Before deploying an application, it is wise to run and test it locally. For this pur-
pose, Google has provided an App Engine SDK for python. The GUI version of the SDK,
available for both Mac OS X and Windows, is somewhat more user friendly than the com-
mand line scripts available for Linux. The following image depicts the Google App Engine
Launcher and the corresponding logging console.
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With the SDK installed, attaching the project is simply a matter of performing the
Add Existing Application operation to attach r'./wari-gapp to the application launcher.
A default port, such as 8080, will be provided such that running the app will make it
available at locaihost :8080. In particular, '-/wami-gapp/turk/ index. htm1

will now be available at http://lcalhost:8080/turk/index.html. This is
the interface that we will be deploying to Amazon Mechanical Turk for audio collection.
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Task I of 3

Please click the record button above, speak the words below, and then click again to stop.

Example Prompt 1

Even when everything is running smoothly, it is probably wise to check the logging

console for anomalies. The sessions .py python code contains some examples of

how a programmer can write messages to this console. If the logs look clean, however,
there is just one small change that must be made before deployment. The top line of

~/wami-gapp/app. yaml, the file that configures the server, specifies the name of the

app to be deployed. This must be changed to the unique ID of the app that was created

through the Google App Engine web interface. Failure to do so will result in an error

message in the log along the lines of "this application does not exist."

A successful deployment will make the application available to the out-

side world at http://NAME.appspot.com/turk/index.html. Note

that the special port is no longer part of the URL. We also provide an ex-

ample of the recorder without the Amazon Mechanical Turk interface at

http://NAME.appspot.com/client/index.html. With either site, it

should now be possible to record an utterance and then see it appear in the Blob Viewer in

the Google App Engine web interface.

D.2 Deploying to Amazon Mechanical Turk

Now that audio collection has been tested end-to-end, we are ready to deploy a Human In-

telligence Task (HIT) on Amazon Mechanical Turk. There are a number of ways to access

AMT, but the web-interface is arguably the simplest, so we use it here. We recommend

starting with the AMT requester's sandbox, which is a website identical to the real AMT,

but which will not cost money to experiment on. Of course, this means there are no workers

willing to complete the tasks, but the sandbox is a great way to test out a HIT for the first

time.
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Once logged into the sandbox with an Amazon account, the first step is to navigate
to the Design page, where HIT templates are created. Often it is easiest to start with a

blank template. After choosing the blank template option, the requester is presented with

a page to enter the properties of the HIT, such as a name, description and keywords. This

is also where the payment is specified, as well as the number of assignments per HIT. Any

particular worker will only be able to perform a given HIT one time, but if you specify a

number of assignments per HIT greater than one, another worker will be allowed to come

along and perform that HIT as well.

Perhaps the most important properties for a task, other than price, are the qualification

restrictions placed on a HIT. With speech, in particular, the criteria by which workers are

filtered has a large effect on the results. Restricting worker by location is one way to ensure

that the language and accent roughly meet the criteria of the task, though it is by no means

a guarantee. Qualification tests are another way to filter workers. With these, it may be

possible to pre-approve the voices that are allowed to perform a certain HIT.

Once the properties have been selected, the requester must design the layout of the HIT.

Fortunately Amazon has given us a large amount of flexibility. In particular, in addition to

a WYSIWYG' editor, there is a button on the interface that allows one to edit the HTML

directly: .- Using the HTML editor we can replace everything in the text area with

HTML and JavaScript of our choosing. In the case, of our example audio collection HIT,
we can replace all of the HTML code present in the HIT by default with just a few simple

lines of code similar to those found in -/wami-gapp/public /turk/index. html

file.
<style type=text/css>@import url (recordHaT.css) ;<Istye>

<script typetext/javascript src="recordHeT.jsd></script>
<p><input type=fthidden" id="wsession" /></p>

<script>

var wessionid = Wamsub.RecordHIT.create ("prompts );

document.getEiementById(lwsession') .value =wsessionid;

</script>

<noscript>Please enable JavaScript to perform a HIT.</noscri pt>

Previewing the task should yield an interface similar to the one shown previously.

It is possible, at this stage, to add a header describing the task, or perhaps a feed-

back text area to be submitted with the HIT. Once the template is saved, we are ready

to begin filling in the $ { prompts } variable with prompts for the particular task at

hand. In our case, we will insert the movie titles into our HIT using the list found in
~/wami-gapp/turk/movies . txt. To do this, we navigate to the Publish page of

Amazon Mechanical Turk and select the audio collection template we have just saved. If
all goes well, the interface will then prompt the requester to upload input data.
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prompts

"The Green Mile<>Babe<>Waterworld<>Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome<>Caddyshack"

"The Thin Red Line<>Pitch Black<>Bridge to Terabithia<>Ed Wood<>Godspeli"

Notice that the prompts are separated by a delimeter: <>. This allows our JavaScript to

bundle multiple prompts up into a single HIT. For large HITs, this bundling technique can

save a significant amount of money on Amazon's commission. Although Amazon usually

takes a 10% commission on a task, one that pays less than 50 is subject to Amazon's

minimum commission charge of 0.50. Thus, tasks above 50 get more value-per-cent spent

than those below.

Given the format described above, there are some special characters that cannot appear

within a prompt. Fortunately, the prompts are inserted directly into the page as HTML.

This means that HTML escape codes can be used to correctly display special characters.

Moreover, HTML tags and styles can be used to insert any desired content in place of a

prompt. For example, it would not be difficult to insert a YouTube video to prompt for a

verbal response. In our simple example, we will stick with plain text.

After uploading the input data file, a preview of the interface should show the movie

titles in place of the $ { prompt s } variable. The requester is then asked to confirm the cost

(even the sandbox provides a sample cost summary), after which one can publish the HITs.

Publishing HITs in the requester's sandbox will make them available in a corresponding

worker's sandbox. From this interface it is possible to test the task in full.

QM ioI.. t w.6 F LS l A- t ppFo~.I d (WI.Q p-1 MI 91. Iu~b 6Utit I

Road a low noyie tiles aloud

Task 3 of 5

Please click Ie record button above, speak the words below, and t cl ick again to stop

Had we been deploying this HIT to the real Amazon Mechanical Turk interface, there

is one very important step that we have not yet described. In many settings, research in-

volving the use of human subjects requires the approval of an Institutional Review Board

(IRB). Typically, tasks in which workers do not remain anonymous are subject to addi-

tional scrutiny and one could reasonably consider a voice to be identifying information. If

approved, IRBs often require that a consent form be supplied to the worker, either as part

of the HIT or as a separate qualification step.
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Make sure the full submission process works from a few different browsers and al-

ways check to see that the results are being collected as expected. To do this, return to

the requester's sandbox after submitting a few HITs. Find the page where requesters can

Manage HITs, and get the results of the current task. They should look something like the

following.

Notc, that therecc isca UR for ev r piee- oo ected To-her heauio cico

1i i 1216 ca v6dc-145ffa3-o nsac-cc44021646ll cnaed402a333-2 ctarn"~4V216a39 3 carnrn'dc14a6ff4
f ah Mac hX33c3 ctw2NMc3c- hm 33,cv' tv6J!m nuVwam, c ac

these URLs from a browser that can handle the audio/ /x-way mime-type. We have also

saved some information about the user's system including their OS, browser, and Flash

versions. This can be useful for debugging the HIT when behavior varies across system

configuration.

D.3 The Command Line Interface.

We can perform the same HIT with AMT's E xt ern alQue st ion template using the
command line tools (CLT). Within the samples provided by the CLT, the e xt e r na l -hit

sample is set up almost perfectly for the task at hand. We simply replace the URL in the

. que st ion file with our application's URL:

https:/ /NAME. appspot.com/turk/indlex.html?prompts=${Ihelper. urlencode ($prompts)}

The prompts file format is the same as in the previous section. The call to

helper urlencode ($prompts) takes the prompts field of our input data, and es-

capes the special characters so that it can be inserted as a URL parameter. Our JavaScript

then does the job of retrieving the parameter and parsing individual prompts. Note that with

some browser/server configurations URLs with more than a few thousand characters cause

errors. In these situations, it may be necessary to load data into the web-page dynamically

using AJAX. In many cases, however, embedding prompts in the URL should suffice.

Amazon Mechanical Turk HITs, even those deployed through the web-interface, are
really nothing more than HTML orrms whose results are posted to Amazon's servers. Thus,
we can create the same form, called mturkef orm in our external hit. We can explicitly

add HTML input elements to the form, or dynamically create them in JavaScript. The
hidden input type is useful for saving result fields without the worker having to view
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them. At the very least, we must specify the assignment ID in this form. Finally, since we

have full control over the submit button, we can validate results programmatically before

submission.

The web site used in the ExternalQuestion must be served via HTTPS. Recall

that serving insecure content via HTTP will cause security alerts under some browser con-

figurations. More importantly, the Amazon Mechanical Turk site recently began requir-

ing the use of HTTPS. Fortunately, there is a free way to serve almost any content with

a properly configured HTTPS certificate: one can piggyback off of the Google App En-

gine certificates. We have, in fact, been doing this already for everything hosted through

https : / /NAME . appspot . com. Although slightly more work, even content not hosted

on Google App Engine can be proxied through a GAE account, ensuring that the requests

made from AMT are secure.
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